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FA S T FORE -WORD

Almost 10 years ago, I wrote my first

and so far only book, a slender
volume titled Understanding Audio
and Video. It is out of print now
and, in any event, rather out of date
in quite a few respects. Occasionally

I am tempted to update it, but then I
remember how much time and work went
into the first go -round. Writing the book in
the first place gave me new respect for

people who write books! And as I said, it
wasn't even a very big one.

The reason I bring this up is that I get
asked on a fairly regular basis to

recommend a good introductory book on
audio, and just as regularly I come up
blank. Most of the time there just isn't one
available-at least, not one that I'm aware
of. Recently, however, a couple of books

have crossed my desk that might fill the bill.
The first is Howard Ferstler's The Home

Theater Companion (Schirmer Books, 1633
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019). It

provides a surprisingly comprehensive

survey of what a prospective buyer needs to

know about audio and video gear and how
it goes together in a system. Title

notwithstanding, this book is just as good
for someone interested in putting together
a strictly music -oriented system as for
the budding home theater aficionado. And
while the main body of the text is largely

nontechnical, boxes are sprinkled
throughout that explain key concepts in
more depth. It also contains a very complete
glossary as well as a substantial bibliography.

There are occasional lapses (such as
a paragraph that discusses fiber-optic
cables as if they were for analog rather than
digital connections), and I suspect just
about any regular reader of Audio would
find things to quibble with here and there.
But this is a book written for the person
who might someday become an Audio
reader rather than for one who already is;
for that person, I don't currently know
of any better introduction to the subject.

The second book, though also an
introductory text, is of quite a different
sort and far more likely to hold
the attention of readers who already know

quite a bit about audio. It is Tomlinson
Holman's Sound for Film and Television

(Focal Press, 313 Washington St., Newton,
Mass. 02158-1626, www.bh.com/fp). Tom

wrote this as a textbook for his film -sound
course at USC. One might thus naturally
assume that the book is of interest only to
future film and television sound engineers.
However, the first three chapters are
excellent introductions to sound,
psychoacoustics, and the basics of audio. In
addition, the approach is often fresher and
more informative than is common in
books about audio. The rest of the book is
more specialized, but I think you will still
find plenty to enjoy. I can dip into it almost
at random and pick up some interesting
tidbit. As a bonus, it comes with a CD

containing demonstrations relevant to
various topics covered in the book. I expect
audiophiles will find the examples of
various microphone models and polar
patterns particularly intriguing.

Finally, just as I started writing this
column, I received from Harvey Rosenberg
a copy of his book, The Search for Musical

Ecstasy (Image Marketing Group, P.O. Box

4744, Stamford, Conn. 06907). Harvey is
best known to audiophiles for his years as
proprietor of New York Audio Laboratories
and his coincident evangelism of
the Futterman OTL tube amplifier circuit.
This book is not an introduction to audio.
In fact, although there is a lot of stuff about
audio equipment and related subjects
scattered through its pages, I would be hard
put to say that it is about audio at all. (Take

this section heading: "What the Hell Is an
Expanded Gizmological Metacontext?")
The Search for Musical Ecstasy is more like a

quirky audiophile memoir, containing such
things as instructions on how to listen to
music, a map of the average male brain,
and an account of Harvey's sexual
awakening. Taken in small doses, it's a fun
read, however you wind up categorizing it.
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LETTERS

Floor Show
I enjoyed Don Keele's comparison be-

tween the Paradigm Reference Servo -15
and Velodyne F -1500B subwoofers in your
April issue. However, I believe you gave the
Paradigm an unfair advantage by stacking
the Velodyne on top. Any subwoofer will
perform better with floor placement!

Product comparisons are very interesting
but must be free of such bias. Steve Hepp

via e-mail

Author's Reply: Even know-it-all reviewers
can get in trouble on this aspect of sub -
woofer usage. Thanks for pointing out that
a subwoofer's output depends heavily on
its position in the room. Of course, I real-
ized this, but I thought I knew my room
well enough that stacking the two sub -
woofers one on top of the other would be
close enough for a valid comparison. It
wasn't!

Your letter, plus a phone conversation
with the marketing manager of Velodyne (I
just happened to be reviewing the HGS-12)
prompted me to redo the comparison. I
placed both subwoofers on the floor side -
by -side but symmetrically positioned with
respect to the corner. The Paradigm still no-
ticeably outperformed the Velodyne in
maximum output, but the difference was
not as dramatic as before. As a second
check, I switched the locations of the two
subwoofers and got the same results. Doing
this location switch with the original
stacked setup would have immediately re-
vealed its problems. But hey, those big sub -
woofers are really heavy and I was lazy!-
Don Keele

Hold the 'Phones
Having subscribed to Audio for several

years, I learn a lot from your articles and re-
views and hope that this letter does not
sound too critical. I also do not mean to
imply anything negative toward Sennheiser
products, as I own a few that are fantastic. I
do disagree, however, with Edward M.
Long's January "Equipment Profile" of the
Sennheiser HD 600 headphones.

Long begins his review with, "When I re-

viewed Sennheiser's HD 580, in the June
1996 issue, it was at the top of the compa-
ny's extensive line of dynamic earphones
(Sennheiser also makes more expensive
electrostatic models), and I was convinced
that it was indeed special. The HD 600 ear-
phones, which the company has slotted
above the HD 580s, are intended to be even
more so. Although similar to the HD 580s,
the HD 600s incorporate several refine-
ments, use more costly parts, and carry
more stringent specifications."

I have never listened to the HD 600s my-
self, but to say they are similar to the HD
580s without further explanation is a bit
misleading. From everything I have read,
the HD 580 and the HD 600 use the exact
same drivers. The headphone cord (Kevlar-
reinforced, with oxygen -free copper wires)
is identical, the headband and cushions are
the same, the earcup shape is the same, and
they use the same velvet -covered, foam -
filled ear cushions. One difference is that
the bail (the piece that connects the earcup
to the headband) is plastic on the HD 580
and made of carbon fiber on the HD 600. I
guess this is what Long was referring to
when he said it uses more costly parts. The
bail has absolutely nothing to do with the
sound; it merely helps hold the thing on
your head.

The only difference, to my knowledge,
that could possibly affect the sound is the
mesh grille on the outside of the earcups.
On the HD 580, the grille is plastic; on the
HD 600, it is metal. The only way this could
affect the sound, and this is really stretching
it, is if the sound that bounces back to the
listener's ear from the metal grille sounds
different from the sound that bounces back
from the plastic grille. Remember, these are
mesh grilles; most of the sound is going to
pass through, anyway. In a blind listening
test, I doubt that even a Mr. Magic Ears
could tell the difference between these two
headphones.

A good portion of Long's review was de-
voted to comparing the HD 600s to the Stax
Omega electrostatic headphones. This is

like comparing apples and oranges. While
it's nice to know how one of the best dy-
namic headphones compares to one of the
best electrostatic 'phones, this does not aid
the consumer considering a purchase of a
somewhat reasonably priced headphone.
The HD 600 retails at $449.95; most elec-
trostatic headphones cost several thousand
dollars. It would be of greater benefit to
compare the HD 600 to other dynamic
headphones. Would you consider doing a
comparison of a jet plane and a car? They
both get you from point A to point B, but
that is pretty much where the similarities
end. A plane and a car are completely dif-
ferent designs, as are dynamic and electro-
static headphones.

Long concludes his review by stating: "A
year and a half ago, I ended my report on
the HD 580s by saying, `If you are looking
for a comfortable, wide -range pair of high -
quality earphones, you should check out
the Sennheiser HD 580s. You won't be dis-
appointed.' This is still valid, but now you
should also check out the HD 600s and see
if you agree with me that they are worth the
additional hundred dollars." Well, unless
Long can shed new light on the subject, I
would have to disagree; I do not think they
are worth the additional hundred dollars.
But do not get me wrong: From my limited
experience, I feel that the Sennheiser HD
580s and the HD 600s are the best dynamic
headphones available on this planet. How-
ever, you have to give me more than car-
bon -fiber bails and metal mesh to make me
spend an extra hundred bucks. It is like
comparing two identical cars, with one ex-
ception: One has a sunroof, and one does
not. For a 25% price premium, I can do
without the sunroof. Ron Pruitt

Upper Marlboro, Md.

Author's Reply: Perhaps I should have am-
plified the fact that the HD 600 earphones
"... use more costly parts, and carry more
stringent specifications." Sennheiser told
me that it sorts and matches the earphone
drivers for the HD 600s to much tighter tol-
erances than for the HD 580s. I stated in the
report that "The amplitude and phase re-
sponses were more uniform than were
those of the HD 580 earphones," and that
"Smoothness and left/right matching were
even better in the HD 600 than in the 580 ..."

The economic factors of tighter quality
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control, which raises the cost, and sale of
fewer of the more expensive HD 600s ac-
count for the higher price. The quality of
the HD 600 will always be higher than that
of the average HD 580.

I have my listening -panel members com-
pare the sound of earphones under review
to the Stax Omegas because they are con-
sidered to be the best available earphones.
This gives the listening panel and the read-
ers a consistent reference. The panel mem-
bers' comments reveal that they often find
the earphones under review to be better in
some respects than the Stax. This indicates
that the transducer type, electrostatic or dy-
namic, is not directly relevant to the evalua-
tion of performance. It is how accurately
they reproduce the sound of the recording
that matters.

I am sorry that Mr. Pruitt hasn't listened
to the HD 600. I still think it is worth the
extra $100.-Edward M. Long

TV Needs Better Image
I've been a long-time fan of consumer

electronics and always watch for new prod-
ucts that have real value. I often spend a bit
more for a newly introduced product, so I
jumped into CD technology right at the be-
ginning and also bought an early Proton
TV monitor, a Hi -Fi VCR, and, last year, a
satellite dish system. But I feel like I've been
waiting my whole life for a better TV. I can
remember in the '60s wondering why they
couldn't build something without the obvi-
ous lines and blurry characteristic of the
then-and current-TV standard.

I recently went to a local high -end au-
dio/video store that had completely con-
verted to home theater systems. They
demonstrated a variety of setups with
DVD, AC -3 sound, and big projection -
screen TVs. The sound was excellent, but
the video was still distractingly poor, con-
sidering that prices ranged from $5,000 to
$10,000. Unlike CD, where you can imme-
diately hear improvement with decent
speakers, DVD is only a little better because
the old TV standard completely limits the
digital recordings on any TV. Edges waver,
colors appear blurry, and the lines are still
so obvious as to leave no question that you
are still watching a poor approximation of a
film.

Some of the commentary about high -de-
finition television (HDTV) and the use of

bandwidth for either higher resolution or
more channels seems to miss the point. It is
often said that most people don't care
about a better picture when they watch TV,
and I admit that I probably don't need
more image resolution when I'm watching
Seinfeld or ER. In a similar vein, I don't real-

ly care about hi-fi sound reproduction
when listening to talk radio or pop music,
but when I want to experience great music
or movies, I don't want dull, hissy sound,
and I don't want to see lines and blurry im-
ages, either.

To all manufacturers: I'm not spending
any more money on fancy video hardware
until a major improvement in image quality
comes along. And since I've been waiting
for this for so long, you can be sure the
money will jump out of my pocket when it
does. Peter Krumhansl

via e-mail

The Pick
Bascom King gives a fairly complete

"Equipment Profile" of the Lamm M2.1
mono amp (May). My problem with it
came from too many stabilized line current
readings. I find 1.5, 2.1, 4, and 8 amperes
mentioned. This is (at least) one too many,
even allowing for a two -position loading
switch and one or two on the same power
line at the same time. What gives? Also, is
the output stage a follower? It's not really
clear.

Hope you don't reject this "picking." I
subscribe strictly for equipment reviews,
and I have this fetish about consistency and
things making sense. Don Stephan

via e-mail

Author's Reply: I think you might be con-
fusing AC line current with output -stage
DC idling current. The 1.5 and 2.1 amperes
cited refer to output -stage idling currents
for the 8- and 4 -ohm settings on the load
selector switch. The 4 amperes mentioned
was the AC line current when the amplifier
reached thermal equilibrium. It drew about
5 amperes when cold. The 8 amperes allud-
ed to at the end of the review refers to the
AC line current drawn by both amplifiers
when warmed up and idling.

You did catch an omission on my part. I
didn't mention the topology of the output
stage. The MOS-FETs are connected as
source followers.-Bascom H. King

AUDIO/AUGUST 1998
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AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Impedance and Amplifier Power
Output

QWill my 250 -watt, 2 -ohm amplifier
drive a pair of 4- or 8 -ohm speakers?

And what would the amp's power output be
into a load of 4 or 8 ohms?-Daniel Cones,
Bartlesville, Okla.

AThe fact that an amplifier can work
safely into a 2 -ohm load does not

preclude it from successfully driving 4-, 8,
or even 16 -ohm speakers. The 2 -ohm rating

indicates the minimum speaker impedance
that the amp can drive without damaging
its output stage or triggering protection cir-
cuitry. The power available will be at its
maximum when the amp is connected to 2-

ohm loads and will be reduced as the load
impedance increases. Because a number of
design characteristics are involved, there is
no way to provide you with exact wattage
ratings at different load values. However, if
your amplifier is a typical Class -AB design,
you can estimate, albeit very roughly, that
its power output will be halved with each
doubling of load impedance. For truly ac-
curate ratings, consult your owner's manu-
al or the amp's manufacturer.

Defining Dielectric
QI have heard the word "dielectric" used

from time to time. Does it have some-
thing to do with capacitors? What is it?
Name withheld

AYes, indeed, a dielectric is the insulat-
ing part of any capacitor. (Capacitors,

devices for storing energy in an electric
field, are used in DC circuits to store and re-
lease energy, such as a high -voltage pulse of
current; in AC circuits, they can be used to
block DC.) It is made up of two conductors
separated by an insulator-the dielectric.
When an electric current flows into the ca-
pacitor, a force is established between the
two conductors separated by the dielectric.
The dielectric material can be mica, paper,
polyethylene, beeswax, or even air. The tun-
ing capacitors in old analog radios are a
good example. There is a series of station-
ary metal plates and a second set of plates
that is free to move and interleave, or mesh,

with the fixed plates. The two sets of plates,

although very close to one another, do not
touch. This is an air -variable capacitor. The

air serves as the insulator, or dielectric, be-
tween the two conductors. The tuning ca-
pacitors in analog portable radios are simi-
lar except that mica replaces the air die-
lectric. The plates do touch the mica, but it
doesn't matter because the mica prevents the
plates from shorting out.

The amount of capacitance in a capacitor
is determined by a variety of factors, in-
cluding the size, shape, and number of
plates, their spacing, and the characteristics
of the dielectric between them. Air has a di-
electric of 1; mica's is much higher, between
4 and 9. If the dielectric increases, so does
the capacitance (and vice versa). The use of
dielectrics other than air can, and does, per-
mit the construction of large capacitors re-
quiring little space.

Car Subwoofer Connection
QHere in Australia, 1 bought a Sony car

head unit (the XR-C750) because of its
subwoofer output (two female RCAs, one red,

the other white), but the installation guide
doesn't quite answer my questions. Do the
two RCAs represent left and right subwoofer
outputs? And if so, how do I sum them to
mono? I want to connect them to a power
amp, then to Alpine Bass Engines (transduc-

ers) under the front seats of my son's car.
Summing both channels to mono will give
both seats the same sub -bass effect.-Senen
A. Silvestre, via e-mail

AWhen I consulted Mark Weir, Sony
Electronics U.S. car -audio product

manager, he told me that your head unit,
the XR-C750, is a 1997 model (replaced this
year by the XR-C8200) and that the red and
white female RCAs do indeed represent the
respective right and left subwoofer outputs.

However, he pointed out that virtually all
modern car stereo amplifiers (those built in
the last decade or so) are self -bridging de-
signs, with separate left- and right -channel
input jacks and internal mono -summing
circuitry. By connecting the positive and
negative speaker leads from your subwoofer

(the Alpine Bass Engine) between the am-
plifier's positive (+) terminal of the right-

channel speaker output and the negative (-)
terminal of the left channel, the subwoofer
will automatically receive a summed mono
output. (Some older car stereo amps may
have a summing switch that will need to be
set to the mono position.)

In any case, do not use a Y -adaptor; con-

nect the stereo subwoofer RCA connectors
from your head unit to the left- and right-
channel input jacks on the power amp.

According to the May/June 1997 Car
Stereo Review product directory, the rated
impedance of the Alpine Bass Engine is 4
ohms. Because you plan to run two in par-
allel, the combined impedance presented to
your amp will be 2 ohms or less. Check the

maufacturer's specifications for your power
amp to ensure that it has low -impedance
drive capability to 2 ohms and that it will
remain stable doing so.

Upside -Down Speakers
QSome speakers I like from NHT use an

upside-down driver array, with the
tweeter mounted below the woofer. The loca-

tion of my Boston Acoustics speakers puts the

tweeters too high: The woofers are at ear level

and the tweeters are well above that. Would
inverting the speakers (to bring the tweeters
to ear level) also invert the music presenta-
tion, placing the bass frequencies above the
high frequencies? And what other effects
might I expect? Could it damage the crossover
or internal parts?-August Timmermans,
via e-mail

AYou won't damage the crossover or
anything else by turning the speakers

upside down, nor will the music presenta-
tion be inverted. But the speaker's overall
dispersion characteristics will certainly
change. If your speakers are elevated on a
bookshelf or near the ceiling, inverting
them, as you suggest, might well improve
high frequencies at your listening position
by bringing the axial response of the tweet-
ers closer to ear level.

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, or
via e-mail at joegio@cstone.net. All letters are
answered. In the event that your letter is chosen
by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,
please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope.
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Speaker designer Ken Kantor, of Ver-
gence Technology and the cofounder of
NHT, notes that (all other things being
equal) you'll get the most satisfactory fre-
quency balance listening to most speakers
on axis. When he designs a two-way speak-
er, he chooses the woofer first, then the
tweeter, considers their respective direc-
tional characteristics and sensitivities, se-
lects the crossover frequency and slope, and
then calculates the constructive and de-
structive effects of the drivers' combined
responses with the crossover in the circuit.
Kantor explains that sometimes mounting
the tweeter below the woofer yields the
smoothest combined response from the
two drivers at the listening postion; other
times, the more common arrangement of
woofer below tweeter produces the best re-
sponse. "You gotta make 'em work togeth-
er," according to Kantor, who then goes on
to add that "you're at the mercy of the
crossover."

Why not try experimenting with your
Boston Acoustics speakers? You can't de-
stroy anything, and you'll learn something
along the way.

To Poke or Not To Poke
QWithout warning, my amp will clip
(right channel first), then go into pro-

tection when reproducing fairly loud pas-
sages that contain sudden peaks (e.g., an ex-

plosion in a movie soundtrack). The same
thing happens if I just crank it up. The amp
has three different voltage rails and taps into

the appropriate rail (depending on demand),

drawing its power mainly from the trans-
former and two smallish capacitors in order
to produce its maximum output of 375 watts
per channel. I suspect the transformer first
and the capacitor (right channel) second.
Because the amp's warranty has long ex-
pired, I thought I'd try fixing it myself I own
a multimeter and am not afraid to poke
around inside; I'm just not sure where to
poke and what to test for. Where would you
begin, and what would you look for?-John
Jost, via e-mail

AIf your amplifier has served you well

and this problem has arisen only re-
cently, I can rule out the transformer as a
primary cause. Power transformers are
rather stable devices; a winding can short
out, or open, but usually that's it.

Before you start poking around inside
the chassis, you should have a schematic
and a service manual that describes the log-
ic used for the voltage -rail selection. I
would start by replacing the filter capacitor,
but my gut feeling is that the problem lies in

the logic circuits used for selecting the ap-
propriate voltage rail.

That said, there may be nothing wrong
with your amp. It's possible that the pro-
gram material you're using may be too de-
manding for your amp to handle at the lis-
tening levels you prefer. Low frequencies
place the greatest demand on an amp. Some
of the explosions heard in soundtracks can
have low -frequency components below 30
Hz. They may not sound very loud, but the
power level required to reproduce them can
be very high, especially if your speakers are

acoustically inefficient.
Ask a dealer or a friend if you can borrow

a powered subwoofer that has internal low -

and high-pass filters. Then you can direct
the low frequencies to the sub, keeping
them out of your main speakers. If your
amp's premature clipping ceases, you'll
have your answer. A

 2x 100 w/ch. into 82

 full function remote
100% symetrical
circuitry

 preamp output
 high current capability

 modular construction

 digital volume readout

 balanced input
 solid aluminum machined

remote control

Ç4;18O and CDP3
-80

classé
,y N 5.0

Perfect match for the CAP -80:

Classé

 dual 20 bit PCM,1702 DAC's
 HDCD filter
 single -ended and balanced outputs
 75L2 SP/DIF digital out
 solid aluminum machined remote contra ) 1

5070 Francois-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T TTt3
Tel.: (514) 636-6384  Fax: (514) 636-1428  wwwclasseaudio.com

CD player CDP3



WHAlií
Harman
Kardon

Home
I heater

System

The Festival 80 comprises
a seven -disc CD changer, five
two-way satellite speakers,
a five -channel amp with Dolby
Pro Logic, an AM/FM tuner
with RDS data display, and
a subwoofer powered by an
internal, 95 -watt amp. To save
space, all amps are contained
in the sub's enclosure. They are
rated at 60 watts into 8 ohms

(0.09% THD) to left, center,
and right channels, with
20 watts to each surround
channel. The Festival uses an
intuitive design with a large,
readable display that presents
only the information needed
to control the source currently
playing. Price: $2,199.
(Harman Kardon, 516/
496-4868)

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
POWERED SUB/SAT SYSTEM

,7

Intended for various
listening applications.

including computers, PC
Works comprises two small,
magnetically shielded
satellites and a compact,
shielded woofer with an
internal three -channel power
amp. Each 3 -inch satellite

cube contains a 21/4 -inch

long -throw driver for

frequencies above 150 Hz.
The ported woofer. about 9
inches wide and 6 inches
high, has a 5va-inch driver
for low frequencies. Features
include controls for volume
and woofer level and stands
to angle the satellites for
good imaging. Price: $69.99.

(Cambridge Sound Works,
800/367-4434)

SPEAKER
With its smoothly curvec

rear/side paneling molded
fram 24 layers of birch, the
cabinet of the Nautilus 801
is said to resist internal

standing waves and

resonances far better than

square -box enclosures.

The flared port has anti -

turbulence dimpled surfaces.

And the tapered, spherical

hope of the midrange anc

_eeter "heads" is said to be

raction-free. Standing
44 inches tall, the three-way

system uses a 15 -inch

woofer, a 6 -inch midrange
d-iver with a woven Kevlar
cone, and a 1 -inch metal-

dame tweeter. On -axis

frequency response is rated

a- 29 Hz to 22 kHz, ±3 dE,
with -6 dB points pegged at
23 Hz and 30 kHz.
Price: $11,000 per pa

(B&W, 978/664-2870

[nr?yker
Using a rigid yet

lightweight front baffle of

composite copolymer that is

said to be highly resistant to

resonances, the e:XL 26 is

a magnetically shielded,

floor -standing, two-way

system with dual 61/2 -inch

woofers and a 34 -inch

aluminum -dome tweeter.

Freauency response is rated

at 37 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB,

with sensitivity at about 94

dB. The polypropylene

woofer cones, which have

nitril-rubber surrounds, are

said to reduce distortion

from nonlinear cone motion.

The 36 -inch -tall system

is available in black ash,

rosewood, or light birch.

Price: $750 per pair.

(Energy, c%o API, 416/

321-1800)
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enter the JVC

just swing on over
to a participating JVC reta er for your chance to win one

oF I-_ndreds oF prizes.

For the location oF you- n?arest participating JVC retailer
visit our web site: www.jvc.com

1998

grand
prize

trip For two to parrs
to attend the JVC jazz

festival parrs in october '98
16 days/5 nights) including air
transportation, hotel, concert

tickets and VIP passes
arv: $7000

prize
JVC digital satellite

home theater system
the future of home theater
featuring a digital surround
sound system and satellite

broadcast recorder
arv: S4000

prize
JVC Kaboom Box

the only 52 watt CD
portable with dual sub

woofers to deliver
body -shaking bass

arv: $330

prize
JVC jazz Festival t -shirt

arv: $20

NC Jazz Festival "Paris Swings" '98 Sweepstakes Offir4 Rues M3 PURCHASE NECESSARY. To enter visit a participating JVC retailer or Tower Records store complete theofficial entry form and mail it to JVC Jazz Festival -Paris Swings 98 Sweepstakes. '0.
Box 7737, Melville. NY 11775-7737 Ohio and Mrchrgarmesidefts e ray ir ay also enter by hanrprinting your name complete address zip code and daytime phonenumber on a 3" x 5' paper and mailing it in an envelope to the same address. One entry per envelrtre.
Sweepstakes begins on 7/8/98, except in the New York C , tri-utate reell zpohtan area where r. begins on 6 15,98 and ends on 824/98.All entries must be postmarked by 8/25/98 and received by 9/1/98. No mechanically reproduced entries allowed. Not respon ble

foe late. lost stolen. illegible, incomplete mutilated, mrc_cted or mist -age -due entries or mail. Sweepstakes open only to legal residents of the U.S.. excluding Puerto Rico. On or about 9/1/98, winners will be chosen in a random drawing from amng all eligible
entries received by an independent judging organization .-rosa decisions on all matters relating to this sweepstakes shall be final. All prizes will be awarded provided sufficient entries are received. Winners will be notified by phone and/or mail. One pnze per person
or household. 1,260,000 entry forms will be distributed ids 2l winning depend on the number of eligible entries received. One Ill Grand Prize: A 6 day/5 night tnp for two (2) people to attend the NC Jazz Festival in Pays, France In October 1998 v8pprox. Retail
value 57,0001. Trip includes round-trip economy air traicortaion tram major gateway airport nearest winner's residence. airport/hotel ground transfers double occupancy hotel accommodatins, breakfast daily, aday of sightseeing, and concert t ckets andl411P
passes to Jazz Festival events to be selected by Sponsclenze does not include any expenses not specifically listed herein. Travel and accommodations subject to availability, certain restrictions apply. Winner must travel n October 19, 1998. If winner cannot Ike
hip on the specified dale, the prize will be forfeited one n aemate winner may be selectee. Two (2) First Prizes: NC Digital Satellite Home Theater System. including an integrated satellite N receiver/D-VHS recorder, audio/nideo control receiver, triple tray CD
changer/MD recorder, theater component system, audffes.ileo spear srster. center/surround speaker package and a 36" color TV (ARV S4,000). Ten (101 Second Prizes Gibson Model ES-135 Guitar (ARV 51.598) Twenty (20) Third Prizes. NC Kaboom Box (oRV
53301. Two Hundred 1200) Fourth Prizes: NC Jazz Fest.m T-rirt ARV 5201. By participating, entrants agree to abide by these rules and the decisions of the judges. No cash substitution. transfer or assignment of prize allowed, except by Sponsor for reaso r of
unavailability, in which case a prize of equal or greater nc se rill be awarded. Major prize winners will be required to execute an affidavit of eligibility and liability/publicity release, which must be returned within seven (71"days of notification attempt or an altercate
winner may be selected. Travel companion must also en Jte a bailey release prior to ticketing. If a major prize is won by a minor, it will be awarded to minor's parent or legal guardian. Any traveler under 18 must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardiae as
a companion. By accepting a prize, each winner grants  Spmsor to right to use the winner's name, voice, picture and/or likeness for purposes of advertising and publicity, without further permission or additional compensation (except where prohibited by law).
All expenses on receipt and use of prizes, and all federe -fah ant local taxes, are the sole responsibility of winners. By accepting a prize, each winner releases Sponsor, its parent, subsidiaries. affiliates, suppliers, agents and agencies from any and all liability for
any loss. harm, damages, cost or expense. including walnut linitafn property damages, personal injury and/or death, arising out of participation in this Sweepstakes or the acceptance or use of the prize. Employees, their family members and others living in their
household, of NC ("Sponsor"), Tower Records. Gibson Lam. flew parent, subsidiaries, retailers, affiliates, suppliers and their advertising, promotion, production agencies and Don Jagoda Associates are not eligible to enter Void in Puerto Rico and where prohibited
by law Fora list of major prize winners. available after 1415/18. ºrd a self-addressed, stamped envelope, by 10/15/98 to. NC Jazz Festival "Pans Swings- '98Sweepstakes Winners. P.O. Box 7024, Melville. NY 11775-7024. The sponsor of this promotion is WC.
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PANASONIC IN -DASH 3 -BL

CD RECEIVER C A RAM P

Designed with a rugged

chassis and 10 -second

anti -shock memory,

the CO-DPG590 is intended

to handle the pounding

of a speedboat through

waves or bumpy off -road

driving conditions of a sports
utility vehicle without
skipping. A circular LED

meter displays the amount of

buffer memory in use as well

as settings for volume,

balance, bass, and treble.
The built-in four -channel

amp is rated at about

40 watts per channel. Other

features include 20 AM/FM
presets, front and rear

pre -outs, a subwoofer

output, a remote, and
a removable faceplate.

Price: $399.99. (Panasonic,

800/222-4213)

PROCEED FIVE -CHANNEL
THX POWER AMP

Madrigal says its Proceed
AMP5 will deliver 125 watts
per channel continuously into
8 ohms, from 20 Hz to
20 kHz, at 0.1% THD, with
all five channels driven
simultaneously. Under
the same test conditions, it is
rated to produce 250 watts
per channel into 4 -ohm loads.
Heavy-duty internal heat sinks

are used in this 110 -pound
amp. Eight gain -matched
output transistors (the same
as those used in the Mark
Levinson No. 33H power
amp) are employed in each
channel. The AMP5 has
balanced and unbalanced
inputs. Price: $4,995.
(Proceed, c/o Madrigal Audio
Laboratories, 860/346-0896)

One of JBL's Decade Series,

the DA6502 is a two -channel

amp rated at 65 watts per

channel into 4 ohms, from

10 Hz to 20 kHz, at 0.1% THD.

S/N is specified at 90 dB or
better. The amp has variable

input sensitivity, a built-in

second -order Butterworth

crossover,

bass -boost

circuitry, a high -

output MOS-FET power supply,

a floating -ground factory head -

unit input, and Triple Threat

protection circuitry, which is
said to prevent damage from

shorts, thermal runaway, and

excessive current demands.

Price: $229.95. (JBL, 800/
336-4525)

Marantz Integrated Amplifier
Using premium -grade

resistors and capacitors and
precision -wound toroidal
transformers, the Reference
Series PM -17 is rated to
deliver 60 watts per channel
into 8 ohms and 100 watts
per channel into 4 ohms.
The PM -17 has high current

TOSHIBA
DVD PLAYER
Equipped with ColorStream

Pro component -video outputs,
the third -generation SD7108,
when mated with a Toshiba
projection TV having
ColorStream Pro inputs,
enables viewing of DVD movies

capacity and uses discrete
power -output stages and a
low -impedance power supply.
Phono inputs are provided for
moving -magnet or moving -
coil cartridges, and the bass
and treble controls can be
bypassed. Price: $1,299.99.
(Marantz, 607/307-3100)

the way they are recorded-
with progressively scanned
images and true 480 -line

vertical resolution. The SD7108
also has built-in Dolby Digital
decoding, DTS compatibility,
a bit -rate meter, and 24 -bit/
96 -kHz audio D/A converters.
Price: $1,199.95. (Toshiba,
201/628-8000)
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can bring the dream

of perfect sound



MONDO AUDIO
KEN KESSLER

rl,l-[l SJUST IN

ust so you don't think I like to
leave you hanging, wondering
what comes next after I've fed
you a bunch of teasers, it's up-
date time-especially timely
when it involves something as

potentially earthshaking as NXT.
While I'd rather not be thought of

as one of NXT's publicists, it's worth
noting that you should actually be
able to buy finished, shop -ready
NXT flat speakers even before this
column sees print. The flat -panel
revolution, a hot topic for the last
couple of years, is happening. So,
who's first to the post with commer-
cially available panels? The Verity-

owned Mission? Nope. It's actually
Wharfedale, Mission's former sister
company.

I'm writing this approximately
eight weeks before Audio hits the
stands, so it's a bit like mixing up
hindsight and foresight, but bear
with me. On my desk is an invitation
to Wharfedale's upcoming NXT
Roadshow '98, a 10 -date series of ex-

hibitions around the U.K. It's a week
away at the time this is being written,
so I've had to beg some details even
though a press embargo is in place.
Compromise, therefore, was re-
quired on Wharfedale's part, while I
in turn promised not to unveil too
much. In other words, I can tell you
only as much as Wharfedale has re-
vealed "unofficially" at this point.

One thing I can report, though, is
the company has trademarked the
name LoudPanels, which is a much

cooler name than NXT. Another is
that the two debut models are pretty
much finalized. What's most inter-
esting, though, is that Wharfedale
has unashamedly published the fre-
quency response-unlike certain
other key players. Instead of pretend-
ing, as others might, that NXT panels

are full -range designs capable of do-

ing justice to Charles Mingus at full
whack, Wharfedale quite openly dis-
cusses them as reproducing the mid -
band and treble regions.

It's like this: The WXT-04 is the
ceiling -tile version of Wharfedale's
NXT flat -speaker debut, a square
panel 23' x 23' inches (595 x 595
mm) that looks exactly like the stuff
in many offices with suspended ceil-
ings. And it's only 1 inch thick, so it
can be treated just like the ordinary,
mute panels it replaces. You simply
lift out the old one and drop in the
LoudPanel. Not being a builder, I
can't say if 23' x 23' inches is a
standard size for Europe, but I'll as-
sume it is; I'll also presume that
Americans will be offered whatever
is the U.S. standard ceiling -tile size, 0I,
specified in inches.

As for the hi-fi stuff, the WXT-04 -°
(remember, it fires down at you) has á
three taps for adjusting levels. You 0
can set up the speaker for ratings of .:9.,
PA, 21, or 5 watts, and sensitivity is
stated at 78 dB SPL for 1 watt at 1
meter, 75 dB for 1 watt at 2 meters,
and 72 dB for 1 watt at 3 meters. Giv-

en those specs, you're right to as-
sume that the WXT-04 is designed to

supply public-address system an-
nouncements, background music,

WHARFEDALE
c/o Keith Davies, M. Rothman &
Co., 50 Williams Dr., Ramsey,

N.J. 07446; 800/227-7491;
mr50@ix.netcom.com

N AGRA
c/o Canorus, 240 Great Circle

Rd., Nashville, Tenn. 37228;

615/252-8778;
info@canorus.com;

www.canorus.com
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Nautilus'800 Series

Considered by many

to be the finest

full -range loudspealzer

of the last two decades,

the legendary 801

has been reborn

LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE

B&W Loudspeakers of Americi
54 Concord Street

N. Reading, MA 01861
Tel. 978.664.2871
Fax 978.664.4103

http://www.bwspeakers.con



e have ways

of making your

ceiling talk-or
sing," says

Wharfedale.

and other similar needs. Indeed, this speak-
er is also described as providing "100 -volt
line operation." Its stated frequency re-
sponse? An honest 200 Hz to 18 kHz.

And then there's the WXT-06, the one
that looks like a painting and can even hang
on the wall. [Editor's Note: Wharfedale will
sell it in the U.S. as the Picture Panel-
A.L.I The promotional literature states
quite clearly that "it is recommended that
these panels be used in systems which also
include a Wharfedale powered subwoofer."
That's because the WXT-06 has a frequency
response of 250 Hz to 18 kHz. How's that
for honesty?

The WXT-06 differs in many ways from
its ceiling -mounted sibling. Its driving ele-
ments are two 25 -watt Wharfedale trans-
ducers attached to the aluminum -core lam-
inate panel. Size differs as well: The
WXT-06's dimensions are about 231/2 x
121 x 11/4 inches. In addition, you can dec-
orate it with any paper print affixed to the
panel with "a normal mounting adhesive."

Then there's the pricing. Given that the
official announcements were being held
until the date of the NXT Roadshow, I am
permitted to say only that the price for the
first panels will be "under £500" (approxi-
mately $850), but that Wharfedale is hop-
ing to bring it down even further. Frankly, I
don't think price is going to matter one
bit to those who have been screaming for
years for speakers that disappear into the
room, take up no floor space, and don't
look like wooden boxes. No bass below 200
Hz? Big deal. For interior designers and
decor -obsessed wives everywhere, these
speakers are the answer to their prayers.
And for us audiophiles? To be frank, it all
depends on how much we're forced to
compromise....

Now, what about the Euro launch of
DVD? Don't worry: It's under control. Sony
handed out Zone 2/PAL copies of Jerry
Maguire to the assembled hacks at its
Spring 1998 press conference, and we eager-
ly awaited the first Euro -spec DVD players
for review. To that end, I hastily begged for
first dibs on Pioneer's luscious DVL-909
LD/DVD combo player, a videophile buddy
in the U.S. having informed me that it's the
combo player to own.

Well, the combo player was just what the
doctor ordered, especially as its laserdisc
portion plays both NTSC and PAL discs,
while my present player is NTSC-only. The
909 has every feature I could want and
more, plus it looks terrific, and even I can
afford one. When it arrived, the good John
Bamford of Pioneer said: "Don't worry,
K.K., it's identical in every way to the ma-
chines that will be in the shops-with one
exception. This one runs on 240 volts and it
plays PAL laserdiscs, but it's, uh ... Zone 1.
NTSC Zone 1."

He reassured me a few times, perhaps
overly concerned, that the visuals would be
identical to the PAL ones. But he worried
needlessly. It wasn't really an issue, as I was
concerned mainly with the sound quality.

Whatever, I'm hooked on the 909,
though I hasten to add that it hasn't soft-
ened my hatred of the evil swine in Holly-
wood who thought up the zoning feature.
Oh, and I still haven't seen the Zone 2/PAL
version of Jerry Maguire ... .

Now about Nagra, the manufacturer that e
still has me wishing that I had a spare 1g
$9,000 or so for its jewel-like PL -P pream-
plifier. True to its word, the company has
come up with the goods in the amplifier de- á
partment (it was introduced in June in the a
United States). But Nagra's debut power
amp is not the single -ended triode, 845- á
equipped gem we saw in Las Vegas at Janu-

ary's Consumer Electronics Show. No sir.
Rather, the Swiss firm has followed the PL-

P with the Nagra MPA, a MOS-FET power
amp. The MPA is rated at 250 watts per
channel into 8 ohms in Class -AB mode,
which the company feels should be enough
to drive any speakers on the market. How-
ever, provision has been made to enable the
MPA to produce even more power (proba-
bly because Nagra is used to dealing with
the sort of partially deaf animals that in-
habit recording studios). Thus, the amp can
be bridged for mono operation to deliver a
very meaty 500 watts (into 4 or 16 ohms).
Also reflecting Nagra's familiarity with the
professional sector are studio -grade con-
struction and balanced XLR connectors.

More in keeping with domestic concerns,

though, is the option of ordering the MPA
with remote -control and multiple input
options. This enables infrared selection of
four input sources as well as remote control
of volume, balance, and mute. And a Nagra
wouldn't be a Nagra without one of the
company's famous modulometers on the
front panel: On the MPA, it provides a read-
out of the output power in watts, referenced
to two separate scales.

he MPA power amp

has Nagra's familiar
modulometer on its
front panel.
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If the MOS-FET topology of the Nagra
MPA strikes some of you as curious, espe-
cially because the PL -P preamp (and the
other new power amp, for that matter) is
shamelessly of the tube persuasion, I have
been reassured by an esteemed colleague
that the MOS-FET is, in certain quarters, a
flavor of the month/year. I suspected that
MOS-FETs were creeping back into accept-

ability; Nagra's choice of them for the com-
pany's first power amplifier confirms it.

As for the Eurovision Song Contest I re-
ported on in June, well, those of you whose
interest was piqued by my report on Eu-
rope's singularly most embarrassing annual
attempt at re-creating the Ted Mack Origi-
nal Amateur Hour will get a kick out of this
year's results. The winning song was, as
usual, an instantly forgettable slice of glossy
Europop. The winning country (drum roll
please): After three hours, and the tabulat-
ing of votes from 100 million viewers, the
closely contested affair ended with Israel
pulling ahead of Malta and Great Britain in
the very last round. It was the nation's third
time at the podium.

While the winning song may have been
forgettable, the drop -dead gorgeous victor
was not. The Gaultier-clad chanteuse, all
long limbs and glistening teeth and luxuri-
ous black hair and ruby -red lips and-
ahem, er, sorry-collected the prize amidst
much cheering and revelry.

Oh, but there was also much wailing and
gnashing of teeth, too, for the winner,
songstress Dana International (crazy name,
crazy gal), is a 26 -year -old former drag
queen who stands 6 feet 3 inches tall. Why
"former"? Because Ms. International, born
Yaron Cohen, has had the operation that
makes her the first -ever transsexual to win
the Eurovision Song Contest.

While young Israelis were waving flags
and hooting and hollering across the land
when International's name was an-
nounced-just like crowds in any victori-
ous country-many in the Israeli establish-
ment were not too pleased. Wrapped up in
Israel's 50th -anniversary celebrations, some
(especially the ultraright wingers) didn't re-
act well to the country being represented
globally by a surgically modified citizen.

On the contrary, however, they should
have been pleased. After all, there aren't that
many Eurovision winners who can boast of
having been Bar Mitzvahed.... A
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"WOW, I can't
believe you have

that CD!"
EveryCD is a wholesale music club. Members receive an 850 page
catalog offering virtually every cd in print. All CD's are sold at wholesale,
which is about $5.00 per CD less than list price and is guaranteed to be
the lowest cost you can find. We do not send unsolicited CD's, and
there is never any minimum required to order. Whatever CD's you
want, we'll have them for less than anyone else. We'll also have the
items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find. Call today or search
our catalog online at www.everycd.com. Be sure to ask for your 30 day
FREE trial to better evaluate our service. Good music selection is hard
to find. EveryCD makes it easy. Call now!

0 -EVERY -CD
iaimw

4.1.ever cd.corn

xXe e music for the serious
collector5M

International customers please call (203) 363-0519

The disc is mini.

So what's the big noise about?
©ony calls it MD - MiniDisc.
Maybe you've seen the ads for it.
They're gorgeous. But frankly,
they don't tell you much.

For example, you can record an
entire album onto MiniDisc or
make a "hits" mix of your favorite
songs, and then add, delete or
move songs around without
having to start all over.

There's a lot more, too,
and Crutchfield is where

Crutchfield - authorized
website and catalog for Sony,
Sony MiniDisc, and virtually
every other top audio and video brand, too.

you'll find it. Just go to our website
or call for our free catalog and see.

on the web:

www.crutchfield.com/md

or call for your FREE catalog:

1-800-955-9009 ask for extension "AU"

CRUTCHFIELD
Home Audio  Car Stereo  Video  Home Theater
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FRONT ROW
COREY GREENBERG

THE BASEMENT
TAPES

keep hearing the same lament
from every corner of the high
end: "Where are all the young
guys who used to be into hi-fi?"
The answer, of course, is that all
the young guys who used to be

into hi-fi are now middle-aged guys
who are into hi-fi. Look around, and
the plain simple truth is you just
don't see nearly as many young au-
diophiles as you did 10 years ago.

But you know what? You're just
looking in the wrong place. Young
guys today are just as into audio gear
as they ever were-maybe even more
so. They're just not hanging out at
the local hi-fi hut yakkin' about ca-
bles and cartridges, and they're not
joining up with the local audiophile
club to swap tales of Magnepan lust
and other schoolboy crushes.

Because today's audiophile isn't
an audiophile at all. He's a project -
studio geek!

Maybe you spent all your time and

money on your hi-fi rig when you

were in your 20s, but these days, au-
dio -fascinated 20- and 30 -some-
things are spending their time and
money on their project studios-
basement digital -audio recording
rigs that are to these guys what a hi-
fi system is to an audiophile: a toy,
a great compli-
cated electronic
assemblage of
parts and com-
ponents and ca-
bles that will
not only play
music, but also
let you dick
around with it
in every possible dimension.

The engine fueling the project -stu-
dio boom is the sudden affordability
of professional -quality digital multi-
track recording gear. You can now go

down to a music store and take home
an eight -track digital recording deck
for just a couple grand. Think about
that-eight tracks of CD -quality dig-
ital recording on a videocassette for
less than what some middle-aged au-
dio dorks spend on a pair of speaker

cables. These modular digital multi -
tracks (aka MDMs), such as the Ale -
sis ADAT and Tascam's DA -38, are
what most of the serious project -stu-
dio geeks base their rigs on. But if
you've got a fast Pentium II rig and
a nice, fat hard drive, PC -based

recording-
where you can
forgo tape alto-
gether and in-
stead just re-
cord your eight,
16, or howev-
er many tracks
you wish right
onto your PC's

THE PROJECT -STUDIO

GEEKS OF TODAY ARE

STARTLINGLY LIKE

THE AUDIO DORKS

OF YESTERYEAR.

Young

amateur recordists are picking up
where audiophiles have left off. And
all it takes is a few hours spent with
these kids to see that gear -head au-
diophilia is alive and well. It's boys
and their toys, just like before, but
this time around it's all about making
music as well as listening to it.

hard drive as digital WAV files-is
another way to skin the cat that's fast
catching up to MDMs in popularity.

I don't really consider myself that
old, but what kids today have at their
disposal is just astounding to me.
When I was 15, I felt like the luckiest
guy alive because I had the first Tas-
cam Portastudio four -track cassette
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mixer/recorder. Even with Dolby, it hissed
like a steam engine and had no high end
above 8 kHz, but man, was I in love with
that thing! I cut my teeth on the Portastu-
dio, learning how to flip the tape over and
do backwards guitar solos, plus mix and
bounce tracks ... you name it. (Mixing and
bouncing means consolidating a bunch of
tracks and dubbing them to a stereo mix,
thus freeing up the other two tracks for
more recording-the way George Martin
recorded Sgt. Pepper, back before studios
had mega -track capability.) I'd record mas-
sive guitar armies by overdubbing four, five,
twenty guitar tracks all screaming in differ-
ent directions. I know, it's not quite the
same white -knuckled joyride as listening to
purist-miked dulcimer music on a pair of
Wilsons, but hey, I was young.

That Portastudio was a great learning
tool, but no way in hell did it ever sound
even remotely like a professional recording.
It sounded like what
it was-a crappy cas-
sette deck. But these
Tascam and Alesis
MDMs don't just
come close to the
quality of real profes-
sional studios, they're
the same quality. With

one of these jobs
hitched up to a cheap Mackie mixer, a cou-
ple of mikes, and a $300 CD -R recorder,
you can record, mix, and manufacture your
own finished music CDs for a couple bucks
a pop! And you wonder why kids are into
project studios these days instead of bray-
ing with their pals like a couple of Francis
the Talking Mules about whether Yugo or
NOS 6DJ8s sound better in the input stage
of an Audio Research.

Still, the parallels between the project -
studio geeks of today and the audio dorks
of yesteryear are startling. Just as you and
your audiophile buddies spent all your
hard-earned bread on turntables, preamps,
and speakers, project -studio geeks blow
their paychecks on boutique "prosumer"
microphones, mike preamps, and monitor
speakers. And you should hear these guys
argue about which mike preamp sounds the
best with which microphone and whether
or not the Alesis ADAT digital multitrack
recorder sounds more "digital" than the
Tascam DA -38.

I even heard one guy talking about his
discovery that changing the preamp's input
loading of a microphone changes the
sound, just as audiophiles discovered the
same thing years ago with phono preamps
and cartridges.

It is the same thing-it's déjá vu all over
again. The refreshing difference, though, is
that instead of a bunch of creepy loners get-
ting all hissy about things like midrange
bloom and detail, project -studio geeks are,
for the most part, less about BS and more
about music. And while most audiophiles I
know just chase their own tails when it
comes to system upgrading, project -studio
geeks generally enjoy a pretty steady up-
ward trajectory as they acquire new gear
and learn how better to use it all. The pro-
ject -studio scene is definitely where the ac-

tion is for today's young audio gear -heads.
The trouble is that while quite a few

home -recording mags have sprung up in
the last few years to
review this gear, none
of them really do a
good job describing
the gear from an au-
diophile's perspec-
tive. They give good
features info, but I
read these reviews
and think, "Yeah, but

what's it sound like?" And I know many
project -studio geeks scan the hi-fi mags like
Audio to get hipped to hardware they can
appropriate for their own use, such as
NHT's SuperOne and Paradigm's Active/20
speakers, which have gone on to become
popular monitor speakers among the pro-
ject -studio cognoscenti.

I'm really into this. So in addition to cov-
erage of high -end audio and home theater
gear, expect to see some further exploration
of the project -studio scene in this space. My

own studio is currently doing double duty
as a test bed for future reviews of such
products as Mackie's new powered monitor
speakers, which look like serious competi-
tors to the Paradigm Active/20s; Event's
$499 Gina sound card, which turns a PC
into a 20 -bit multitrack digital audio
recorder; and a hot new $200 compressor
from a small company in Austin, Tex., that
just may be the best -sounding studio
processor I've ever heard. I'll tell you all
about it next month.

ALL IT TAKES IS A FEW

HOURS TO SEE THAT

GEAR -HEAD AUDIOPHILIA

IS ALIVE AND WELL.
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CANADIAN
CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
EXPOSITION
CONFERENCE

presents...

Attend the premier
event of the year

 visit over 45 individual display rooms

 attend seminars by industry experts

 enjoy live musical performances

 meet with key audio/video retailers

displaying the latest products

Ramada Hotel Don Valley
Yorkland Blvd, Toronto, Ontario

Located right at Hwy 401 & Don Va'ley

Pkwy/404. Minutes from Hwy 407.

September 27, Consumer & Trade

10:00am - 8:00pm

September 28, Consumer & Trade

10:00am - 6:00pm

September 29, Trade Members Only

8:00am - 4:00pm

Admission: $9.00

All show events included in admission
FREE PARKING



There are only two things not
designed into the new Camaro Z28.
Apologies and excuses.

The new Camaro Z28 has 305 hp, a six -speed transmission; head -spinning style and 4 -wheel
,,, 1-800-950-2438 , <,c www.chevrolet.com Camaro is a regist the ,',p 1997 G -Corp. Buck;tlp, America!
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disc brakes. In other words, everything it needs. And nothing it doesn't.



by Edward J. Foster

of content to have improved
the sound quality of theaters
throughout the world and to
have wrought a minor revolu-
tion in home theater acous-
tics, the THX Division of Lu-
casfilm, Ltd., has embarked on

a mission to do something
similar for DVD video. Actu-
ally, Lucasfilm has been in-
volved in the recording end of
this process for some time

through 'ts THX Digital Mastering pro-
gram. Th's operation monitors the transfer
of film to DVD and certifies the software re-

lease as being of THX caliber. (For the
record, the first THX-certified DVD release
was Twister in 1997.) Now, however, Lucas -

film wants to go beyond that and get into
home DVD player certification.

I visited Lucasfilm THX in late April to
get the lowdown on this new program and
to observe, firsthand, the technical deficien-
cies to which the THX group has found
DVD players prone-and which, needless to
say, are absent from THX-certified players. I
also wangled a THX DVD Test Disc from
them and (with much more difficulty)
twisted their arm into sending me Version
0.98 of the "THX DVD Player Specifica-
tions," which was specifically "Edited for
Edward J. Foster." (Don't I feel proud!)

The editing seems to have shrunk the
original manuscript from 50 pages to 30,
with the deletions consisting mainly of the
numerical technical specifications that Lu-
casfilm considers proprietary information.
That's perhaps understandable, as several
years of the company's time and consider-
able expense went into developing them.
However, you will have to forgive me if I am
not always as specific as you (or I) would
like. I can speak of the kinds of things that
Lucasfilm looks at for THX certification, but
I can't reveal the magic numbers that cata-
pult a player into the realm of The Blessed.
Nonetheless, what Lucasfilm is doing is of
enough significance that I think even the
outline of it is worth understanding.

To start with, Home THX certification of
a DVD player involves more than merely
meeting certain minimum levels of video
performance. Lucasfilm says it also requires

"build quality" of which some (especially
British) reviewers are so enamored. To be
scientifically justified, predicted reliability
should be based on a calculation of the
"mean time to failure" (MTF) of the device
from the MTFs of its components. That's
no simple task and is seldom done for other
than military or space -bound gear. Many
consumer -grade parts have no rated MTF
in any event.

Backing through the THX list, we come
to ease of use. This is a terrific idea. DVD
players are relatively complicated to operate
and, especially, set up, which means that
they are likely to be set up and operated
wrongly! Anything that makes the use of a
player more intuitive is great in my book. Of
course, what's intuitive to me may not be to
you, so who's to say what is intuitive and
what is not?

Unfazed, Lucasfilm has braved the surf
with a certification specification that con-
tains user -interface guidelines. The key in-
terface specifications are for the control hi-
erarchy, labeling and nomenclature and
how initial setup is performed. Lucasfilm
calls for a three -level control hierarchy: a
primary level (power, transport controls,

that the player meet specified standards re-

garding audio performance, ease of use, and
reliability. Speaking from experience, I can
say that the last of these three is difficult to
ensure by testing just a few samples of a
product. (That's why I don't try to address
it in reviews.) Although obvious problem
areas might reveal themselves in the brief
time one has a component under test, long-
term reliability simply can't be predicted
from short-term performance, with or
without visual inspection of the so-called

meets
LU CASE ILM

RAISES ThE

PERFORMANCE

Bar FOR DVD

PlaYERS
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Horne

THX certification

of a DVD

player involves

more

than merely

meeting certain

rmnzmurn

levels of vi leo

performance.

etc.), secondary level (audio track selection,
presentation and subtitle language selection,
etc.), and a tertiary level that handles initial
setup (aspect -ratio selection, etc.). Primary
controls should be readily accessible from the
front panel or from the main section of the re-
mote; secondary controls should be on the re-
mote or accessible via separate user menus.
Tertiary controls are invoked via separate
menu selections. Control nomenclature and
labeling is judged by THX evaluators through
hands-on use of the player, with and without
referring to the owners' manual.

Lucasfilm says that the audio portion of the
Home THX standard for DVD players "rigor-
ously examines fundamental audio perform-
ance in regard to distortion, noise, frequency
response, and digital -to -analog converter per-

formance-as well as some other areas of
unique importance in the home theater envi-
ronment." In addition to frequency response,
distortion, and noise, the specification ad-
dresses many of the performance characteris-
tics routinely tested for Audio's DVD player
reviews, including output level and imped-
ance, hum, spurious components, phase re-
sponse (which I mention only if there's some-
thing amiss), and converter monotonicity
(again, mentioned only if there is some misbe-
havior). The THX requirements also address
certain other characteristics that are not read-
ily quantified with previously available test
discs, lip sync being a prime example.

Arguably of more interest-if only because
they are so new-are Lucasfilm's video per-
formance requirements and the test DVD de-
vised to measure them. Although the THX Test
DVD carries Lucasfilm-designed multipurpose
test patterns that facilitate quasi -automatic ver-

ification of the major THX certification para-
meters by computer -controlled measuring
equipment, it also carries dozens of other video
test patterns that are useful with conventional
waveform monitors and vectorscopes to ac-
complish much the same thing. Many of the
patterns are replicated using a 16:9 aspect ratio
as well as 4:3, the primary test set.

But the THX Test DVD also carries audio
signals, among them being individual re-
sponse sweeps for each channel, all -channel
response sweeps at four levels, and a number
of level sweeps from +20 to -100 dBr at vari-
ous signal frequencies and with triangular and
rectangular dither. (Since THX's 0 dBr corre-
sponds to -20 dBFS, the sweeps actually ex-
tend from 0 to -120 dBFS.) There's also a

twin -tone IM test and a track to check lip
sync that should be useful. (I haven't had the
chance to use the audio portions of the disc
on a real DVD player yet, so it's difficult to
comment on how these tests correlate with
those made using the Dolby Laboratories test
DVD.)

In addition to the audio and video test sig-
nals and patterns, the THX disc carries a num-
ber of motion picture recordings used for visu-

al performance evaluation. Of these, one set is
recorded with three 5.1 -channel audio data
streams of 384 kilobits/second (kbps) each,
plus one two -channel audio track encoded at
192 kbps and subtitles. Another set is recorded
with a single 5.1 -channel audio track and very
high video bit rates. In each group, the video
bit rate is constrained to various levels to
demonstrate the picture quality that is avail-
able under those conditions and the player's
ability to decode both low -rate and high -rate
MPEG-2 encoded data.

The THX disc also contains a half dozen
video "trailers" that are recorded in letterbox
format with specified audio content. I'd say
that these were the least useful chapters on the
disc (which they are) except for the fact that
some so-called test DVDs have more such
stuff on them than useful test signals, whereas
the THX disc is loaded with technically useful
goodies. Among the video technical parame-
ters cited in the THX certification specifica-
tion are video level (often called luminance
level or white level), luminance linearity
(termed gray -scale linearity in our reviews),
sync level (the strength of the horizontal sync
pulse), chroma-burst level, chroma level
(measured at 75% or 100% saturation), chro-
ma differential gain and phase, and many oth-
er performance characteristics that I hope are
now becoming familiar to you.

The ideal value for many of these parameters
is defined by the applicable international stand-

ard, but international standards often do not
address what constitutes an acceptable toler-
ance. (U.S. standard -setting organizations, in
particular, have traditionally opposed stand-
ardizing performance tolerances, on the basis
that doing so serves to limit performance
rather than to encourage better performance in
the future.) The whole concept behind the
THX certification program is to establish the
performance bar where none exists and to raise
the bar (as necessary) where one does exist, to
ensure that a THX-certified player has no visu-
al or sonic defects in its output. Thus, the unex-
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purgated THX certification document estab-

lishes permissible tolerances for all parame-

ters Lucasfilm considers significant.
Let's see how this works in practice. In a

standard NTSC-composite signal, the
"video" (luminance or white) level is de-
fined to be 100 IRE and the sync level is -40
IRE. That makes the overall level 140 IRE.
Such a signal should produce an output of 1

volt peak -to -peak at the composite -video
jack of the DVD player, because that is what

a TV set expects to get. Thus, if things go
according to Hoyle, a 140 -IRE NTSC-com-
posite video signal produces an output of 1
volt peak -to -peak, which makes 1 IRE equal

to 0.0071428 volts P -P. We're really dealing
with a voltage at this point, but waveform
monitors (the oscilloscope -like devices
used to measure video signals) are calibrat-
ed in IRE rather than in volts. That is why it
is customary to refer to the proper video
(luminance or white) level in terms of IRE
(100 IRE) rather than in terms of voltage
(714 millivolts peak to peak).

Since luminance and chrominance are
recorded as separate information streams
on DVDs, a DVD player's NTSC-composite
output must be created within the player.
This makes the NTSC-composite chroma
burst of particular significance because the
burst, although not recorded on the disc,
must be precisely correlated with the
chrominance information that is recorded
on the disc. If the burst level or phasing is
incorrect, a properly adjusted NTSC-com-
posite monitor will display incorrect chro-
ma, the error being either in saturation or
hue (tint), depending on whether the burst
is incorrect in level or phase.

It also is important that the chrominance
and luminance signals be precisely synchro-
nized with each other. A color image can be
thought of as comprising two parts, a mono-
chrome "brightness" or "luminance" that
carries the actual picture detail and etches
the outline, so to speak, and a chrominance
signal that sort of paints on the colors, usual-
ly with lesser resolution. If the two signals are

not perfectly synchronized, the color will be
applied to the left or to the right of where it
should be on the detail -laden monochrome
component of the image and will tend to
smear or soften the picture. What could have
been a high -resolution picture (based on the
video response of the luminance channel)
now appears soft to the eye because of the

This multipurpose
test signal from the
THX DVD Test Disc

is used to evaluate a

number of different
player performance

characteristics.

improper luminance/chromi-
nance timing. The THX disc
has signals specifically de-
signed to evaluate this impor-

NOME TAX VIDEO TEST PROGRAM

Channel A System Default

Volta -IRE:FLT

TWA*

50.0E

0.0 -

F1

L01

tant characteristic. 19.9

Black level and gray -scale
525 line MSC

linearity (what Lucasfilm DC coupled

calls luminance linearity) can
also be of particular significance in a DVD
player. In the North American NTSC televi-
sion standard, the black level (sometimes
called black setup) is defined to be 7.5 IRE.
In other words, full black is defined as 7.5
IRE, full white is defined as 100 IRE, and all

shades of gray lie in between. In the PAL
standard and in the Japanese NTSC stand-
ard, full black is defined as 0 IRE. The play-

er scales the luminance signal (after MPEG
decoding) to suit the standard that applies
to the region in which it is used. It's wise to
check that it does so properly, which ex-
plains the need to measure black level as
well as gray -scale linearity.

Chroma differential gain and differential
phase are related to gray -scale linearity in
that they measure changes in chroma level
or phasing caused by changes in scene
brightness (luminance, or white, level).
Such errors cause changes in color satura-
tion and tint, respectively, that are correlat-
ed with scene brightness. In my experience,
this is rarely a problem with DVD players,
but it's a good idea to make sure. The THX
disc has the signals necessary to perform
these measurements, and Lucasfilm has es-
tablished limits that are below the threshold
of visibility.

Of course, the luminance and chromi-
nance resolutions are very important, and
the THX disc carries several different sig-
nals that can be used to evaluate them.
There are multiburst sets to check lumi-
nance -channel response at specific frequen-
cies, luminance and chrominance frequen-
cy sweeps that enable more continuous
(albeit usually less precise) response meas-
urements of both channels, multipulses to

1 I 1 I 1

20.0 30.0

MlcraSeconds

40.0 50.0 60.0

No Filtering Asynchronous Sync - Source
Frames selected: 1 2

evaluate both response and chrominance/
luminance time synchronization as a func-
tion of frequency, and various bars and
windows that are helpful in establishing
low -frequency video response ("waveform
tilt"). Most of these test patterns can be
used with either automated or nonauto-
mated test equipment; one that requires
spectral analysis of the video signal (and so
cannot be used with conventional wave-
form monitors and vectorscopes) is the
51f x pulse. It contains equal energy at all

harmonics of the horizontal scan frequency
(usually up to a specified frequency) and is
used to spot-check luminance -channel fre-
quency response and (if the test is perform-
ed with a Fourier analyzer) phase response.

The THX disc also contains full -field col-

or signals that can be used to measure AM
and PM (amplitude- and phase -modula-
tion) chroma noise. Luminance channel
noise is usually measured with a 50 -IRE
gray field. There are shallow mid -level lu-
minance ramps to check video D/A con-
verter monotonicity and shallow ramps at
all levels (with chroma) to widen the test
range. There are windows at a variety of lu-
minance levels (20 through 100 IRE) that I
find useful in checking overshoot. And
there are a number of other tests that go be-
yond the scope of what I can discuss here.
In all, there are some 52 different test sig-
nals for evaluating video performance in
the 4:3 aspect ratio alone, and many of
these serve multiple purposes.

All in all, the THX Test Disc is a magnifi-
cent piece of work and signifies a big step
forward for DVD. Kudos, hats off, and
thank you, Lucasfilm! A
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THE AUDIO
INTERVIEW

orto n

by David Lander

co u sti cs

11

stanbul was Constantinople when Andy Kotsatos' mother, an ethnic

Greek who emigrated to America as a child, was born there. Kotsatos,

too, used to be known by another name: Andy Petite. The previous

surname, he had to explain countless times before reclaiming his actu-

al family name in 1994, evolved from a nickname, Le Petit. His father had

acquired it at the French restaurant in Manhattan where he worked after

coming here from Greece as a boy. X The youngest of three sons, Kot-

satos was born in Baltimore in 1940 and attended public schools before leav-

ing for Harvard, where he majored in English and minored in biochemistry.

Though Kotsatos took college courses that would qualify him for medical

school (in part because his father, a lawyer, had warned him there was no

money in his own profession), he soon decided against it. "I volunteered to

work at Mass General [Massachusetts General Hospital] in the emergency

ward," he remarked during a recent conversation, "and the first time they

brought in a bloodied patient, I nearly passed out." X At about the same

time, Kotsatos was also discovering how much he enjoyed music and high fi-

delity, the electronic medium that conveyed it to him. He became what he

calls a hi-fi "showroom gypsy," spending an inordinate amount of his free

time in audio stores (which included the original Radio Shack on Boston's

Washington Street). That led to a job at a Harvard Square store, Audio Lab,

and subsequent positions at both KLH and Advent, where Kotsatos worked

with and learned from master speaker designer Henry Kloss. In 1979, Kot-

satos and Frank Reed founded Boston Acoustics, an immediate success that

has just kept on growing. D.L.



THE AUDIO
INTERVIEW

Did you listen to a lot of music while you
were growing up?

No. In fact, high fidelity was the vehicle
through which I became acquainted with
music. For me, the pivotal event was see-
ing Around the World in Eighty Days, which
had a six -channel soundtrack. Surround

sound-in the '50s. I remember just being
blown away by the sound and the whole ex-
perience. I ran out and bought the sound-
track recording and played it on my par-
ents' RCA console. It didn't sound anything
like the movie. First of all, it was mono. And
second, the set was pretty bad, an expensive
thing but a piece of furniture with
mediocre stuff inside it. At that point, I de-
cided there had to be something better. A
close high school friend talked about these
hi-fi components, which I thought were re-
ally weird: You would buy a phonograph in
parts. You know, people who grew up in
New York and Boston and Chicago, where
there were retailers selling hi-fi compo-
nents, were exposed to them. But Baltimore
was notorious for not having any good hi-fi
dealers. So I was part of the great unwashed
until I had this disappointing sonic experi-
ence and thought, well, maybe my friend
really does have something that I ought to
pay attention to. When I went away to col-
lege in Boston, my freshman roommate had
a component system. That was the first
time I actually lived with a component sys-
tem, and things sounded a lot better than
they had ever sounded in my house.
What kind of music attracted you?
I was very curious and wanted to learn
about jazz and classical music. In those
days, Boston had four or five classical music

stations competing for the same minuscule
FM audience-remember, it was the late
'50s-and I got exposed in a way I had nev-
er been while growing up in Baltimore. I re-
member vividly the first concert I went to. I

was taking a music appreciation course; it
must have been my junior year. We had
these listening assignments, and one week
in December or January we were supposed
to listen to Mahler. So when a girl in the
class said that the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra was performing Mahler, we went to

r 1
I The Advent 300 I

receiver had
a modern
yet retro look

L J
an open rehearsal-it was the first BSO
concert I ever went to-and I heard
Mahler's Second. I immediately fell in love
with Mahler, Mahler's Second, and the
Boston Symphony. In fact, we went to the
rehearsal on a Thursday and were glued to
the radio on Saturday night when they
broadcast it live.

Boynton for a job. I remember Dan saying,
"I was either going to offer you a job or ask
you not to come in anymore." At the time,
there was just Dan and a fellow named
Bruce Humphrey. Bruce later went to work
for Harvard and ran their language lab; I
think he still does live recordings. He was
the repair person, and I became the part-
time salesman. Dan was the full-time sales-
man; his wife, Janet, used to bring him
lunch.

Audio Lab nurtured several people who lat-
er went on to bigger industry jobs. Janet
Boynton was one; she helped start NAD in
this country. In fact, wasn't the Boynton
home the company's first American head-
quarters?
That's correct. Later on, a bunch of people
went to work for Audio Lab who went on
to bigger and better things, but the only
one during my time working for the Lab
was Joe Hull, who's now at Dolby. Later on,
Joe hired Roger Parker, who became an ad -

1
Kotsatos helped I

I "voice" the original I

I and Smaller Advents.
L J

It was about that time that you began hang-
ing around in hi-fi showrooms. How did
store personnel react to seeing you so fre-
quently?

They were friendly, but I think they were a
little puzzled as to why I came in so much
and never bought anything. Finally, mid-
way through my junior year, in November
of '59, I asked [Audio Lab owner] Dan

vertising guru for
independent audio
retailers.

Larry Daywitt, who
would later head
up the marketing ef-

fort at ADS, worked
there as well.

Joe, Roger, and Lar-

ry all worked there
together.

It's tempting to com-

pare some of these
Boston -area audio
manufacturing com-

panies to the turn -
of -the -century Eu-

n aristocracy,
a group of people
who were quite of-

ten related to one another. We can trace the
corporate genealogy as easily as we can that
of the English monarchs: AR spawned KLH,

KLH spawned Advent, etc. To push the com-

parison, King Henry VIII had six wives, and
Henry Kloss, the most important profes-
sional influence on the Boston school and
on you, has so far had five companies:
AR, KLH, Advent, Kloss Video, and Cam-
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bridge Sound Works. How and when did you

meet him?
I can't remember specifically the first time I
met Henry. He may have come into the
store to pick something up on his way
home. Even before I went into the retail
business, I had become very fond of KLH
speakers. I was really enamored with KLH
and thought it was a neat company. I had
this desire, this wish, this dream that some
day I would go to work for KLH.
Yet when you decided to leave retailing, you

went back to Baltimore and taught English at

your old high school. What prompted that?
I decided to do the other thing that I really
loved, which was teaching. During Christ-
mas vacation, I came up to Boston to see
my friends, and I asked Dan Boynton if I
could buy speakers at the employee price.

I THINK THE THING

_.._THAT SURPRISED

US WAS HOW

FAST ADVENT

SELF-DESTRUCTED.

IT WAS NOTHING

WE DID; THEY DID

IT ALL THEMSELVES,
Dan said they wouldn't extend that dis-
count to me because KLH had a firm com-
pany policy about it, but the company
might offer me a job. I jumped and went
over and interviewed. They offered me the
job, so I left teaching after the first semester.
That was 1964, and the business was still
dominated by Zenith, Magnavox, and RCA.
The hi-fi component industry was tiny
compared to them. It was hard to see the
component industry becoming main-
stream, because our parents, who had all
the money, wanted what Stan Pressman [a
KLH colleague] used to call a monument to
music in their living rooms.

Just as you did, though, a lot of people dis-
covered music while in college.

True. Even when I first joined KLH, our
major markets weren't the conventional
ones. We had really significant business in
Ann Arbor, Michigan; Madison, Wisconsin;
Iowa City, Iowa; and every other college
town you could name that had a decent hi-
fi dealer.

You left KLH in 1969. Why?

Singer [the sewing -machine maker] had
bought the company around the time I
joined. The positive was that they had the
funds to finance significant growth for
KLH. KLH subsequently came out with
more three-piece music systems. The Mod-
el 20, at the top of the line, had a stereo FM
radio built into the turntable base and pow-
ered two full-size bookshelf speakers.
You've said that these systems helped bridge
the gap between components and tradition-
al one-piece consoles, that they furthered
the acceptance of com-
ponents.
Yes. They were easier to
buy than components
and easier to use. And
you couldn't buy any-
thing else at the price.
We used to sell these
products not only to hi-
fi dealers but also to

r
I The Boston A40
I broke the $100

sound barrier.

1

L J

quality department stores. Almost every
major department store eventually became
a KLH dealer.

But you were still unhappy at the company.
Singer put their own person in charge of
KLH, and the corporate culture changed.
We didn't use the term "corporate culture"
in those days, but that's exactly what hap-
pened. Henry's employment contract car-
ried him through '67, at which point he told
Singer that he was interested in exploring
large -screen television. They had no inter-
est, so he formed Advent to develop it. By
1969, he wanted to generate some cash
flow. I was part of a group ready to walk out
of KLH-it included Stan Pressman, Fred
Goldstein, Vinnie Fried, and Frank Reed-
and Henry figured, well, here's a top-notch
sales/marketing organization that doesn't
come along very often. He decided to satisfy
his need and our need.
...by putting Advent in the speaker business
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and hiring all of you. You were a sales execu-

tive at KLH and you went to Advent to head
up sales, but your career at that point began
to veer toward speaker design. How did that
happen?
I took the prototype Advent Loudspeaker
home, and I wasn't completely convinced
that it had the right tonal balance, so I came
back and discussed it with Henry. He gave
me an old Blonder -Tongue equalizer and
said, "Take this thing home and change the
sound. We'll talk about it tomorrow." I
came back with a change that was pretty
subtle but made the improvement I

thought should be made. Henry accepted
the change and incorporated it into the
speaker system. Because it was so successful,
he agreed to get me involved at an earlier

r 1
I The A150III was I

I representative of I

I the original I

I Boston Acoustics
I design concept.
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stage on the sec-
ond product, the
Smaller Advent,
and I ended up
doing the cross-
over network,
which essentially

was the voicing. I could see Henry losing in-

terest with the next speaker, the Advent/2.
He's the kind of person who gets his kicks
out of new challenges, and doing another
speaker was not necessarily the most excit-
ing thing when he had other issues before

him, like the big -screen televi-
sion. He designed the woofer
and chose the tweeter, and I did
the network and the voicing.
After Henry left, I did the New
Advent and the Advent/1. Be-
tween Advent and Boston
Acoustics, I think I've probably
been responsible for the voicing
of more of the component hi-fi
loudspeakers that have been
sold than anyone else.
Partly because the company's
projection television effort was
ahead of its time, Advent be-
came mired in financial prob-
lems. In 1974, the company was
on the verge of bankruptcy, and

a financier named Peter
Sprague stepped in. Who
was he?

Peter operated like a lot of
venture capitalists, in that he
often got involved in com-
panies that were in trouble
and raised money for them.
The one big success he had
was National Semiconduc-
tor. He came in and eventu-
ally got control of Advent,
but he and Henry got along
like oil and water. Peter basi-

cally forced Henry out, and
Advent went through the
same kind of culture change
as KLH had.

You've said that Boston
Acoustics wouldn't exist had
it not been for your partner,
Frank Reed [who died in

1996 at age 63]. He was certainly well
known to industry insiders, but 1 doubt very
many people outside the business know who
he was. Frank was trained in economics,
and the two of you met at KLH. What did he
do there?
Frank was the credit manager at KLH and
did the same thing at Advent in the begin-
ning, but he was highly respected by the
dealers. He not only collected money, he
showed them ways that they could manage
their money better and manage their busi-
nesses better. He actually started selling

TO BE :
TO

_MID -PRICE __BECAUSE
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while he collected money, and he eventually
became sales manager and ultimately vice
president of sales for Advent. I made the
transition out of sales and into marketing
and product development.
A lot of people have said that you and Frank
left Advent to go into business together, but
he left the company before you, didn't he?
Actually, Frank was fired, a fact of which he
was very proud. He was fired while I was on
vacation-on a Greek island, unreach-
able-and when I came back to civilization,
I called the office and had an urgent mes-
sage to call Frank at home. He said to me,
"Let's go into business together." I told him
that I wasn't sure that I really wanted to
leave.

The reason I had taken the vacation was
that I wasn't enjoying work anymore. I was
working 70-, 80 -hour weeks, and I thought
I just needed a vacation. When I finally got
back to the office, I quickly realized I hadn't
needed a vacation, I needed to get out of
there. The company had really changed. So
I resigned on November 1st, 1978, and was
out of there December 1st. And then Frank
really started calling me.

The first Boston Acoustics speaker, the
A200, was not at all like the speakers you
worked on at Advent.

That was one criterion, although we
weren't so hypocritical as to say that, sud-
denly, everything Advent had was bad. But
the A200 was a product designed to deal ef-
fectively with speaker/room interface, part-
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ly through driver location but also with a
large baffle to minimize reflection off the
wall behind it. As a result, it was a very thin,

wide loudspeaker. Conversations I had with
Peter Snell [the late speaker designer and
manufacturer] influenced my going in this
direction. Snell Acoustics had started, I
think, the year before, and Peter and I dis-
cussed product -design philosophy.
When did your second product appear?
February of 1980. Now, bear in mind that
was a year after Frank and I had left Advent,
and Advent dealers were becoming so un-
happy that they wanted to switch loyalties.
So we changed our timetable and came out
with the second product, the A100, which
was designed to compete with Advent.
Boston Acoustics grew very quickly. Did this

surprise you and Frank?
I think, in all candor, the thing that surprised

us most was how fast Advent self-destructed.
It was nothing we did; they did it all them-
selves. It ended up that we actually had to
scramble to fill out our product line to sup-
plant theirs. That was the biggest surprise.
Do you see any of the first Boston products
as landmarks?
I think the real landmark was the A40,

r 1
The Boston VR970
has a built-in
100 -watt amp for
its side -firing
10 -inch woofer.

L J

which we brought out at the end of '81. Al-
though there had been, in the '60s and early
'70s, a small number of well -recognized, re-
ally good loudspeakers under $100 each, by
the early '80s there were none. The A40 was
the first good under -$100 loudspeaker in a
long time. It was $75.

In home speakers, you're positioned as an
entry-level to mid -priced brand, yet in car
speakers many people perceive you as skew-
ing toward the high end.
In the case of home, we tend to be entry-
level to mid -priced because we're so effi-
cient and we're competing against compa-
nies that are fairly inefficient. We've spent a
lot of money, all through the history of this
company, improving our manufacturing
techniques. I think we're the smallest com-
pany in the world that has the kind of auto-
mated loudspeaker manufacturing machin-
ery we have. If you actually took the price
tags off, I think you'd find that our home
speakers compete against far more expen-
sive speakers. In fact, they have to in foreign

markets, and they
do so very effec-
tively. One reason
we're priced where
we are in home
speakers is that I
get my kicks out
of redefining price/

performance, and, if you don't
make expensive things, then you're
not a high -end company. In the car
audio market, we compete in the
mainstream, but we also manufac-

ture the ProSeries, which we intended to be
the best car speakers possible. We pretty
much started with a clean sheet of paper
and said, "Okay, cost no object, what can we

do to significantly improve the perform-
ance of car speakers?" The ProSeries came
out with die-cast aluminum baskets, high-
performance crossover networks, and very
expensive materials. We were the second
company to use neodymium in a car tweet-
er; the first company beat us by only a mat-
ter of months, and it's no longer around.
Why did you approach car speakers and
home speakers differently?
For one thing, it was easier to innovate in
car. We were the first company in the world
to come out with a full line of car compo-
nent speakers. And there's another thing
that differentiates the car market: It's still
an enthusiast's market.
Just as the home hi-fi business was when
you got into it.
Exactly.

Though car audio enthusiasts, for obvious
reasons, accept flush -mount speakers, flush -

mount models for home use haven't at-
tained the same status. Is it possible to re-
create a musical performance accurately
with in -wall speakers?
Yes. The main problem with in -wall speak-

ers is structural resonances you're exciting
in the wall itself. If you use a subwoofer and
a high-pass filter to limit the bass going to
in -wall speakers, you can eliminate that.
Just keep the troublesome frequencies out
of the in -walls; have them come out of the
subwoofer.
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You acquired Snell in June 1996. Was your
intent to put Boston Acoustics solidly into
the high -end home speaker market with the
brand, to make it the corporation's Lexus, if
you will?

We see Snell as a separate, autonomous
brand.
Why did you buy the company?

Part of it was emotional. Peter Snell and I
had discussed a lot of issues related to
speaker design, and I had a lot of respect for
his work. He was a very principled, dedicat-
ed guy and, on a couple of occasions,
turned to Frank for financial advice. After
Peter's death, we admired the fact that the
company was able to maintain its reputa-
tion, and when Snell came up for sale, it
looked like we could easily fix the things
that were broken. The company needed
capital. It needed operational expertise.
One positive was that it was local; it's a half
hour away. The product line, though still
great -sounding, was considered very long
in the tooth, so we've spent a year or so
completely revamping it. Dave Smith is
running the company. He's an engineer
who had been at McIntosh, KEF, and JBL,
and he's really a great designer and a sensi-
ble guy. We've invested close to $4 million
now, in both infrastructure and product de-
velopment-tooling, things like that. The
first new products came out last October,
and the company's turning the corner.
Does your relationship with Peter Snell tell
us something about the Boston -area speaker

manufacturing community? There seem to
be bonds there that transcend rivalry. Did-
n't Roy Allison help you when you were
starting your company?
When we first went into business, in the
very beginning when I was doing the proto-

type work, I didn't have a magnetizer. I
called up Roy, and he was nice enough to let

me come over and use his magnetizer for
my woofer magnets. There is a communal

Boston's SoundBar
(integrated I

I Dolby Pro Logic I

I home theater I

speaker system I

sense. I've always felt part of it is that, if
you're a speaker designer, you encounter
problems that you can't even talk to your
wife about. She just won't
be interested, but another
speaker designer will be.

You're selling Boston -
brand speakers to Gate-
way, the computer com-
pany. What credentials
does a hi-fi speaker maker

need to gain admission to
that fraternity?
If you're going to sell
computer speakers, you
are going to make them
in the tens of thousands.
There's a lot of risk for a
computer company doing
business with anybody in

theater out of two loudspeakers. It uses dig-
ital signal processing; it's an algorithm we
license from Dolby. It's easy to imagine a
phantom center, but the surround is mind -

boggling.

You first expressed your enthusiasm for sur-
round sound to me back in the '70s, when
Advent, ADS, and Audio Pulse were show-
casing time -delay. You said then that once
listeners were exposed to it, they wouldn't
want to be without it.

If people can accommodate the additional
speakers, it's much more convincing and
satisfying to listen to multichannel sound.
One of our newest products, the Destina-
tion MediaTheater, is a full Dolby Digital
surround system-five small satellites, a
subwoofer, and a universal remote that will
operate your TV set, a cable box, and a
VCR. We're not just putting amplifiers in

IF YOU'RE A SPEAKER

DESIGNER, YOU

ENCOUNTER PROBLEMS

THAT YOU CAN'T EVEN

TALK TO YOUR WIFE

ABOUT. SHE JUST WON'T

BE INTERESTED.
the hi-fi speaker business.

You have to demonstrate you can make the
quantities they need at the quality level that
you said you can make them at.
Is the difference in sales between computer
speakers and hi-fi speakers really so vast?
No comparison. In the first six months we
sold half again as many computer speak-
ers-in one model-as we sell of all our
home speakers in a year.

Has your experience with the Gateway pro-
gram spilled over into music and home the-
ater areas?

Our second computer speaker system, the
MediaTheater, was the first in the world to
create the sound of a Dolby Pro Logic home

the speakers, we're also doing all the decod-
ing: The decoder is in the center -channel
speaker. For the Dolby Digital decoding,
we're using a new Zoran chip, but the rest
of the circuitry had to be pretty much
designed from scratch. Once you become
involved with digital signal processing,
there's a lot of software that has to be devel-
oped, too; you have to program the chips
and the volume controls, among other
things. A year ago, we had one or two elec-
tronic technicians. Today, we have eight
electronic engineers, a couple of whom are
digital guys, and we're looking for a full-
time software programmer. A
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Now, with the new Recordable/Rewritable DR -700 CD

system from Marantz, you can record take after take of

flawless digital audio until you get exactly what you want.

Still not satisfied?

Just press erase

and start over. Make

no mistake. With the DR -700 you can say good-bye to all

those inferior and unpredictable formats - even your old

CD -R deck. (The DR -700 records CD -R's, too!) And with the

superior sound quality audiophiles around the world have

come to expect from Marantz - plus analog, digital coax

and fiber optic I/O - the DR -700 will undoubtedly become
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

PIONEER ELITE
DV -09

DVD PLAYER

'm amused by Wall Street analysts who
refer to Pioneer as "a Japanese audio
company." Sure, it's that, but Pioneer
was also among the first to acknowledge
the importance of high -quality video as
well and to foresee their joining togeth-

er as "home theater." Today, Pioneer is as
much renowned for its projection TVs as
for its audio products. And, while others

dallied with VCRs of marginal quality, Pio-
neer championed high -resolution laserdisc
players, even producing the only DVD play-

ers with laserdisc compatibility. So it's no
surprise to find Pioneer again leading the
way with the Elite DV -09, the world's first
DVD player with Home THX certification
(a subject in and of itself-See "THX Meets
DVD" in this issue). For the purposes of

this review, let's just say that it extends
Home THX audio certification into the
video realm and that DVD players carrying
the THX logo are expected to meet Lucas -

film's criteria for video performance, audio
performance, and ease of use.

You can't help but be impressed by the
Pioneer Elite DV -09 as soon as you lift it
out of the box. It's heavy-almost 35
pounds, four or five times more than run-
of-the-mill players. Its high -gloss front and
side panels (typical of Pioneer's Elite line)
fairly scream quality, as do the tasteful gold-

on -black Pioneer and THX medallions
adorning the front panel. (Unfortunately,
the same can't be said of the garish red DTS
logo sticker, which I hope will be replaced
by something more appropriate before this
player actually hits dealers' shelves.)

Although the DV -09 doesn't play la-
serdiscs, it accepts most other forms of
home -entertainment optical discs, includ-
ing audio CDs, Video CDs, and DVDs of
both 3 -inch (8 -cm) and 5 -inch (12 -cm)
size, carrying audio with Dolby Digital or
DTS encoding or, for that matter, linear
PCM at bit rates and depths as great as 96

IT'S NO SURPRISE

THAT THE FIRST

HOME THX-CERTIFIED

DVD PLAYER IS

FROM PIONEER.

kHz and 24 bits. The DV -09 does not deliv-

er 5.1 -channel analog output from Dolby
Digital or DTS discs, but it does pass both
on, in digital form, for downstream decod-
ing. The DV -09 has only two analog audio
output channels; when you play stereo CDs,
the output is plain stereo; when you play
video CDs or Dolby Digital DVDs, sur-
round information is matrixed into the two
channels, to feed your Pro Logic decoder.

Dimensions: 181/8 in. W x 53/4 in. H
14% in. D(46cmx 14.4 cm x 37 cm).

Weight: 34.8 lbs. (15.8 kg).
Price: $2,000.

Company Address: P.O. Box 1540, Long
Beach, Cal. 90801; 800/746-63371
www.pioneerelectronics.com.
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To make this final leap into the analog do-
main, the DV -09 uses Pioneer's latest dual
96-kHz/24-bit Hi -Bit Legato Link digital -

to -analog converters.
When the player is off, the main display

blacks out totally, disappearing so com-
pletely into the high -gloss black front panel
that the only sign of life is a small red
"Standby" LED above the power switch.
When the unit is on, the panel displays
sharp, clean, bright, amber numerals that

TECHNICALLY ORIENTED

USERS WILL LOVE SOME

OF THE DV -09'S

MORE FAR-OUT

FEATURES.

are easily discernible from across the room.
Although the alphanumeric legends in the
display aren't large enough to see from a
distance, they provide a remarkable breadth
of information. Display brightness can be
reduced in two steps, or quenched entirely
so it won't distract attention from your
video screen. When you reduce the display's
brightness, the other panel indicators dark-
en proportionately, and, when the display
and LEDs are off (but the player remains
on), a dim "Display Off" lamp appears.
Very nice!

Two red LEDs ("Digital Data Off" and
"Component Frame DNR") suggest oper-
ating conditions that might otherwise es-
cape notice. "Digital Data Off" lights if you
have disabled the digital -audio outputs
during setup; "Component Frame DNR"
indicates that you have adjusted luminance
or chrominance noise reduction. And a re-
markable number of those parameters are
adjustable. You can separately vary hori-
zontal and vertical picture sharpness over a
nine -level range, adjust chroma level on the
composite- and S -video outputs (also over
a nine -level range), choose between two
settings for black level, set noise reduction
for composite video as well as for lumi-
nance and chrominance individually, and
even tweak the relative timing of the
chrominance and luminance channels. Not
only that, four memories are provided for
these settings, so you can quickly change
the DV -09's setup for different viewing

conditions or different family mem-

bers' preferences.
The final panel indicator is a

bright blue "DVD" lamp that
blinks when you load or unload the
tray and lights constantly when the
mechanism has no disc in it (rather
strange!) or is loaded with a DVD.
The lamp goes out when an audio
CD is loaded.

The DV -09's transport mecha-
nism lies behind a sort of air lock.
When a disc is loading, the front -
panel seal slowly lowers out of the
way, the tray emerges silently at a
tortoise -like speed, you load a disc,
and the process reverses. All told, it
takes about 15 seconds; it seems an
eternity at the time, but you can't
help but be impressed by the style.
The only controls on the front pan-
el (besides the power switch) are
buttons to open and close the
drawer, a pair to skip forward or
back by chapter or track (depend-
ing upon the type of disc), and a
bar to play or pause the transport.
On the rear are two stereo pairs of
"Audio Out" RCA jacks, two com-
posite -video and two S -video out-
put connectors, one set of compo-
nent -video RCA output jacks, a
coaxial digital audio output dedi-
cated to PCM signals, and an opti-
cal (Toslink) and a second coaxial
jack that can convey PCM, Dolby
Digital, and DTS signals to down-
stream decoders. Finally, there are
miniplug "Control" input and out-
put jacks to link with Pioneer
equipment bearing the "SR" mark.

It should be noted that, since the
DV -09 does not have its own DTS
decoder, DTS signals must be con-
veyed via a digital output to a
downstream converter to play DTS
CDs or DTS soundtracks on DVD
(if and when such become avail-
able), as the analog audio outputs
don't function, even in stereo, when
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DTS know about any other piece of equipment,
soundtracks are played. This "limitation," if
you wish to call it that, is common to all
DTS-compatible players presently on the
market and is not peculiar to the DV -09.

The supplied remote is dedicated specifi-
cally to operation of the DV -09; it doesn't

Pioneer's or anyone else's. Considering its
vast array of similarly shaped, non -illumi-
nated buttons and the player's wide-rang-
ing feature set, I'm not sure it would have
been wise to tax this remote with additional
jobs, anyway.
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Every button on the remote is accessible;
nothing is hidden under doors, flaps, or
anything else. At the LED -firing end are 35
identical -size buttons in seven rows of five,
clustered about a central "Enter" pad and
four directional arrows (which aren't
shaped all that differently from the buttons
surrounding them). Behind this grouping
are the transport -control buttons: fast
"REV," "Play," and fast "FWD" in one row,
"Jog Mode," "FL Dimmer," "Mode,"
"Stop," and "Pause" in the next. Except for
the final four, these have different shapes.
Backing it all up is a jog dial and concentric
shuttle ring. You need a lot of ambient light
and sharp eyesight to operate this remote.

That said, Pioneer's Elite DV -09 does of-
fer a full range of DVD features, including
still frame, frame advance, slow play, repeat
play, random play, program play, multiple
aspect ratios, multi -angle, choice of dialog
and subtitle language, multilevel parental
lockout control, and audio dynamic -range

10k 20k

control for nighttime listening use.
You even get a choice of whether to

freeze on a single field or a full
frame when the disc is paused!

The DV -09's "Last Memory"
feature can memorize the point at
which you stopped playback for
the last five DVDs you've played, as

well as the operational settings that
were in effect at that time. When
any of these discs is reloaded, play-

back automatically picks up from
where you left off. As usual, this
feature only works with those
codes (including position) that the
disc supports, but the DV -09 also
offers "Condition Memory," which
stores the aspect ratio, subtitle lan-
guage, and audio language settings

that you normally use and recalls
them for any disc.

The Elite DV -09's setup options
go far beyond the usual parental -
control settings, DVD language
choice (for menus, audio, and
subtitles, separately), and aspect -

ratio choice (on discs offering
these features). Less common
choices include selectable back-
ground colors for menu screens, a
screen saver that prevents "burn -
in" when an image has been
frozen for an undue length of

time, and the ability to choose the position
of the on -screen display (OSD) and
whether it will be in English, French, or
Spanish. (The OSD language is indepen-
dent of the DVD language choices, which
are determined by what's available on the
disc.) You can also activate an on -screen
symbol that indicates which scenes offer
multiple viewing angles.

The output setup menus enable you to
select the digital audio signal you want to
come from the optical and PCM/Dolby
Digital coaxial outputs. You can turn these
signals off, force them to be linear PCM for
Dolby Digital as well as PCM sources (for
decoding by a Pro Logic system), or have
the player automatically deliver whatever's
on the disc-Dolby Digital, DTS, or linear
PCM. You can further choose whether any
96 -kHz PCM audio on the disc should be
sent to the digital output as is or, if your
DACs can't handle that, downsampled to
48 kHz. Last, but not least, don't forget the

DV -09's remarkably versatile video adjust-

ments referred to earlier. While not every-
one will (or should) take advantage of these
options, they certainly will appeal to the
technically oriented viewer. Clearly, this is
one far-out DVD player!

Measurements

My audio tests were made at the Elite
DV -09's main stereo outputs, using the CBS

LEGATO LINK

ISN'T REALLY AN ISSUE

FOR THE A/V SYSTEMS

THE DV -09 WILL

PROBABLY BE USED IN.

CD -1 disc as the program source. The re-
sults are unusual in several aspects; some
might even be considered shockingly bad
unless interpreted in light of Pioneer's
Legato Link processing. Legato Link is said
to restore harmonics lost to the relatively
low (44.1 -kHz) sampling frequency of the
CD format, so it must add harmonics that
are not in the recorded signal-and instru-
ments register any harmonics added by the
device under test as distortion.

You can see this in Fig. 1, where the DV -

09's total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) turns up rather sharply at fre-
quencies above 250 Hz. For the 22 -kHz
analysis bandwidth commonly employed
for this test, THD + N reaches a peak of
12.5% at 8 kHz. Frequency analysis of the
output at this frequency, and 0 dBFS in-
dicated that the distortion was predomi-
nantly third -harmonic, with some fifth -

harmonic content as well, producing a
waveform that looked quite similar to that
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resulting from a severe case of crossover
distortion.

A 22 -kHz analysis bandwidth reduces the

odd -harmonic content of 8 -kHz and higher
signals, so I retested THD + N versus fre-
quency with two wider bandwidths. As you
can see in Fig. 1, measuring with band-
widths of 30 and 80 kHz did not greatly
change distortion level, but it did let me see
the harmonic content more clearly. With an
8 -kHz signal, the third harmonic clearly
predominated; the next strongest was the
fifth, at a level 10 dB below the third. There
were traces of second and fourth harmonic
as well, but they were negligible. With a 10 -

kHz signal, the third harmonic predomi-
nated once again, and the fourth and fifth
were approximately equal in level but about
15 dB lower than the third. There also was a

minor amount of second -order distortion
and noticeable trash throughout the spec-
trum, presumably caused by intermodula-
tion of the various by-products with the
sampling carrier.

At lower frequencies, 1 to 4 kHz, the dis-
tortion components were exclusively odd -
order and were confined to the octave be-
tween 22 and 44 kHz. For example, with a
4 -kHz signal, the predominant harmonics
were the 7th, 9th, and 11th (28, 36, and 44
kHz), their strengths diminishing in that
order. With a 2 -kHz signal, the strongest
component was the 11th harmonic, with
13th, 15th, 17th, 19th, and 21st harmonics
present in gradually descending strength.
And with a 1 -kHz test tone, the strongest
harmonic was the 23rd (23 kHz), with
gradually decreasing harmonics through
the 33rd at least.

VIDEO PERFORMANCE

WAS AS CLOSE

TO PERFECT

AS I'VE SEEN, SETTING

A NEW STANDARD.

Common wisdom has it that odd -order
distortion is more obtrusive than even and
that the psychoacoustic annoyance factor
increases radically with the order of the
harmonic (some suggest, as the power of
the order), which makes one wonder why
anybody would want this behavior. I don't

MEASURED DATA

PCM AUDIO
Line Output Level: 2.01 volts.

Channel Balance: ±0 dB.
Line Output Impedance: 465 ohms.
Frequency Response: +0, -0.8 dB, 20 Hz

to 20 kHz.

THD + N at 0 dBFS, 20 Hz to 20 kHz:
With 22 -kHz measurement bandwidth,
less than 12.5%; with 30 -kHz mea-
surement bandwidth, less than 17.6%;
with an 80 -kHz measurement band-
width, less than 21.0%.

THD + N at 1 kHz: With 22 -kHz
measurement bandwidth, below -71.1
dBFS from 0 to -90 dBFS and below
-95.5 dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS; with
30 -kHz bandwidth, below -67.4 dBFS
from 0 to -90 dBFS and below -95
dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered
recording, 0.54 dB from 0 to -90 dBFS;
dithered recording, 0.2 dB to -100
dBFS.

S/N Ratio: A -weighted, 114.3 dB; CCIR-
weighted, 106.6 dB.

Quantization Noise: -95.8 dBFS.
Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 95.9 dB;

A -weighted, 99.3 dB; CCIR-Weighted,
89.7 dB.

Channel Separation, 125 Hz to 16 kHz:
Greater than 113.7 dB.

DVD VIDEO
Luminance Frequency Response: +0.3,

-0.2 dB from 0.5 to 4.2 MHz and less
than 1.9 dB down at 5.5 MHz.

Luminance Level: 101 IRE (+1%).

Black Level Accuracy: No measurable
error.

Gray -Scale Accuracy: No measurable
error.

Chrominance Channel Response: -6 dB
or better at 2.75 MHz.

Chroma Level Accuracy (Multiburst
Method): -0.7 dB.

Chroma Level (Vectorscope Method):
100% to 103%, depending on color.

Chroma Phase Accuracy: Within 2°,
depending on color.

Chroma Differential Gain: No
measurable error.

Chroma Differential Phase: No
measurable error.

Chroma-Luma Time Displacement: With
THX disc, no measurable error; with
Sony disc, chroma delayed by 80
nanoseconds.

Overshoot: On 20 -IRE window, 2.5 IRE;
on 40- through 100 -IRE windows, 0
IRE.

Chroma Burst Level: 37 IRE peak to peak
(-0.7 dB).

Sync Pulse Level: 41 IRE (+0.2 dB).

presume to answer that question, but Pio-
neer clearly goes to considerable effort to
produce precisely this effect with Legato
Link, and, just as clearly, it must have a fol-
lowing or the company wouldn't be doing
it. You can also see an effect of Legato Link
in the DV -09's frequency response (Fig. 2),
which is absolutely ruler -flat to 7 kHz and
then abruptly drops by 0.8 dB in the re-
gion where the strongest harmonics are
generated.

Legato Link harmonic generation may be
level- as well as frequency -sensitive. The
DV -09's THD + N at 1 kHz (Fig. 3) drops
from an unusually high -67.4 dBFS (using a
30 -kHz analysis bandwidth to include the
harmonics revealed by the spectrum analy-
sis) to -95 dBFS (arguably a lot lower than
the norm) when the signal level drops by 20
dB. With a 1 -kHz signal, most of the mean-
ingful harmonics lie below 30 kHz, so there

was no point showing data taken with an
80 -kHz bandwidth.

You can see from the graphs of the DV -
09's linearity error versus level using
dithered and undithered 1 -kHz recordings
(Fig. 4) and fade -to -noise linearity error at
500 Hz (Fig. 5) that Pioneer's converters are

quite linear down to -90 dBFS but deviate
more than today's best delta -sigma ("1 -
bit") noise -shaped DACs at signal levels at
and below -100 dBFS. Of course, not every-

one agrees that noise -shaped DACs pro-
duce the best sound, and third -octave spec-
tral analyses (Fig. 6) suggest that Pioneer
prefers to forgo extensive noise shaping.
The AC -line component and its odd har-
monics shown suggest some magnetic leak-
age, probably from the power transformer,
but their levels are too small to worry
about. As you can see in "Measured Data,"
signal-to-noise ratio, quantization noise,
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and dynamic range are all very good. Chan-
nel separation (Fig. 7) is superb.

The DV -09 is the first DVD player I've
had an opportunity to evaluate with the
new THX test disc (which Lucasfilm gener-
ously supplied) as well as with my "old"
Sony disc. The THX disc enabled me to take

more measurements and modify some pro-
cedures (often using more than one ap-
proach) to ferret out video performance
more thoroughly than I could before. In fu-
ture DVD-player reviews, I expect that I
will further revise my test procedures,
adding measurements that promise to yield
pertinent information and dropping others
that don't. Bear with me.

To say that the video characteristics of
the Pioneer Elite DV -09 are outstanding
would be an understatement. It establishes
a new benchmark in just about all regards.
In every case where I have grounds for com-
parison, the DV -09's video performance is
as near perfect as I have ever experienced.
As you can see from "Measured Data," lu-
minance -channel frequency response,
measured using a multiburst pattern, was
within +0.3, -0.2 dB, from 500 kHz to 4.2
MHz, and then only because of a small re-
sponse ripple in the region between 1 and 2
MHz. This ripple also showed up when I
evaluated luminance -channel response
with a frequency sweep, so it's clearly
there-but clearly negligible, too.

Using a sweep signal, which extends to a
higher frequency than the multibursts, I
could explore how the player responded to
fine horizontal detail. Above 4.2 MHz, the
response fell smoothly but gradually and
was down less than 1.9 dB at the 5.5 -MHz
sweep limit. Clearly the DV -09 can provide
excellent horizontal resolution on mono-
chrome source material that calls for it.

The DV -09's luminance ("white") level
was high, but only by 1%, and black level
was as accurate as I can measure. After ad-
justing for the overall black -to -white range,
gray -scale was perfect at all intermediate
steps. The horizontal sync pulse was a tad
stronger than necessary, but that's no prob-
lem. The chroma burst was 0.7 dB low, as
measured using the multipulses recorded
on the THX disc. The chroma level, meas-
ured with a vectorscope while playing the
EIA 75% color bars on the THX disc, was
effectively spot on target; I'd not trust the
vectorscope for measurements closer than

1% or 2%, anyway. Chroma phase accuracy,

within 2° for all colors, was about as good as

it gets. (As a reminder, chroma level relates
to the saturation or intensity of colors while
chroma phase correlates with hue, or tint,
accuracy.) Chroma differential gain (varia-
tion in color saturation due to differences
in scene brightness) and chroma differen-
tial phase (changes in tint as a function of
scene brightness) were completely absent.

Chrominance/luminance timing error (a
new measurement that suggests whether
color images will appear as sharp as mono-
chrome ones) was unmeasurable when I
used the THX disc, but the chroma signal

IN MY BOOK, THE DV -09

CERTAINLY QUALIFIES

AS A WORLD -CLASS

REFERENCE PLAYER.

was delayed by approximately 80 nanosec-
onds relative to the luminance when I used
the Sony disc. I have no ready explanation
for this difference; we'll have to wait and see
whether it continues to show up on differ-
ent players. Whichever disc is "correct"
(and I have no reason to suspect that the
THX disc isn't), the Elite DV -09 is the first
player I've found in which the user can con-
trol this parameter.

The Lucasfilm disc also carries a set of
white windows recorded at various bright-
ness levels. I used these to measure over-
shoot at the transitions between black and
white. Only the 20 -IRE window elicited any
overshoot at all, and it was relatively minor,
albeit noticeable on the monitor.

Use and Listening Tests
I have not liked Legato Link in the past;

it's sounded harsh and raucous to me, espe-
cially with music that was bright and loud
to begin with. I still don't like it, but I accept

that others do. Still, technical tests are tech-
nical tests, and, in this review, I am faced
with the issue of THX certification. I know
that Lucasfilm has specific restrictions on
permissible levels of harmonic distortion,
frequency -response deviation, and other
characteristics adversely affected by Legato
Link conversion. I do not know what those
tolerances are, because Lucasfilm releases
that information only to its licensees, but
I'd be surprised if the folks at The Ranch
considered distortion of 12.5% to 21% (de-
pending upon analysis bandwidth) to be
within them.

And yet, in the type of system in which
the Pioneer Elite DV -09 is likely to be used,

Legato Link is a nonissue! Any home the-
ater with a $2,000 DVD player will certainly
have a 5.1 -channel surround -sound system,

which in this case means that it will have a
downstream Dolby Digital (or DTS) sur-
round decoder, because the DV -09 doesn't
provide 5.1 -channel analog output. That
downstream box, not the DV -09, will estab-
lish sound quality, so let's just put Legato
Link aside. If you like Legato Link, buy a Pi-

oneer Elite decoder with Legato Link con-
version and enjoy; if not, buy a different de-
coder and enjoy the Elite DV -09's video
performance.

And, in a word, that performance is fan-
tastic! In my book, the Elite DV -09 certain-
ly qualifies as a world -class reference DVD
player. Resolution is outstanding. Colors
are bright, sharp, and clean as a whistle.

I'm not sure you'll have great use for cer-
tain of the more special features. For exam-
ple, with the discs I used, I had no need for
the various noise reduction options-but
my source material was very clean, and
there may be occasions where noise reduc-
tion comes in handy. The chrominance/lu-
minance time -shift adjustment may well
prove useful with some discs. It had a no-
ticeable effect on the test patterns I dis-
played, and some discs seemed to benefit
from a slight shift in setting.

Although I can't give the highest marks
to the DV -09's remote, or to its menuing
and manual, I'd willingly compromise con-
venience for this kind of performance.
Make no mistake about it, the Pioneer Elite
DV -09's video performance is truly of the
highest rank, and I'd be happy to give this
player a starring role in my home theater
any time, any day. A
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EQUIPMENT
D.

PROFILE
KEELE, JR.

HSU RESEARCH
TN 1220 HO SUBWOOFER

i

first met Dr. Poh Ser Hsu and heard his
subwoofers during the 1992 Winter
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in
Las Vegas. His demonstration setup
was very modest: a portable CD player,
an inexpensive receiver driving the

main speakers (a set
of small bookshelf
speakers from Radio
Shack), and an elec-
tronic crossover and
similar receiver dri-
ving the tall, cylin-
drical, bottom -firing
vented subwoofers. I
was impressed by how

good this unpretentious system sounded-
and even more impressed when Dr. Hsu
told me how inexpensive his subwoofers
were! I subsequently included the smaller of

the two subwoofers I had heard, the HRSW
10s, in a "Subwoofer Shoot-out" (Audio,
November 1992), and liked them quite
a bit.

Hsu Research now offers, by mail order
only, five subwoofers (one of them pow-

ered) for home use,
two power ampli-
fiers, an electronic
crossover, and sever-
al automotive sub -
woofer systems and
drivers. Two of these
home systems, the
HRSW 12V and
HRSW IOV-wide,

short, cylinders that Hsu refers to as "coffee-
table" models-are magnetically shielded.

The TN models are similar to the earlier
Hsu subwoofers-cylinders with very small

DEEP BASS OUTPUT FROM

THE TN 1220 HO WAS

IMPRESSIVELY HIGH,

BORDERING ON SCARY.

footprints and bottom vents. However, the
drivers in the TN models fire up from the
enclosure tops. The smallest model, the TN
825, has an 8 -inch driver and a rated fre-
quency response that extends to 25 Hz.
Next up is the TN 1225 HO, which has the
same low -frequency limit but delivers high-

er output thanks to a 12 -inch woofer. The
TN 1220 HO, reviewed here, is the largest in
the series and one of Hsu's highest -output
subwoofers. It, too, has a 12 -inch woofer,
but its rated frequency response extends
down to 20 Hz.

The TN 1220 HO is housed in an acousti-
cally inert tube of fiberboard, 47' inches
long, with a 12 -inch inner diameter. The
tube's walls are only '/a -inch thick, but its
cylindrical shape makes it extremely strong
and rigid. The enclosure's simple shape and
fiberboard construction are major reasons
for the subwoofer's low cost. The 12 -inch
woofer is mounted in top of the tube.

The bottom -firing port tube is very long
at 28 inches. This 4 -inch -diameter tube is
also generously flared on both ends, ex-
panding to a 6 -inch diameter. The enclo-
sure is stuffed with fiberglass to damp inter-
nal resonances and is entirely covered with
black grille cloth. Surprisingly, the grille
cloth does not cover the driver; instead, the
owner's manual gives the Radio Shack part
number for a grille you can add if desired.
On the bottom are a single pair of double -

banana input terminals and three heavy-
duty, pointed spikes, 2' inches long and 5/8

inch in diameter. The spikes must be used
to raise the enclosure enough for unimped-
ed airflow through the port.

Rated Frequency Response: 20 Hz to
crossover, ±1 dB.

Rated Sensitivity: 93 dB at 1 meter,
2.83 V rms applied in the mid to
upper bass.

Rated Impedance: 4 ohms, nominal.
Rated Power Handling: 250 watts, 18

Hz and up.
Dimensions: 51' ín. H (with spikes) x

12 in. diameter (130.8 cm H x 30.5
cm dia.).

Weight: 32 lbs. (14.5 kg) each.
Price: $450 each.

Company Address: 14946 Shoemaker
Ave., Unit L, Santa Fe Springs, Cal.
90670; 562/404-3848.
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Despite its
51 -inch height,
the TN 1220 HO's
column enclosure
weighs just
32 pounds.

THE HSU 1220 HO'S

BASS RESERVE,

SMOOTHNESS, AND

EXTENSION WERE ALL

EXCELLENT.

The TN 1220 HO's 12 -inch woofer is a
very beefy long -throw driver with a vented
pole piece, a stamped frame, and two
stacked ferrite magnets, 51/4 inches in diam-
eter and 3/4 -inch thick. The cone is made of
conventional felted paper, with a stiff foam
surround.

While more and more subwoofers now
have built-in amplifiers, Hsu offers external
power amps with built-in crossovers for all
its woofers except the TN 825, which has an
amplifier built in. (A $50 discount is offered
to those buying a subwoofer and an amp
together.) Hsu takes this path because ex-
ternal amplifiers run cooler than those built
into woofers, permit use of short line -level
cables to the subwoofer amp (though you
must then use longer speaker cables), and
enable you to place the subwoofer amp's
controls conveniently near those of your
other components.

I did not test a Hsu amplifier,
as the company is replacing its
more elaborate, 250 -watt ampli-
fier with a model that will pro-
duce about 400 watts and should
sell for about $550. The existing
150 -watt amplifier, which re-
mains in the line at $225, has a
variable low-pass filter with a 12-

dB/octave slope. However, the old

and new high -power amps have
built-in Linkwitz-Riley cross-
overs with 24-dB/octave slopes;
the standard crossover frequency
is 91 Hz, but plug-in resistor mod-

ules are available for frequencies
from 28 to 155 Hz.

The new amp/crossover was
not ava_lable when I tested the
TN 1220 HO. But essentially the
same crossover is available sepa-
rately for $450. So, I used that
with an amp of my own. The Hsu
Research Electronic Crossover (it
has no model number) is very
compact, about the size of a 5 -
inch stack of letter -sized en-
velopes. It has a subwoofer-level
control and switches for polarity
and bypass. The crossover's high-

pass filter uses discrete FETs with
zero feedback, and its subwoofer
filters feature bi-FET op -amps
with high slew rates, all biased in
Class A. All the capacitors are 2%
polypropylene film types, and 1% metal -
film resistors are employed exclusively.
Connections are unbalanced, via gold-plat-
ed RCA jacks.

Measurements
To assess the Hsu Research TN 1220

HO's frequency response, I made ground -
plane measurements, placing my test mi-
crophone 2 meters from the port and the
driver. The results are essentially identical
to those from standard, 1 -meter, anechoic
measurements.

Figure 1A, made with no crossover filter-
ing or equalization and no curve -smooth-
ing, shows fairly flat response between 45
and 160 Hz, with a 6-dB/octave rolloff be-
low 45 Hz that becomes steeper below 15
Hz. Above 160 Hz, the response is quite
rough and choppy. The high -Q dip at 230
Hz reflects the primary organ -pipe reso-
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Fig. 1-Frequency response
of subwoofer (A), electronic
crossover (B), and
subwoofer with crossover
(C).

C

nance of the port tube, whose length is ap-
proximately one-half this wavelength. Aver-
aged over the 1220's flat -response region,
sensitivity is 82.5 dB SPL for the 2.83 -volt
input signal, significantly below Hsu's 93 -
dB rating.

The Hsu Electronic Crossover's response
(Fig. 1B) confirms that it uses the classic
Linkwitz-Riley alignment, whose outputs
sum to unity gain when combined. (The
acoustical outputs of speakers will generally
not combine so neatly, of course, because of
variations in their individual magnitude
and phase characteristics.) The rapid, 24-
dB/octave slopes should minimize response
overlap between the subwoofer and satellite
speakers. At the other end of the subwoofer
output's bandpass is an underdamped, sec-
ond -order 12-dB/octave high-pass filter
with a 6 -dB peak at 17 Hz. This filter rolls
the response off rapidly below the woofer
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system's tuning point, to minimize cone ex-
cursion at infrasonic frequencies. It also
adds a touch of equalization, flattening the
subwoofer's low -frequency response.

This flattening can be seen by comparing
the subwoofer's response with the crossover
(Fig. 1C) and the unequalized response
seen in Fig. 1A; the -3 dB points are now at
15 Hz, which is quite low, and 91 Hz. The
upper rolloff point coincides exactly with
Hsu's rated crossover frequency (even
though the electrical crossover seen in Fig.

LB is 95 Hz), and the rolloff itself
eliminates the upper -frequency
roughness seen in Fig. 1A.

A plot of the TN 1220 HO's
impedance magnitude (Fig. 2)
displays the double humps typi-
cal of vented boxes. The imped-
ance minimum, 5.9 ohms, occurs
at 17.5 Hz, the approximate vent-
ed -box tuning frequency. The
peaks of 12.1 and 13.9 ohms are
reached at 10 and 40 Hz. The
voice coil's inductance causes the
steady rise in impedance above
200 Hz. Below 200 Hz, the im-

20 pedance variation is only 2.4 to 1
(13.9 divided by 5.9). To keep ca-

ble -drop effects from causing re-
sponse peaks and dips greater
than 0.1 dB, an extremely tight
spec for a subwoofer, cable series
resistance should be limited to a
maximum of about 0.12 ohm.
For a typical run of about 10 feet,
that would correspond to 18 -
gauge (or larger) cable.

The effects of frequency and
output level (including room
gain) on the TN 1220 HO's har-
monic distortion are shown in
Fig. 3. Note that the lowest test
frequency is 16 Hz, not the 20 Hz
I've used in prior subwoofer re-
views. The distortion presented is
the sum of the first 10 harmon-
ics, expressed as a percentage of
the power in the fundamental.
This method yields essentially
the same results as total harmon-
ic distortion (THD), but uses
only the first 10 harmonics and
does not include noise.

Although the measured dis-
tortion reached 10% to 20% at

full power, the TN 1220 HO sounded quite
clean because the second and third har-
monics predominated. Distortion at 40 Hz
was significantly lower than in the other
bands, reaching only 7.2% at a high 108 dB
SPL, the highest sound level reached at any
of the frequencies exhibited here. At 16 Hz,
the fundamental rose to an impressive 104
dB, although distortion was a fairly high
22% at that level. Very few subwoofers have
much usable output at 16 Hz, but the Hsu
had enough output there (and at 20 Hz) to

15 11

104

vibrate every loose object in my listening
room.

When I drove the TN 1220 HO with a
high-level swept sine wave, its cylindrical
cabinet exhibited no wall vibrations what-
soever-surprising rigidity, considering its
large size and very light weight. Nor could I
hear any wind noise caused by vent turbu-
lence, even at the highest input levels and

FEW SUBWOOFERS HAVE

MUCH USABLE OUTPUT

AT 16 Hz, BUT THE HSU

RATTLED THE ROOM

AT THAT FREQUENCY.

near box resonance, where air velocity
through the port is highest. A strong dip in
the woofer's excursion at 18 Hz confirmed
that the speaker's box resonance was at
about that frequency. In free air, the
woofer's maximum excursion was about 1
inch peak to peak at 20 Hz. When the
woofer was remounted in the box and ener-
gized at high levels, I observed some inward
dynamic offset between 60 and 80 Hz.

I've plotted the TN 1220 HO's short-
term peak power input and sound output
(Fig. 4) from 12.5 Hz up instead of from the

20 Hz I've used for other subwoofers. The
Hsu's peak power input capability starts
fairly high, at 150 watts at 12.5 Hz, then ris-
es through 660 watts at 16 Hz to a high of
1.35 kilowatts at 20 Hz, then stays at about
1 to 1.2 kilowatts from 25 to 75 Hz. At high-

er frequencies, the input power rises rapid-
ly, reaching 6,550 watts at 200 Hz.

With room gain, the maximum peak
acoustic output starts with a very high 101
dB SPL at a very low 12.5 Hz, passes
through 110 dB SPL at 16 Hz, then rises
rapidly to a local peak of 114 dB at 20 Hz.
After a slight dip to 113 dB SPL at 25 Hz,
the output rises to 117.5 dB at 50 Hz, head-
ing up (after another slight dip) to 120 dB
at 95 Hz before falling slightly to 118 dB at
200 Hz.

The Hsu Research TN 1220 HO's output
at 25 Hz is the loudest, if perhaps not the
cleanest, of any subwoofer I have tested. At
30 Hz and above, however, several speakers
and subwoofers can play louder. Overall,
the Hsu's low -frequency output is still well
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into the top 10% of all subwoofers and
speakers I have tested.

Use and Listening Tests
The tubular Hsu TN 1220 HO is distinc-

tively different from the usual cube sub -
woofers. When I unpacked the Hsu, I was
pleasantly surprised at its light weight. It's
very easy to pick up and move around: Just
lift it, bear -hug style, and move it where you

want it. To move it farther distances, you
can flip it on its side and carry it under one
arm. The speaker's grille -cloth cover may
shift and wrinkle if you use the bear -hug
technique, but it can easily be smoothed
out.

One of the first things I did when I un-
packed the subwoofer was to check the
length of its port tube by physically reach-
ing into the port with my hand and arm
and trying to find its end. The port handled
the full length of my arm without my hand
touching its end; long indeed! (Actually, I
was glad I was easily able to get my arm out.
I would look stupid with my arm stuck in
the bottom of the latest subwoofer I was re-
viewing for Audio!)

The top -mounted driver, however, makes
the 1220 quite top-heavy and susceptible to
tipping, as the brief owner's manual warns.
The manual covers unpacking procedures
and subwoofer placement, as well as trou-
bleshooting, and it adequately explains how
to connect the subwoofer to many types of
home theater and music systems. In addi-
tion to the warning about tipping, the man-
ual cautions you not to set the 1220 upright
on hard floors, such as tile or concrete,
without putting a throw rug, felt pads, or
rubber cups under the pointed feet to keep
them from vibrating. Apparently, the cabi-
net's rigidity helps the driver's reaction
forces travel to the floor, but its weight is
too low to keep those vibrations from mak-
ing it jump around when the 1220 is play-
ing loud!

I evaluated the Hsu subwoofer in my
home theater setup with both video
soundtracks and music, feeding the out-
put of the Hsu Electronic Crossover
through a Crown Macro Reference ampli-
fier that powered the TN 1220 HO
through a 5 -foot length of 16 -gauge zip
cord. For comparisons, I used the Para-
digm Servo 15, the best -performing sub -
woofer I have reviewed to date (Audio,

April 1998), which I fed through its own
crossover and amp. The other speakers in
my home theater setup were all KEFs: Ref-
erence Four main speakers, a Model 200C
in the center, and Reference Twos for sur-
round. I set up the Paradigm and Hsu
subwoofers side by side in one corner at

The long,
bottom -firing

port tube flares
to a 6 -inch

diameter.

IT PLAYS LOUD,

IT GOES DEEP,

YET YOU CAN STILL

CARRY IT EASILY.

the front of the room. The Paradigm's
woofer and the bottom center of the Hsu
were each approximately 2 feet from the
corner. (Hsu's manual suggests that plac-
ing the TN 1220 HO near your listening
position may also work well.)

Initially, I listened to selections culled
from Hsu's very useful list of CDs and
laserdiscs carrying deep bass signals. The TN

1220 HO demonstrated that it could keep up
with the best subwoofers I've had in my lis-
tening room; its output at very low frequen-
cies was second to none, while its bass re-
serve capabilities, smoothness, and extension
were excellent. On a broad range of program
material, the TN 1220 HO was able to han-
dle, most capably, just about everything I
threw at it. And although I listened mostly to
CDs, the first 10 minutes of the Terminator
2: Judgment Day laserdisc demonstrated how
ably the TN 1220 HO could handle even the

very demanding low -frequency effects in the

"Future War" chapter.

The Hsu subwoofer competed very well
with the Paradigm, its maximum clean out-
put being a bit greater at the lowest fre-
quencies and about equal at the higher end
of its range. The Paradigm was somewhat
cleaner in the upper bass, but I could hear
this difference only on music that hadn't
much upper -frequency content to mask it;
it was audible on solo bass guitar or pipe -
organ pedal notes, but not when the organ
had all its stops out.

On band -limited pink noise in the 16 -
and 20 -Hz bands, the Hsu's output was im-
pressively high, bordering on scary-
enough, actually, to shake the walls and al-
most everything attached to them.

Hsu's larger amplifier has a soft limiter
that matches the capabilities of the Hsu
subwoofers (so will its replacement, though
without the current model's limiter -defeat
switch), to minimize overload problems.
With my amp, which has no such limiter
and is about twice the power of Hsu's larger
one, I could audibly overload the TN 1220
HO when I played bass -heavy recordings
very, very loud.

The larger Hsu amplifiers, old and new,
are also designed to drive two subwoofers in

parallel. Although I didn't have a Hsu amp,
I did have a second TN 1220 HO. I therefore
did some listening with both subwoofers set
up side by side, which increased the bass re-

serve quite significantly. At normal bass lev-
els, the 1220s just coasted along, but on
such demanding material as pipe -organ
pedal notes, they delivered louder, deeper
bass than any other subwoofers I had avail-
able. Two TN 1220 HO subwoofers and a
single Hsu amp would give you a very cost-
effective subwoofer system with very high
output for less than $1,500.

The Hsu Research TN 1220 HO is dis-
tinctively different from most other sub -
woofers. Its combination of slim tubular
styling, light weight, small footprint, high
output down to the lowest frequencies, and
very modest price make the TN 1220 HO a
winner. It does what a real subwoofer
should do, providing large amounts of
butt -kicking bass, all the way down to the
15 -Hz region. It will please both the classi-
cal pipe -organ enthusiast and the rock 'n'
roller. Still not enough bass? Buy two-
they're inexpensive enough! A
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EQUIPMENT
BASCOM H. KING

PROFILE

CLASSÉ AUDIO
CAP -80 INTEGRATED

AMPLIFIER AND
CDP.3 CD PLAYER

About a year ago, I reviewed

another Classé Audio integrat-
ed amplifier and CD player
(the CAP -100 and CDP.5, July

1997). The CAP -80 and CDP.3

reviewed here are about 30%
less expensive.

Even so, the CAP -80 has at
least one feature not found on
the CAP -100, an input selector

that can be operated by the re-
mote. The CAP -80's front panel includes a
two -button input selector that cycles both
ways through the five unbalanced ("Reg 1"
through "Reg 5") and one balanced ("Bal
1") inputs. Three more pushbuttons turn
on power, the tape monitor, and muting.
Volume is controlled by the sole knob on

the front panel, and relative volume level is
indicated on an adjacent display in 121
steps. There is no balance control. The sup-
plied remote control has separate push-
buttons for selecting each signal input and
for power, muting, up/down volume ad-
justment, and display brightness (adjustable
in three steps). On the rear panel are the
connectors for the unbalanced and balanced
inputs, the tape and preamp outputs, five-

way binding posts for speaker connections,
and an IEC power -cord connector.

The CDP.3, like the CDP.5, has a simple,
elegant, and attractive front panel that
bears the usual drawer, display, and trans-
port controls. A red LED to the right of the
display window glows when an HDCD disc
is being played and decoded. The player's

supplied remote, larger and shaped differ-
ently from the CAP -80's, has additional
control functions, such as a button to
switch the display from track elapsed time
to total remaining time or elapsed time
from the beginning of the disc.

Measurements
The CAP -80 integrated amplifier's two

channels performed almost identically on
many of my tests, so I'm mainly showing
data for only one channel, the left. Test sig-
nals were applied to an unbalanced line in-
put unless otherwise noted.

The CAP -80's frequency response does
not change much with loading, whether
you're looking at the power -amplifier or
preamp output. In both cases, the small
change in output when the load is changed
demonstrates that the impedance is quite
low at either output.

The effect of changing the amplifier sec-
tion's load is more noticeable above the au-
dio range (Fig. 1A). This is typical of most
amplifiers; it is caused by reduced negative
feedback at high frequencies and by the re-
sistor -inductor output -buffering network,
whose series impedance rises with frequency.

The preamp section's frequency response
(Fig. 1B) also shows more loading effect at
higher frequencies, but not much, even on
the expanded vertical scale used here. As
can be seen, the bandwidth of the preamp
section is considerably greater than that of
the CAP -80's power amplifier section. Re-
sults were essentially the same using the

AMPLIFIER
Rated Power: 100 watts/channel with

8 -ohm loads; 150 watts/channel with
4 -ohm loads.

Dimensions: 19 in. W x 43/8 in. H x 141/4

in. D (48.3 cm x 11.1 cm x 36.2 cm).
Weight: 25 lbs. (11.3 kg).
Price: $1,395.

CD PLAYER
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 33/4 in. H x 1278

in. D (48.3 cm x 8.6 cm x 32.7 cm).
Weight: 20 lbs. (9.1 kg).
Price: $1,395.

Company Address: 5070 Francois
Cusson, Lachine, Que. H8T 1B3,
Canada; 514/636-6384.
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balanced input. The impedance of the pre -
amp output was low, about 105 ohms,
which explains why the output signal was
little affected by the capacitance in the IHF
load. The impedance at the tape outputs
was about 500 ohms. For the unbalanced
inputs, impedance was a high 300 kilohms;
for the balanced input, it was 21 kilohms.

The power -amp section's bandwidth
dominated the rise and fall times and the

THE CAP -80 AMP

EASILY DROVE MY

DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS

SC -III SPEAKERS TO

VERY LOUD LEVELS.

square -wave response. The former were 5.2
microseconds for an output of ±5 volts into
8 ohms (rise and fall times at the preamp
output were a fast 400 nanoseconds at ±1
volt out). As to the latter, a 10 -kHz square
wave had a perfect exponential shape into
an 8 -ohm load. When 2 microfarads of ca-
pacitance were added to the load, ringing
was very low, about 8% overshoot that
damped out in one cycle. A 20 -Hz square
wave had just noticeable tilt.

From Fig. 2's curves of the CAP -80's
power versus total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD + N) at 1 kHz and SMPTE IM
distortion, it appears that this amp meets its
8- and 4 -ohm power output specs. But
above 1 kHz, THD + N into 4 -ohm loads is
higher (Fig. 3); with 8 -ohm loading, the
distortion was somewhat lower, reaching a
maximum of 0.14% at 12.5 kHz. A har-
monic -distortion spectrum for a 1 -kHz, 10 -

watt signal into 8 ohms is plotted in Fig. 4.
The harmonic spectrum is rather complex,
consisting principally of odd harmonics ex-
tending out to 20 kHz and beyond, but

these harmonics are reasonably low
in amplitude. For these distortion
tests, the volume control was set at
around 32, close to the midpoint of
its numerical range.

Digitally controlled electronic
volume controls such as the Crystal
CS3310 used in the CAP -80 will
overload at some input level, re-
gardless of the volume setting. This
control circuit's overload levels can
be read from Figs. 5A (for unbal-
anced input) and 5B (for balanced
output), which show how the pre -
amp section's distortion changes
with input level and frequency.
(These tests were run with the vol-
ume reduced to 18.5, keeping over-
all gain low enough to ensure that
the power -amp output would not
clip when this input overload oc-
curred.) As is most often the case,
distortion increases at the highest
frequencies, but here overall distor-
tion is quite low and the preamp's
ability to withstand input overload
is more than adequate for any nor-
mal signal source.

Plots of THD + N versus level
for analog circuits traditionally ex-
press the THD + N as a percentage
of the signal level rather than a per-
centage of some fixed value. Dis-
tortion typically varies with signal
level, while a circuit's noise level is
fixed. As the signal level drops, this
noise level becomes a larger and
larger percentage of the total and
then eventually dominates the
readings. Once that point is

reached, THD + N rises at 6 dB per
octave as the level keeps dropping.
So the straight-line portion at the
left of these curves represents
noise, not distortion. Only where
the curves deviate from this 6 -dB/
octave slope does actual distortion
dominate the reading. This hap-
pens at about 1 to 2 volts in Fig. 5A
and at about 2 to 4 volts in Fig. 5B.
The results were essentially the
same with instrument or IHF loading on
the preamp output. (For digital circuits, we
measure THD + N in dB relative to full-
scale output, or dBFS, so this potential mis-
understanding does not arise.)
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Fig. 1-Frequency response
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The preamp section's IHF S/N ratios via
the unbalanced inputs were 104.3 dB for
the left channel and 104.5 dB for the right.
For balanced inputs, the ratios were 96.2
and 92 dB. For the amp as a whole, the dif-
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ferences between unbalanced and
balanced inputs were smaller. The
S/N via unbalanced inputs was 89.8
dB for the left channel, 90.2 dB for
the right; with balanced inputs, the
ratios were 89.4 and 87.2 dB. The
CAP -80's interchannel crosstalk
measured a little better than -70dB
over most of the audio range. At 20
kHz, it increased to about -64 dB
from left to right and -68 dB from
right to left.

As mentioned earlier, the output
impedance of the CAP -80's power -
amp section is very low. Conse-
quently, the damping factor was
quite high, measuring greater than
500 at frequencies up to about 600
Hz and decreasing smoothly to
about 41 at 20 kHz.

The CAP -80's dynamic power
into 8 -ohm loads was 156 watts at
the beginning of the 10 -millisec-
ond IHF tone -burst signal and 138
watts at its end; with 4 -ohm loads,
the beginning and end powers were
253 and 210 watts. Using the values

at the beginning of the burst, the
dynamic headroom figures work
out to 1.9 dB for 8 -ohm loads and
2.3 dB for 4 ohms. Clipping power
at 1 kHz (measured at the visual
onset of clipping, about 0.8%) was
118 watts with 8 -ohm loads and
168 watts into 4 ohms, for clipping -

headroom figures of 0.7 and 0.5 dB,
respectively.

When the CAP -80 is powered
on, the volume indicator counts
down from 20 to 0, at which time
the "Reg 1" input is selected and
the muting light comes on. The AC
line current drawn is about 380

milliamperes after warmup. Sensitivity
measurements for the CAP -80 are listed in
Table I.

Turning to the CAP.3 CD player, output
at digital full-scale (0 dBFS) into instru-
ment loads was just over 2.01 volts for the
unbalanced outputs and about 4.025 volts
for the balanced outputs. IHF loading re-
duced the unbalanced output level by a
mere 0.04 dB and the balanced output by
0.08 dB. The unbalanced output's imped-
ance was 45 ohms, and the balanced out-
put's was 90 ohms.

The CD player's frequency response with
unbalanced output and instrument loading

THE CAP -80'S BASS WAS

TIGHT AND DEFINED,

MIDS AND HIGHS WERE

SMOOTH, AND IMAGING
WAS VERY GOOD.

(Fig. 6) was no different from its balanced
output's response, and IHF loading didn't
alter the response shape for either output.
Frequency response with de -emphasis en-
gaged was essentially the same, too, indicat-
ing a negligible de -emphasis error. Square -
wave output had the usual linear phase
characteristic, i.e., symmetrical ringing
about the vertical center line of each half
cycle of the wave. The ringing on a 1 -kHz,
0-dBFS (full-scale) square wave was not
clipped off, which is characteristic of the
Pacific Microsonics HDCD decoding/digi-
tal filter chip used in the CDP.3. The polari-
ty of both unbalanced and balanced out-
puts was correct.

Figure 7 shows the CDP.3's THD + N
versus frequency at 0 dBFS for two meas -

TABLE I -Input sensitivity, CAP -80 amp, for 500 mV into 10 kilohms + 1,000
pF or 1 watt into 8 ohms.

Unbalanced In to Preamp Out
Balanced In to Preamp Out
Unbalanced In to Tape Out
Balanced In to Tape out
Unbalanced In to Power Amp Out
Balanced In to Power Amp Out
Preamp Out to Power Amp Out

Sensitivity
LEFT RIGHT

41.1 mV 40.5 mV
80.4 mV 81.2 mV

529.6 mV 528.4 mV
1.0641 V 1.0641 V

7.66 mV 7.74 mV
15.3 mV 15.5 mV
96.4 mV 96.6 mV
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ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED

Equipment used in the listening tests

for this review consisted of:
CD Equipment: PS Audio Lambda Two

Special and modified Sonic Frontiers
SFT-1 CD transports and Sony CDP-
707ESD CD player, Genesis Technolo-

gies Digital Lens anti -jitter device, and

Classé Audio DAC-1 and Sonic Fron-
tiers Processor 3 D/A converters

Phono Equipment: Kenwood KD-500
turntable, Infinity Black Widow arm,
Win Research SMC-10 moving -coil
cartridge, and Vendetta Research
SCP2-C phono preamp

Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi 1000 cas-,
sette deck, and Technics 1500 open
reel recorder

Preamplifiers: Sonic Frontiers Line -3,
Dynaco PAS -2, and First Sound II
passive

Amplifiers: Arnoux Seven -B stereo
switching amplifier, Quicksilver Audio
M-135 mono tube amps, and Audio
Note Conqueror single -ended stereo
tube amp

Loudspeakers: B&W 801 Matrix Series
3 speakers used as subwoofers with
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC -III speakers,
and Lowther PM5A drivers in modi-
fied Lowther Club Medallion II speak-

er cabinets
Cables: Digital interconnects, Illuminati

DX -50 (AES/EBU balanced); analog
interconnects, Tara Labs Master and
Music and Sound (unbalanced);
speaker cables, Transparent Cable
MusicWave Reference, Jena Labs
Speakeasy Twin Three, and Madrigal
Audio Laboratories HF2.5C

urement bandwidths. The data plotted is
for unbalanced output and instrument
loading; results for balanced output and
IHF loading were about the same. Com-
mendably, high -frequency distortion does
not rise much with the wider measurement
bandwidth; this is frequently not the case.
In Fig. 8, THD + N is plotted as a function
of level for a 400 -Hz tone, with an IHF load

on the unbalanced output.

The CDP.3's deviation from lin-
earity when playing a 500 -Hz tone
(Fig. 9) is greater in the right chan-
nel than in the left below about -80
dBFS; this characteristic will affect
some of the measurements to
come. In Fig. 10, for example, a
third -octave sweep of the audio
range with a -80 dBFS, 1 -kHz sig-
nal, the right channel's greater de-
viation from linearity manifests it-
self as greater harmonic distortion
(especially the third harmonic, at 3
kHz). But the complete absence of
60 -Hz hum components is notable.

Interchannel crosstalk was very
low, measuring less than -100 dB
from 125 Hz to 16 kHz from right
to left and about -90 dB from left
to right. Several other readings
were better in the left channel: Dy-
namic range measured 99 dB in the

left channel and 95.1 dB in the
right; quantization noise was 93.6
dB in the left channel and 89.6 dB
in the right; and S/N (re 0 dBFS
with the transport in pause) was
84.7 dB wideband and 106.7 dB A -
weighted for the left channel versus
84.2 and 102.4 dB for the right.

The jitter spectrum in Fig. 11
was measured, with the transport
in pause, at the latch -enable pin of
one of the CDP.3's DAC chips. In
multibit DACs like the ones used in
this player, it is said to be primarily
the jitter at this pin that affects the
reconstructed audio signal. On this
plot, 0 dB represents a jitter of 10
nanoseconds peak to peak or, as-
suming a sinusoidal jitter wave-
form, 3.54 nanoseconds rms. An
individual spectral component
down, say, 60 dB would be 3.54 pi-
coseconds rms. The rms sum of all
the jitter components above 70 Hz
in frequency and -70 dB in ampli-
tude is about 6.7 picoseconds,
which is quite good.

Use and Listening Tests
I used the CAP -80 as my system

amplifier for a considerable time,
along with the CDP.3 CD player.
Most of my listening was with the
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC -III speak -
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TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS

The Classé CAP -80's circuitry is dis-
tributed among four boards. The board
carrying the line -level inputs and out-
puts, signal selection, and preamp cir-
cuitry is mounted at the rear of the en-
closure. A smaller board, also at the rear,
is an auxiliary power supply that keeps
the amp's control microprocessor pow-
ered up so that it can respond to control
inputs from the front panel or remote.
The microprocessor itself is on a board
behind the front panel, which also con-
nects to the front -panel controls and
display. The power amplifier board and
generously sized toroidal power trans-
former occupy the rest of the interior.

The preamp and signal -selector cir-
cuits are always powered by the auxil-
iary supply. When the front -panel power
switch is turned on, a relay on the auxil-
iary supply switches AC power to the
toroidal transformer that feeds the pow-
er amplifier section.

Preamplifier gain and volume are
handled by a Crystal CS3310 chip on the
signal -selector and preamp board. (It
and the op -amps in the CAP -80 are pow-
ered by a ±5 -volt supply.) This chip, a
reasonably good -sounding device, can
vary level from -95.5 to +31.5 dB in 0.5 -
dB steps, but the CAP -80 uses only 97.5
dB of this range. From full volume
(shown as "60" on the display) down to
an indicated level of "7," volume
changes in 0.5 -dB steps; below that, the
steps grow larger until there's a 12 -dB
level difference between steps "1" and
"0.5," and the last step mutes the signal
completely. Solid-state switches handle
signal selection. Burr -Brown OPA2134
dual op -amps take care of signal buffer-
ing and convert differential, balanced in-
put signals to unbalanced ones.

The CAP -80 has no power -amp input
and no way to break the link between its
preamp and power -amp sections, yet
there is a preamp output.

The power -amplifier circuitry uses
only discrete parts. Each channel has its
own rectifiers and filter capacitors.
These capacitors are 4,700-microfarad,
63 -volt filter capacitors, two paralleled
per supply polarity for each channel.
The supply for the preamp section has
its own transformer winding, rectifier,
and filter capacitors. Driver and output
transistors are mounted on the heat
sink, their leads soldered to the p.c.
board. One pair of output transistors is
used in each channel.

The CDP.3 CD player's transport
mechanism is decoupled from the
chassis with elegant little rubber isola-
tors. An internal metal enclosure
shields the transport electronics. A p.c.
board at the rear of the unit handles
digital filtering, HDCD decoding, and
D/A conversion. The filtering and
HDCD decoding are done with the Pa-
cific Microsonics PMD100 chip; the
DAC chips are Burr -Brown PCM
1702s, and Burr -Brown OPA604 and
OPA2604 op -amps handle analog fil-
tering and convert unbalanced signals
to feed the balanced outputs. A num-
ber of three -terminal regulators pro-
vide various voltages for the digital
and analog circuitry on this board. A
toroidal power transformer sits behind
the CD transport. Another board,
which is behind the front panel, inter-
connects the front panel's pushbuttons
and display window with the player's
control microprocessor.

Both of these units are very nicely
made with high -quality parts. B.H.K.

ers, which I sometimes augmented by using
B&W 801 Matrix Series 3s as subwoofers. I
found that the speaker cables I used made a
noticeable difference in the sound; I settled
on the Madrigal Audio Laboratories
HF2.5C wire as giving the best, fullest,
smoothest sound.

The CAP -80 amp proved highly listen-

able. When I cranked it up on recordings

with heavy bass, it easily drove the SC-IIIs
to very loud levels. The bass was tight and
defined, midrange and highs were smooth,
and imaging and sense of space were very
good. It did, however, tend to sound etched
and a little thin in the lower midrange.
When I used the CAP -80 to drive the
Lowther speakers, which have unusually
high sensitivity (about 102 dB), the amp's

turn-off thump displaced the drivers to a

worrisome degree, nearly l inch. This
thump should not be a problem with driv-
ers of normal sensitivity, however.

I found the CDP.3 musically satisfying
with most of my CDs. The sound was high-

ly detailed, though through the CAP -80 it
seemed to lack a little weight in the lower
midrange relative to my other (much cost-
lier) CD sources. When I used the Classés
with the Lowther speakers, the sound was
quite detailed, though occasionally some-
what bright and edgy.

Both components' remote controls
worked well. I was particularly impressed
with the taper of the CAP -80's volume con-

trol, which made the degree of volume

THE CDP.3 CD PLAYER'S

TRANSPORT IS DECOUPLED

FROM THE CHASSIS

WITH ELEGANT

RUBBER ISOLATORS.

change seem unusually well matched to the
degree of control rotation. It did feel odd,
though, that volume did not change unless
I rotated the knob at some minimum rate;
this was no problem in normal use but
mildly annoying when I was trying to set
precise levels for my lab tests. I also would
have preferred the CDP.3's drawer to extend
about a quarter of an inch further outward,
so it would be less easy to scrape CDs on the
front panel when loading and unloading.
And I felt the player was a bit slow getting
from track to track and beginning play.

But those are only minor reservations.
Overall, the Classé CAP -80 and CDP.3 per-
formed very well and should provide good
musical satisfaction in systems appropriate
to their price range. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
D. B. KEELE, JR.

MISSION 750
LIMITED EDITION

MINI -MONITOR
SPEAKER

Mfission is a British manufacturer

of high-performance loudspeak-
ers, which are among the top
sellers in the company's native
land; for nearly a year, now, they
have been distributed in the U.S.

by Denon. The 750 Limited Edition (LE)
mini -monitor is at the bottom of the com-
pany's upscale 75 Series. Despite its moder-
ate price, it is not a stripped -down model
made for the cost-conscious but, as compa-
ny founder Farad Azima says, "a celebration
speaker" to mark Mission's 20th anniver-
sary last year. Azima calls the 750LE "a
product central to the very core of Mis-
sion's philosophy-a blend of leading -edge
technology and impeccable aesthetics but
with that extra something that animates the

very soul of music," adding that "Above all
we wanted our celebration speaker to be
modestly priced, to include. ..our cus-
tomers whose investment in our products
and constant encouragement have sus-
tained us from the beginning." The 750LE
appears to be all of this and more.

The Mission 750LE is a small, two-way
system with a 51/4 -inch woofer and a 1 -inch
fabric -dome tweeter, both developed
specifically for this speaker. The enclosure is
vented to the rear via a molded plastic tube
with a flared mouth; the tube has an inner
diameter of PA inches and is 23/4 inches
long. Real wood veneer covers the cabinet's
top, sides, and much of its front panel. Ex-
cept where the top meets the sides, all edges
are either rounded or beveled.

Mission made heavy use of computer -

aided solid modeling techniques to design a
rigid cabinet that it says is self -braced and
self -damped. The cabinet panels form two
U -sections that interlock to form the com-
plete cabinet. Tolerances are said to be so
close that joints are virtually airtight even
before the cabinet is bonded. The top and
side walls are made from an uncommonly
thick, 11/4 -inch, medium -density fiberboard

(MDF), into which swirling grooves have
been machined. The machining lowers the
panels' mass (to reduce stored energy) and
increases the cabinet's internal volume but
doesn't significantly reduce the thick pan-
els' inherent rigidity. The groove pattern is
also said to disperse internal reflections and
reduce the effect of standing waves. The
front, back, and bottom of the cabinet are
made from MDF in a more conventional,
3/4 -inch, thickness.

Most of the front panel is covered by a
molded plastic plate whose surfaces are
smooth and rounded, to reduce diffraction.
Instead of being attached to the cabinet
front panel, as the woofer is, the tweeter is
attached to the molded plate, to mechani-
cally decouple it from the woofer. The
750LE's grille, of molded plastic covered
with black cloth, snaps into rubber-grom-
meted holes in the front plate.

The 750LE's woofer has a molded plas-
tic frame, a ferrite magnet 23/4 inches in di-
ameter and 0.6 inch thick, and a cone
made from Aerogel, a patented material
composed of short strands of carbon fiber
and Kevlar suspended in an acrylic poly-
mer gel.

Rated Frequency Response: 70 Hz to
20 kHz, ±3 dB.

Rated Sensitivity: 86 dB at 1 meter,
2.83 V rms applied.

Rated Nominal Impedance: 6 ohms.
Recommended Amplifier Power: 30 to

100 watts.

Dimensions: 11 in. H x 61 in. W x10443

in. D (28.0 cm x 16.5 cm x 26.2 cm).

Weight: 9.4 lbs. (4.25 kg) each.

Price: $500 per pair, in rosewood
veneer or black.

Company Address: Mission, do Denon
Electronics, 222 New Road, Par-
sippany, N.J. 07054; 973/575-7810;
www.denon.com; www.mission.co.uk.
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According to Robin Marshall, the
750LE's designer and engineer, Aerogel is
50% more rigid than average paper cones
yet has 75% less mass, giving it an extreme-
ly high stiffness -to -mass ratio. Marshall
also states that it has a high internal loss
factor, which damps surface resonances and

helps prevent energy storage.
The woofer's cone is attached to the

frame with a rubber surround. Instead of a
dust cap moving with the cone, there's a
stationary phase plug around which the
cone and voice coil move. This is said to
further lower cone mass and to improve
off -axis phase characteristics.

The 750LE's tweeter is a 1 -inch, coated -

fabric dome driven by a powerful neodymi-
um magnet. A star -shaped molded plastic
clamp assembly holds it to the molded
front plate.

THE 7501E IS

A "CELEBRATION SPEAKER"

IN HONOR OF MISSION'S

20TH ANNIVERSARY.

The crossover is wired point-to-point on
the back of the input connection cup, on
the rear panel. The low-pass section is a
first -order series -inductor design with a re-
sistor -capacitor (RC) impedance -compen-
sation network across the woofer. The high-

pass is a second -order filter consisting of an
RC network in series with the tweeter and
an inductor in parallel with it. The woofer's
inductor has a powdered -iron core, the
tweeter's an air core. All parts are of high
quality.

The bi-wirable terminals are heavy-duty
gold-plated binding posts. Although the
posts are spaced the standard 3/4 inch apart,
you cannot insert double (or even single)
banana plugs without prying out small
plastic plugs that close off the posts' end
holes. The plugs are required by European
safety regulations, because some European
AC power plugs are similar to double ba-
nana plugs.

Measurements
The Mission 750LE's frequency response

curve (Fig. 1) with its grille off fits a fairly

The Mission 750LE

is a ported,

two-way speaker

with gold-plated

bi-wirable

input terminals.

tight, 4.7 -dB, window from 87 Hz to 20
kHz. Enlarging the window to 6 dB extends
the lower frequency limit to 80 Hz, quite
close to Mission's rated frequency response.
However, the curve is somewhat uneven,
exhibiting peaks at 125 Hz, 1.45 kHz, and
12.5 kHz and dips at 230 Hz, 700 Hz, 6 kHz,

and 15.5 kHz. Averaged from 250 Hz to 4
kHz, the 750LE's sensitivity measured a
moderate 84.4 dB. The grille causes a +2-,
-3 -dB ripple between 3 and 4 kHz and re-
duces overall level by about 1 to 1.5 dB
above 7 kHz. The two speakers matched
within a very close ±0.5 dB. (The curves in
Fig. 1 combine ground -plane bass measure-
ments and measurements taken in a large
anechoic chamber, and the "Grille
Off" curve was smoothed. The test loo

microphone was midway between
the two drivers axes.)

When the tweeter and woofer
sections of the crossover were driv-
en directly through their separate
input terminals, the two drivers'
acoustic outputs crossed at about 60

2.45 kHz, the apparent crossover
point. The measurements also in-
dicated that the woofer rolled off at
12 dB per octave above 2 kHz,
while the tweeter rolled off at 6 dB
per octave below about 4 kHz. Ex-
perimentally reversing the signal
polarity to one driver produced an
octave -wide rejection dip of about
15 dB between about 2 and 4 kHz.
This demonstrates that, when
the sections are connected nor-
mally, the drivers' outputs are
pretty much in phase acoustically
through the crossover region and
lobing should be minimal.

When a direct -radiator speaker's
drivers share a common surface,

the low -frequency drivers are usually de-
layed behind the high -frequency drivers,
and the 750LE's phase and group -delay re-
sponses (Fig. 2) show such a delay. The
phase continually falls as frequency increas-

es, while the group -delay curve has an offset

of about 0.25 millisecond between about
300 Hz and 2 kHz. This measured delay is
due partly to physical offset between the
two drivers and partly to delay inherent in
the crossover that drives the woofer.

The 750LE's horizontal off -axis respons-

es (Fig. 3) are extremely uniform all the way

to 20 kHz within the main, ±15°, listening
window. Farther off axis, the response nar-
rows above 13 kHz.
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response.
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Fig. 2-Phase response
and group delay.
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The Mission 750LE's impedance
magnitude (Fig. 5A) exhibits the
classic dual -peak characteristic of
vented enclosures. The dip to 7.8
ohms at 60 Hz indicates the ap-
proximate location of the vented -
box tuning frequency, where the
woofer's excursion and distortion
is minimized. The maximum im-
pedance is 38 ohms, at 105 Hz, and
the minimum occurs at 225 Hz,
where impedance drops to an easy-

to -drive 6.5 ohms. Mission is being

a bit hard on the 750LE by calling it
a 6 -ohm speaker; judging from the
overall curve, it could honestly be
rated at 8 ohms. Between 20 Hz
and 20 kHz, the impedance range
is a moderate 5.8 to 1 (38 divided
by 6.5). Cable series resistance can
therefore be as high as 0.09 ohm
without cable -drop effects causing
response peaks or dips greater than
0.1 dB. For a typical run of about
10 feet, that would correspond to
16 gauge (or heavier), low -induc-
tance cable. The impedance phase
(Fig. 5B) reaches a moderate maxi-
mum of +33° (inductive), at 90 Hz,
and a minimum of -55° (capaci-
tive), at 120 Hz. The 750LE should
be an easy load for any amplifier,
and you can even safely connect

A two of them in parallel to the same
amp output.

A high-level sine -wave sweep re-

vealed that the cabinet was quite
rigid, although its sides did vibrate
at 315 Hz, causing a slight buzz.
The 51/4 -inch woofers are capable
of about 0.38 -inch peak -to -peak
excursion and overload gracefully.
Excursion reached its minimum at
about 63 Hz (another guide to the
vented enclosure's resonant fre-
quency), and no dynamic -offset
distortion was evident.

I measured the 750LE's raw and
smoothed 3 -meter room response (Fig. 6)
with the test microphone at ear height (36
inches) and the speaker aimed at it from a
30 -inch stand. Above 750 Hz, the smoothed
curve fits a tight, 4.8 -dB, window. Except
for a 145 -Hz peak and 630 -Hz dip, the
smoothed curve fits a fairly tight, 13 -dB,
window. Below 750 Hz, where room effects

49`
.33'

-55

TEF

Fig. 5-Impedance
magnitude (A)
and phase (B).

The 750LE's vertical on- and off -axis re-
sponses (Fig. 4) are fairly uniform except in
the crossover region, between 2 and 4 kHz.
In the main listening window, ±15°, the re-
sponses are quite uniform. Farther off, be-
tween 30° and 45° above and below the axis,
a deep null develops between 2 and 4 kHz
(not clearly visible in the graph).

10k 20k

B

predominate, several large peaks and dips
are evident. This is not a fault of the speak-
er, but shows how the room would affect
any small acoustic source in the same place.

The 750LE's B, (61.7 -Hz) harmonic dis-
tortion is shown in Fig. 7. I choose the high-
er frequency B1 tone rather than my usual
E1 (41.2 -Hz) tone, because E1 is significant-

ly below the 750's rated operating range
and also below the vented enclosure's tun-
ing frequency, too low for the speaker to
handle much power. At a maximum power
of 50 watts (17.3 volts rms into the rated 6 -

ohm load), the second harmonic rose to a
moderate 12.7%, while the third rose only
to 5.6%. Higher harmonics were 1.9% or
lower. At 61.7 Hz, a 50 -watt input to the
750LE generated a quite usable 93 dB SPL
at 1 meter in a free field.

The A2 (110 -Hz) harmonic distortion
(Fig. 8) consisted only of a low, 2%, second
harmonic, 2.1% third, 3.2% fourth, and

THE CONSTRUCTION

AND DESIGN

OF THE 750LE'S

CABINET ARE UNUSUALLY

INNOVATIVE.

higher harmonics less than 1%. At 110 Hz, a
50 -watt input drove the 750LE to a fairly
loud 103 dB SPL at 1 meter in a free field.

The Mission's IM distortion for a 50 -

watt signal was a moderate 9.3% that was,
nonetheless, clearly audible at this power
level. The test signal consisted of 440 -Hz
(A4) and 61.7 -Hz (B1) tones of equal power;

once again, I substituted the B, tone for my
usual E1 because of the 750LE's low -fre-
quency restrictions.

The 750LE's short-term peak power in-
put and output are shown in Fig. 9. The
peak input power starts out quite low, at
about 2.5 watts at 20 Hz, but above 30 Hz it
rises quickly, reaching a plateau of 125
watts between 60 and 120 Hz. After a rise to
800 watts at 250 Hz, the peak power falls
somewhat to 300 watts at 700 Hz, then rises
quickly to a very high 8 kilowatts in the
tweeter's range, above 2 kHz. Why did the
tweeter handle much higher power than the
woofer? The woofer's peak power handling
above 150 Hz seemed to be limited by in-
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ductor saturation in the woofer leg of the
crossover. I did not bypass the crossover in-
ductor as I sometimes do, but I inferred the
saturation from the pointed waveshapes of
the woofer's acoustic output when it was
overdriven.

400

12 dB

-f-

With room gain, the peak ac-
oustic output starts at an unusable
70 dB at 30 Hz but rises rapidly
through 100 dB at 60 Hz and 110
dB at 130 Hz. The output decreases

somewhat to 108 dB at 700 Hz,
then rises steeply to a loud 122 dB
above 2 kHz. The 750LE's bass out-

put is average for a speaker of its
size and driver complement.

Use and Listening Tests
As I've said before, it's a pleasure

to evaluate a small speaker once in
a while, and the Mission 750LE
mini -monitor is quite diminutive

12 dB compared to the tower speakers I
usually review. That makes it easier

to move around, set up, and meas-
ure, although, naturally, you lose
the deep -bass power of which larg-
er speakers normally are capable.

When I first unpacked the Mis-
sions, I was so impressed with their
looks that I showed them off to
everyone around. Every detail
looked quite impeccable. The rose-
wood finish blended very well with
the molded plastic front plate. The
woofer looked quite exotic, thanks
to its polished, brass -colored cen-
tral phase plug and the iridescent,

650 crystalline appearance of its Aero-
gel cone. The smoothed and be-
veled surfaces of the cabinet and
faceplate lent a quite pleasing qual-
ity to the 750LE.

Mission's instruction manual,
which covers the whole 75 Series, is

jam-packed with useful informa-
tion, including a three -page mini -
dictionary of speaker terms. (Al-
though detailed and informative,
the dictionary has a decidedly
high -end orientation and includes
a considerable dose of Mission
promotion.)

The manual suggests placing the
speakers 5 to 8 feet apart, spaced 8
inches away from the wall behind

them and a minimum of 1.5 feet from the
side walls, and that the speakers should be
aimed straight ahead, not canted in. I fol-
lowed these recommendations in most re-
spects but placed the Missions more than 8
inches from the wall, closer to where I usu-

ally put speakers. I put the 750LEs on
stands, which raised them so that each one's
bottom was just about even with the top of
the comparison B&W 80l's woofer enclo-
sure. The high frequencies sounded most
natural to me with the 750s canted in
slightly, not aimed straight ahead. I also
broke the speakers in overnight, as the
manual suggests, before I did my serious
listening. To do this, I fed them a low -
passed feed of pink noise from a CD, ad-
justing the level to provide a healthy excur-
sion of the 750's woofer.

All of my listening was done with stand-
ard single -cable connections. Ancillary gear
included an Onkyo CD player, Krell KRC
preamp, Crown Macro Reference power
amplifier, Straight Wire Maestro cabling,
and B&W 801 Matrix Series 3s as reference

speakers. For some of my listening, I used a
Velodyne HGS-12 subwoofer (June 1998)
with the Missions; I fed the 750LEs through
a high-pass filter for some of my later trials,
but at first I used no filter, so both the Mis -

THE MISSION 7501E

SOUNDED BALANCED AND

SMOOTH, WITH SUPERB

CLARITY, IMAGING, AND

SOUNDSTAGING.

sions and the sub reproduced frequencies
below 80 Hz.

From the first, the Mission 750LE sound-
ed balanced, smooth, and even, but with the
attenuated low bass you'd expect from a
speaker its size. Imaging, soundstaging, and
center -channel stability were excellent. The
Mission's high -frequency extension, clarity,
and balance were a pretty close match to the
B&W's. The Missions could be played loud-
ly but were not quite as clean as the B&Ws
at the same level, particularly with record-
ings that had any appreciable bass content.
Played at more moderate levels (i.e., not at
levels that had my wife saying "turn that
thing down!"), the 750LEs' balance of low
and high frequencies was surprisingly good.
A couple of times I even thought the sub -
woofer was operating when it was not.

On the low -frequency third -octave
band -limited pink noise test, the 750LEs
generated no usable output in the bands
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from 20 to 40 Hz, some usable output at 50
Hz, and stronger output from 60 Hz up. At
40 Hz and above, wind noise from the port
was quite audible at my listening position,
adding an irritating buzz. The noise ap-
peared to stem from turbulence at the end
of the port tube inside the enclosure. Plug-
ging the vent with a small washcloth elimi-
nated the buzz but reduced bass output and
increased distortion from the woofer cone.
However, I could hear the wind noise on al-
most none of the music I played, even when

I was listening for it; most recordings with
bass, unlike my narrow -band test signals,
have significant upper -frequency energy
that masks the noise.

When I played wide -band pink noise, I
could hear hardly any upper -midrange
tonal changes when I stood up, which is
very good. The 750LE's performance just
about equaled the B&W 801's nearly per-
fect behavior on this test. Its spectral bal-
ance on pink noise was quite good, albeit
with some midrange and treble tonality.
The 750's voicing was quite similar to the
80l's, but with slightly more energy at the
very highest frequencies.

Big -band recordings, as long as they did

not contain heavy bass, sounded well bal-
anced even when played loud. The Mission
speakers handled the horn sections cleanly
and with much expression. At the highest
volume levels they did, however, sound
slightly more congested than the B&Ws.

The Missions really shined on choral
music. When I played Mozart's Mass in C

THE MISSION 750LE

DELIVERS GOOD LOOKS

AND HIGH -QUALITY

SOUND AT MODEST COST.

Major, K257, performed by the Kings Col-
lege Choir (Argo 421 365, a favorite of
mine), the cathedral soundstage was wide
and expansive, while the individual choral
sections were clearly delineated. The overall

sound was quite involving. On well -record-
ed female vocalists, the 750LEs sounded
quite effortless and clean, with no undue

sibilance. The center image and its spectral
stability were first-rate.

The speakers could play loud rock and
country, but not when accompanied with
heavy bass, where IM intruded on the pre-
sentation. However, when I hooked up the
750s via the Velodyne subwoofer's high-
pass filtering, all my reservations were put
to rest. With the bass off-loaded to the sub -
woofer, the Missions could play loud and
clean. At more moderate levels, the Mis-
sions could play this material very well
without subwoofer assistance, sounding
quite well balanced but, as you'd expect,
without gut -thumping bass.

The Mission 750LEs provided high -end
and near -high -end sonic performance on
almost everything I listened to. Their very
small size and admirable appearance make
them first-rate choices anywhere high -
quality sound, good looks, and modest cost
are important. A pair of 750s coupled with
one of the new small, high -output sub -
woofers, such as the Velodyne or Sunfire,
can provide very high performance from a
listening system that takes up hardly any
space at all. A
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AURICLE
KEN KESSLER

AUDIO RESEARCH
VT50 POWER
AMPLIFIER

owever familiar a brand be-
comes, you should never
grow complacent about it or
discount its potential for
surprises. As all of us think
we know a lot more than we

actually do, we tend to presume what
a new component will sound like,
based on previous experience or
prejudices. I've personally owned,
auditioned, or reviewed at least a
couple of dozen models from Audio
Research over the years, so I thought
I knew what I would hear-but the

Company Address: 5740
Green Circle Drive, Min-
netonka, Minn. 55343; 612/
939-0600;

www.audioresearch.com.

costlier models in the range than it
does with the sweet if prosaic 60.
Billed as one of the least expensive of

the latest -generation VT series of
vacuum -tube power amplifiers, the
VT50 is rated at 45 watts per channel
from 30 Hz to 15 kHz, but its "actual

power at clipping" is 50 watts per
channel, hence the model nomencla-
ture. But why does it come in above
the VT60? Because it's fully balanced
and it's more, uh, sophisticated.

Because the VT50 is based on the
same circuit design as the VT100 and
VT200, it uses a true dual -mono cir-
cuit layout all the way back to its very

large power transformer; this cer-
tainly distances the VT50 from the
less costly, more powerful VT60. The
hefty power transformer is mounted
at the front, centrally, behind the
faceplate and on/off switch, but the
amp's overall weight of 41 pounds is
pretty evenly distributed because the
separate output transformers are fit-
ted to the back.

Inside, mounted horizontally in
what now appears to be Audio Re-
search's favorite location, are two
matched pairs of 6550C output
tubes, one pair per channel, with four
6922 twin triodes used as input and
driver tubes, two each per channel.
Constant -current -source technology
found in the Reference Series main-

VT50 caught me with my guard tains output -stage balance and head -
down. And I'm not complaining.
What we're talking about could be
one of those future classics; it's cer-
tainly one of the company's best -

kept secrets.

Confusion preceded epiphany be-
cause I couldn't figure out why
or how Audio
Research went
away from its
numbering sys-
tem. The VT50
costs more than
the VT60, the
latter remain-
ing Audio Re-
search's entry-
level stereo power

room under dynamic music condi-
tions. The VT50's distributed power
supplies yield a total energy storage
of 354 joules, nearly double that of
the CA50 integrated amplifier.

Unlike the plug-ugly VT60, the
VT50 is luxuriously appointed and

unmistakably
an Audio Re-
search amplifi-
er. The chassis
design and di-
mensions are a
not -too -large
19 x 7 x 15 inch-

es (not count-
ing the handles,

which stick out a further 11/2 inches).

But the first surprise for me was the
color. I don't know about other Au -

WHAT STRUCK ME FIRST

WAS THE VT5O'S

TRANSPARENCY, WHICH

LETS YOU HEAR SUBTLE,

LOW-LEVEL DETAILS.

amp despite
producing slightly more wattage.
However, the VT50 shares more with
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dio Research fans, but I've always been torn
between the classic, natural -metal finish
with black legends and the classier black
with white legends. Now there's a new finish
on the block, simply called "gray" in Audio
Research parlance but closer to titanium. It's
the color worn by the review sample, and it's
simply gorgeous, making the VT50 look like

it costs a whole lot more than $2,995. Be-
cause this color is available throughout the
line, my dream of a Reference 1 preamp and

a pair of Reference 600 monoblocks has been

altered slightly. Purists, of course, should ig-

nore this option and stick with the original
hue, lest they suffer an identity crisis.

As for the rest, it's typical Audio Research

through and through, with only a simple
rocker switch on the front for power on/off
and a small green LED to indicate the for-
mer state. The rear panel contains meaty,
all -metal, gold-plated, multi -way output ter-
minals with a choice of 4-, 8-, and 16 -ohm
taps, which don't like banana plugs but are
perfect for spade connections. The afore-
mentioned balanced inputs are accessed
with XLR connectors; gold-plated single -
ended inputs are provided, too, but more
about that anon. Also on the back panel is
an IEC-type AC power socket-Audio Re-
search supplies a good 14 -gauge, three -core
cable-and a user -replaceable AC mains
fuse. Setup involves simply fitting the tubes
(their bias is set at the factory). Warm-up
from cold to optimum operating tempera-
ture seems to take a mere 15 or 20 minutes.

While some would deem it heresy to use a
solid-state preamp with an all -tube power
amp, I did use Krell's sublime KRC-3 to test

single -ended versus balanced. The latter won
out, even though my technically astute bet-
ters tell me that the difference should be ap-
parent only with long cable runs. Rubbish:
With only 3 feet of Transparent MusicLink
Super interconnects (and with playback lev-
els matched using a digital SPL meter), bal-
anced operation sounded clearly more re-
fined, more coherent, and more precise.

And refinement is what it's all about; af-
ter all, this isn't the amp to turn to if you're
a horsepower junkie. Not only will it not
rock the rafters, its bottom registers aren't
exactly a sonic analogy for earth -moving
equipment. On the other hand, neither is it
a lightweight. Rather, it's a series of blissful
contradictions, just like its position in the
Audio Research hierarchy.

Quite clearly, the VT50 is aimed at cus-
tomers with moderate or highly sensitive
speakers. While I would never accuse Audio

Research of marketing cynicism (despite
those years when the company drove its
users crazy with innumerable upgrades that
endowed their models with suffixes more
typical of computer software), it strikes me
that the VT50 is perfect for exploiting the
sort of speakers designed to coddle owners
of single -ended triode amplifiers. The sin -

THE VT50 SOUNDS IN

FULL CONTROL WHETHER

PLAYING AT

BACKGROUND LEVELS

OR BLASTING OUT AT ITS

MAX.

gle-ended triode craze has resulted in a flood
of speakers boasting very high sensitivities,
some horns delivering as much as 96 or 98
dB sound pressure level (SPL) for a single
watt input, and they have but one virtue: the
ability to work with stupid little amplifiers
producing naught but 3, 5, or 7 watts. While
the VT50 isn't in that anorexic category, nei-
ther is it suffering a surfeit of juice.

Far from feeling that it is restricted by the
number of speakers that could fully exploit
it, I prefer to think of the power limitations
as simply narrowing the field of possibili-
ties to high -sensitivity dynamics or most
electrostatics. And this is a good thing, be-
cause it makes life simpler for the easily be-
wildered, confidence -lacking consumer. (To
quote the great Gilbert Briggs, "The cus-
tomer confused buys nothing.") Ditto the
harried reviewer. I soon learned that my
time would best be served using Quad elec-
trostatics, both the original and the ESL63,
the Rogers LS3/5A (to best test the 16 -ohm
tap), the Wilson WATT/Puppy V.1, and
New Audio Frontiers' high -sensitivity

transmission -line speaker, the Reference
One S; conversely, I haven't owned any real
amplifier -eaters since I said farewell to the
Apogee Divas.

I would have used the LS3/5As anyway,
but what they did was emphasize the need
to pay attention to the choice of imped-
ances. While it's well known that an ampli-
fier's electrical behavior-especially its
power transfer-will be affected by imped-
ance mismatches, some might discount the
degree of sonic degradation resulting from
as simple a mistake as connecting an 8 -ohm
speaker to a 4 -ohm tap (or vice versa). The
differences are audible. I tried speakers re-
quiring each impedance as well as mixing
them up (for example, a 15 -ohm speaker on

the 4 -ohm tap) and soon learned that (1)
the matching of nominal impedance to the
correct tap is the safest and easiest way out,
but (2) that Audio Research is right to state
in its instruction manual the following: "In
the case of speaker systems with significant
variations in impedance throughout the
frequency spectrum, such as most electro-
static types, the best impedance match
should be determined by listening." If in
doubt, consult your dealer.

In the end, I settled on the Krell KAV-
300cd CD player fed into the Krell KRC-3
preamp for balanced listening, with the
Krell KAV-300cd driving the Jadis DPL2
preamp in single -ended mode. Most of the
time, I used the old Quads and the New Au-
dio Frontiers speakers. Whatever the sys-
tem, the following emerged with repeatabil-
ity and consistency:

As I said before, the VT50 is no brute.
Neither, though, did I force it into clipping,
because I was able to keep the volume con-
trol between 10 o'clock and 1 o'clock and
still hear 85 dB SPL at 2 meters. What
struck me first was the transparency, which
in turn lets you hear subtle, low-level de-
tails. More delicious still was the openness
and sense of air and space. If you really love
the effect of your speakers disappearing (as
much a part of the speaker's design and po-
sitioning as anything else), the VT50 will
help to achieve this. It consistently delivered
a wide and deep soundstage that-and
here's the neat thing-remained constant
regardless of the playback levels.

This was the VT50's slickest trick, its abil-

ity to sound commanding and in full con-
trol whether playing at background levels
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or blasting out at its max. Given the remote
control facility of the Krell KRC-3, I was
able to stay in the listening seat with eyes
closed, gradually increasing the volume, in-
stead of hopping out of the chair each time.
It was this facility that enabled me to detect
another aspect of the VT50's consistency:
Not only did the soundstage retain its di-
mensions regardless of level, so did the bass

quantity and quality.
Quantity and quality are the key words

here, because the VT50 trades a little of
the former to provide the latter. As one
known for not craving overwhelming
bass, I barely noticed the sacrifice. Okay,
so the "Theme from Shaft" lost some of its
impact around the 2 -minute mark, and I
quickly abandoned attempts at rattling
the windows with "Little Green Bag," but
so what? What remained was tight, con-
trolled, free of lumps and overhang-just
the way I like it.

But it's the mid -band that makes me want

to hang onto the VT50. It possesses clarity,

THE VT50 CONSISTENTLY

DELIVERED A WIDE AND

DEEP SOUNDSTAGE,

REGARDLESS OF THE

PLAYBACK LEVEL.

just the right amount of warmth without
screaming "here be tubes," and (almost)
enough richness to counter any sense of
loss down below. Whoever did the final
tuning or "voicing" on this must love vocal-
ists of the Sinatra/Dino/Nat "King" Cole
variety, because this sucker could wear a
purple Capitol badge and I wouldn't have
raised an eyebrow.

So, those of you who lust not for maxi-
mum SPLs and who can live without Godzil-

la-footfall bass, here at last is a tube amplifier

that fills the gap between the big mutha
push-pull designs on one hand and the se-
verely power -limited single -ended triodes on

the other. It's a wholly satisfying way of dri-
ving high -sensitivity loudspeakers without
resorting to the mismatches of either too
much or too little power. And it just loves
electrostatics. The VT50 is, by my reckoning,

a way of having your cake and eating it, too-

with no calories to fret about whatsoever. A
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AURICLE
JOHN GATSKI

LEGACY AUDIO
CLASSIC SPEAKER

In 1983, engineer Bill Duddle-
ston, owner of Reel to Real De-
signs, introduced a speaker line
that sold factory -direct, offering
high -end speakers at lower than
high -end prices. Thus, the Lega-

cy speaker line was born, with the
original Legacy -1 as its flagship.

Today, the company-now called
Legacy Audio-still sells factory -di-

rect, with a dozen audition locations
scattered around the country and
one in Canada. The line has grown to
12 speakers, including the well -re-
ceived Focus, Signature III, Accent,
and Whisper models; the pint-sized
Studio; a variety of center -channel
speakers; a couple of subwoofers;
and the most popular speaker in the
line, the $2,695 -per -pair Classic.

The Classic is a floor -standing,
four-way column system that exudes
quality, especially for its price range.
Available in standard finishes of
black, walnut, or medium oak (as
well as in a variety of optional pre-
mium finishes), the Classic contains
a front -mounted, 10 -inch poly-
propylene composite woofer, a 7 -

inch Kevlar midrange driver, a 11/4 -

inch titanium -dome tweeter, and a
4 -inch ribbon super -tweeter. On the
rear baffle are a second identical
woofer and tweeter, which are said to

augment the bass and enhance ambi-
ence. The front drivers are covered
by a removable grille; the rear drivers
are bare.

The Classic's factory specifica-
1ions list a frequency response of 22

YOU WOULD HAVE

TO SPEND A LOT

MORE MONEY

TO ECLIPSE THE

LEGACY CLASSIC'S

PERFORMANCE.

iz to 30 kHz, ±2 dB, sensitivity of 90
dB/ 1 watt/ 1 meter, and crossovers at

120 Hz, 2.8 kHz, and 10 kHz. The
recommended amplifier power is
from 25 to 300 watts continuous.

The Classic is 44 inches tall, 12
inches wide, and 12 inches deep. At
110 pounds, it is no lightweight. The
hardwood cabinet is extremely
dense: Rapping it with bare knuckles
yielded no hollow ringing. On the
bottom rear panel is an array of five
toggle switches that engage passive
internal filters and control driver se-
lection for fine-tuning the speaker to
the room. The switches for the pas-
sive filters become active only in
their down positions, yielding a flat
response when toggled up, accord-
ing to Legacy's informative owner's

Company Address: 3023 East
Sangamon Ave., Springfield,
Ill. 62702; 800/283-4644;
www.legacy-audio.com.
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manual. When you toggle it down, the first
switch is said to reduce the level of the
speaker's midrange and treble by 2 dB,
which is "passively equivalent to bass
boost," the manual states. The second
switch notches the bass output by 3 dB at 70
Hz. The third reduces output in the lower
treble region, while the fourth changes the
speaker impedance from 4 to 6 ohms-the
latter to make the load easier on smaller
amps. The fifth switch defeats the rear -fir-

ing tweeter.
The two pairs of binding posts are linked

by heavy copper jumpers for use with a
conventional stereo amp, or the terminals
can be used separately for biamping. On the
bottom are factory -installed, gold-plated
spikes.

I auditioned the Legacy Classics for sev-
eral months with a variety of amps, pre -
amps, and program material. Eventually, I
settled on a pair of 100 -watt Pass Aleph 2
Class -A MOS-FET amps, a Pass Aleph P
MOS-FET preamplifier, a Denon CD trans-

port with a Parasound D/AC-2000 HDCD
D/A convertor, and Alpha -Core Goertz
speaker cables and line -level interconnects.
I also did some rudimentary room meas-
urements with an AudioControl R130 real-
time analyzer (RTA) to see how the speakers

interacted with my listening room.
After using a lot of muscle to move the

110 -pound speakers into the room, I posi-
tioned them as recommended by the facto-
ry. When placed at least 3 feet from the
front wall, the Classics are designed to yield

flat frequency res-
ponse at far -field
listening positions
10 feet or more away.
I found that at least
3 feet of space from
the side wall was
necessary in order to
prevent audible heav-
iness around 80 Hz in
my listening room. On some material rich
in upper -bass energy, I used the bass -re-
duction switch to lighten the bottom end.
For the most part, though, I preferred the
flat settings for these switches. With the aid
of the RTA, I got the Classics to produce
fairly flat response at the listening position
and noted that the speakers had substantial
bass output at 20 Hz. That's not too shabby
for two 10 -inch woofers.

My initial impressions of the Classic were

quite good. The speakers produced an ex-
cellent soundstage with an openness and
uncolored midrange and treble that I am
accustomed to hearing only from high -
quality ribbon -driver speakers. The bass
was deep and tight, and the rear dome
added an ambience that audibly collapsed
(the degree depended on the source materi-
al) when I switched it off. I ended up keep-
ing it active. I listened to some of my fa-
vorite audiophile discs, representing a
range of musical styles. I first tried out the
western -swing country music of Wylie &
The Wild West Show's Get Wild (Cross Tree

Records 9405). This CD contains classic, re -

verb -soaked Telecaster twang and pedal -
steel embellishments ("Devil Woman" is a
prime example) that can be clearly heard
with a high -quality speaker. These charac-
teristics were duly delivered by the Legacy.
Bass and drums were deep and tight with-
out strain at high levels. Depending on your
amp, the Legacy can play as clean and loud
as desired without strain.

On Johnny Frigo's Debut of a Legend
(Chesky JD119), the violin tone was about

as good as I have heard. Recording engineer
Bob Katz's selection and careful placement
of microphones for this performance made
nuances of Frigo's violin playing (e.g.,
plucked strings) stand out with the Classics.
The liveness of the room was also preserved

with these speakers.
I also listened to numerous recordings of

orchestral works, solo violin, guitar, and lute,
dating from the 1960s

to present-day. They
all sounded strong.
I especially liked
the precision of the
plucked lute in Ronn
McFarlane's The Dis-
tant Shore (Dorian
DOR-90242). Again, I

really just cannot say
enough about the sound of a well -imple-
mented ribbon tweeter. It just adds that
small degree of extra treble articulation
without undue edginess.

On the other hand, the one liability of
the Classic's ribbon is its somewhat narrow
vertical dispersion. If your listening posi-
tion is above or below the ribbon's ideal
transmission path, high frequencies can
sound a bit muted. Consequently, you need

DEPENDING ON YOUR

AMP, THE LEGACY CAN

PLAY AS CLEAN

AND LOUD AS DESIRED

WITHOUT STRAIN.

A four-way
system, the
Classic uses a
4 -inch ribbon
for frequencies
above 10 kHz.

to sit in the sweet spot. I obtained the best
sound with my ears about even with or just

a few inches below the ribbon.
As an aside, I recently had recording/

mastering engineer Tom Jung visit my
house, and we sampled some of his just -
completed audiophile jazz CDs, using the
Legacy Classics as monitors. His general
opinion, without having other speakers on
hand, was that the Classic was in good com-
pany with more expensive Thiels and
B&Ws. I agree. You would have to spend a
lot more money to eclipse the performance
of these speakers. I suppose that qualifies
them as a genuine bargain.

As I mentioned earlier, Legacy sells facto-
ry -direct. You call them up, give them a
credit card number, order a pair of speak-
ers, and try them out for 30 days. If you like
them, no problem. But if you're unhappy,
you can return them and your account is
credited. While I don't mind shopping that
way, others may feel safer auditioning
speakers in a showroom. I have bought gear
from Legacy in the past, and the service was
quite reliable. If you can live without the
tire -kicking ritual of the retail hi-fi buying
process, the savings can be substantial. A
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AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

VMPS SUPER
TOWER III

SPECIAL RIBBON
EDITION SPEAKER

o be honest, I never expected
a product this close to the ab-
solute state of the art from
VMPS. I have always been im-

pressed with VMPS speakers
for combining value for mon-

ey and true, musically natural deep
bass. My daughter, for example,
bought the VMPS Tower II because

it was one of the few
very good -sounding
speakers she could
afford that had the
deep bass she, a for-
mer drummer, finds
realistic.

However, VMPS
has never aimed for
the stratosphere of
the high end before,
so I did not expect
to get real authen-
tic reference -quality
sound from the Su-
per Tower III Spe-
cial Ribbon Edition
(the only current
Super Tower III)
until it showed up
for review. Brian
Cheney, owner of
VM PS, showed up
with it-as he does
for every buyer, to
custom -tailor the
speaker's perform-
ance to the system it
will be enhancing
and the listening
room it will be in
(thus allaying any
worries about tun-

ing, room placement, or even mov-
ing the big speaker around).

The Special Ribbon Edition of the
VMPS Super Tower III gets its su-
perb sound from some of the most
advanced ribbon drivers around,
enough woofers to provide the last
word in bass, and an enclosure large
and heavy enough to minimize driv-

er coloration. Its technology and
sound quality are comparable to
those of super reference speakers
that cost at least $25,000 to $40,000 a
pair, yet it's almost affordable in
comparison. Alas, in the high end,
"almost affordable" has become
frighteningly expensive. The Super
Tower III Special Ribbon Edition
sells for $16,400 (including electron-

ic crossover) in piano black or piano
white, or more if your taste runs to
one of the 78 optional veneers.

If Cheney weren't doing it for you,
setting up and placing the VMPS Su-
per Tower III would be an adventure.

The speaker is 6 feet, 4 inches tall,
191 inches wide, and 17 inches
deep. Under its veneers, the enclo-
sure is made from synthetic granite,
and the entire system weighs 450
pounds a side-hardly a speaker you
casually move around. Yet it's not a
huge, visually intimidating box that
makes you think someone has wired
Dracula's coffin for sound. Its exter-
nal ribbon midrange and the shape
of its damping foam make it look
striking enough to be interesting,
and it has a nice finish.

The Super Tower III's complexity
does, however, lead to subsidiary ex-
penses. There is an active crossover
for its woofers, which means owners
need at least four channels of high -

power amplification. In addition, the
external passive crossover between
the midrange and tweeter will tempt
you to triamp. Buyers also need to
have the necessary speaker cables for
biamping or triamping (a significant
cost if you want the best). Further,
the VMPS needs space on all sides if
it is to provide its best sound and the
deep, flat bass it is capable of.

The VMPS Super Tower III Spe-
cial Ribbon Edition is built in mir-
ror -image pairs. Each cabinet has a
midrange ribbon toward its inboard
edge, a ribbon tweeter near its center,
four 12 -inch woofers along the out -

Company Address: Itone Audio,
3429 Morningside Dr., El Sob-
rante, Cal. 94803; 510/222-4276.
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board edge, and a 12 -inch passive radiator
firing down from the bottom. The electron-
ic crossover and its power supply are sepa-
rately housed.

The core of the speaker is an extraordi-
nary midrange ribbon, 75 inches high and
41 inches wide. This push-pull driver's fre-
quency response is given as 99 Hz to 7 kHz
between -3 dB points; it provides some of
the most detailed and transparent mid-
range I have ever encountered, crossing
over with remarkable smoothness to the
bass and treble. Behind the ribbon is an
open -backed compartment lined with
foam, to absorb longer, nondirectional,
waves while passing sounds with shorter
wavelengths. This minimizes the comb fil-
tering that is characteristic of dipoles, while
retaining the airiness and open soundstage
that are their strengths. Perhaps because of
the back -wave treatment (or perhaps be-
cause the midrange's tall, narrow shape
gives it line -source directional control), it
provides tightly focused, almost holograph-
ic imaging, never exaggerating the size of
the image as some other dipoles are prone
to do.

The tweeter is a 6 -inch, free -swinging
monopole ribbon that offers good disper-
sion and excellent dynamic range. It takes
over at 7 kHz and is flat to well beyond au-
dibility, with a specified -3 dB point of 30
kHz. Because of its good dispersion and
high crossover frequency, there is only a
trace of discontinuity between this point -
source tweeter and the line -source mid-
range, and even that trace is not apparent at
reasonable listening distances. The VMPS
Super Tower III does not pin you down to a
small listening area; it is one of the few su-
permonitors I know of that lets you move
relatively freely without losing touch with
the music.

The size and sound of the bass array are
stunning. The four 12 -inch woofers, made
by VMPS, all have cones of woven carbon
fiber, large magnets, phase plugs, and
damped baskets, but each of the four has a
different resonant frequency. The 12 -inch
passive radiator, which also uses a damped
basket, has user -adjustable mass loading to
change its Q. This mix of bass drivers ex-
tends the rated response of the VMPS Super
Tower III to -3 dB at 14 Hz.

The electronic crossover's filter frequen-
cy is adjustable from 50 to 200 Hz but is set

at the factory to 108 Hz. This crossover's
level setting is exceptionally precise, using a

10 -turn pot for each channel, to help tailor
the bass for the best performance in any lis-
tening room.

But with the Super Tower III, this tailor-
ing is done for you. Cheney not only tweaks
crossover settings but also adjusts the mix
of bass drivers and damping to your specif-
ic room, speaker placement, and listening
position. However, even this personal touch
could not compensate for all of my listen-
ing room's problems,
although it certainly
corrected overall bass
response in a far
more musically nat-
ural way than any
electronic equaliza-
tion I've yet heard.
While some speakers
provide far more use-
ful forms of advanced phase and Q adjust-
ment, or advanced servo -correction, I know
of no other speaker (with the possible ex-
ception of the $156,000 Wilson Audio Spe-
cialties WAMM) whose price includes man-

ufacturer setup and adjustment.
But, as I said earlier, I consider the ribbon

drivers (most especially the midrange) to be

the core of the Super Tower III. Together,
the ribbon midrange and tweeter provided
superb overall response, though I should
also credit the outboard passive crossover,
whose 12-dB/octave slopes produced an ex-
ceptionally seamless transition at both ends
of the midrange. A calibrated control on
this rear -mounted crossover enables you to
adjust the tweeter level (if you dare change
Cheney's settings).

The only comparable -sounding ribbon
drivers I've heard are those of the larger
Apogee Acoustics and Magnepan speakers.
Those speakers may produce a bit more
open soundstage and may be a bit more
forgiving in the upper octaves, but the Su-
per Tower III seems to have flatter frequen-
cy response and more accurate timbre, and
its soundstage is better focused and more
three-dimensional. The Super Tower III's
ribbons also seem to sound a bit more de-
tailed and to have faster transient response
than the ribbons used in the larger Genesis
Technologies speakers, although both
sound very musical. The main practical
difference is that the midrange and upper

octaves of the Super Tower III bring you a
bit closer to' the performance, while the
Genesis sounds more like you're sitting
mid -hall.

Furthermore, the Super Tower III gave the

best reproduction of ultralow bass I have
ever encountered. I not only went through
my full range of bass spectaculars but also
spent a great deal of time listening to organ
music to hear how well the speaker resolved

the different low frequencies in extremely
demanding passages. The VMPS Super Tow-

er III did exceptional-
ly well with different
recordings of Saint-
Saén's Third Sym-
phony, whose climax
many other speakers
turn into a blurred
acoustic mess. The
speaker also did very
well with nonspec-

tacular organ recordings, which test the
limits of the speaker's bass realism, clari-
ty, and dynamics. Examples of this in-
clude John Balka Plays the Great Organ of
Saint Mary's Cathedral (TBG Productions
CD8509), Bairstow, The Complete Organ
Works of Francis Jackson at the York Min-
ster (Amphion PHI CD 143), and Gerard
Brooks Plays the Organ of St. Ouen (Priory
PRCD 558). Most speakers simply can't
get the best out of these recordings-the
Super Tower III can!

As an ex -drummer (albeit a very bad
one), I was impressed with the tightness,
detail, and natural sound of percussion at
all frequencies, but I found it great fun to
simply let the Super Tower III run at top
volumes with bass -drum spectaculars like
the opening passages of "Fanfare for the
Common Man," on Copland's The Music of
America (Telarc CD -80339). No sane au-
diophile is likely to hit the Super Tower III's
bass limits when listening to music. Its
specifications indicate that it can produce
sound -pressure levels of 120 dB down to its
cutoff frequency of 16 Hz, and it got as low
as any speaker I have ever tried. Wildly un-
reliable as bass measurements in the home
are, my third -octave measurements of the
VMPS Super Tower IIIs ranked with those I
made of the Genesis 300 and the sub -
woofers in the Polk Audio Signature Refer-
ence Theatre system as the smoothest I have
ever garnered.

THE 75 -INCH RIBBON

DRIVER PROVIDED SOME

OF THE MOST DETAILED,

TRANSPARENT MIDRANGE

I'VE EVER HEARD.
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The Super Tower also provided superb
ultralow bass performance from test tones,
including the excellent subwoofer test band
(track 18) on Chesky's Gold Stereo and Sur-
round Sound Set -Up Disc (CHE151) and
the more complex mix of tests on tracks 47
to 50, 58, and 59 of My Disk: The Sheffield
Lab/A2TB Test Disc (CD451). These tracks
make it easy to test both bass frequency
and pitch, and I was still getting clean
sound down to 25 Hz at over 95 dB SPL,
plus a clean infrasonic presence down be-
low 20 Hz. They also make it easy to tell
which speakers actually deliver the ul-
tralow bass response claimed for them,
particularly at truly loud volumes. Such
revelations can be heartbreaking, but not
in the case of this VMPS speaker.

All in all, the VMPS Super Tower III did
a superb job of integrating all of its drivers
to produce reference -quality sound. Hy-
brid speakers are always difficult to design
properly, but the crossovers in the Super
Tower III are both
low and high enough
so that you get the
best out of the ribbon
midrange. The shift
in driver size between
the midrange and tre-
ble ribbons was not
ever apparent from
normal listening po-
sitions, and their radiating pattern was
wide enough to lock in a truly exceptional
soundstage over a listening area three peo-
ple wide as well as provide good off -axis
performance without bouncing too much
sound from the side walls. This is an audio-
phile -friendly supermonitor, not one with
an ideal listening area so small that friends
are excluded and head motions change the
apparent imaging and mix of upper -octave
energy.

The Super Tower III's driver integration
was a great strength with recordings of large
musical groups (e.g., jazz bands, orchestras,
and opera companies), where the speaker
must tie everything together musically
from deep bass to upper treble, provide
every possible detail, and deliver a natural
soundstage with three-dimensional imag-
ing. The VMPS also did very well with deep
male voices, solo piano, and cello, which
quickly show up problems in driver inte-
gration and timbre.

The VMPS Super Tower III is remark-
ably revealing. This has great merit when
your system has a top-quality front end,
electronics, and cables. However, you will
also hear any bad along with the good.
Every adjustment, system tweak, and
strength and weakness in the rest of your
system will be clearly audible. Further, this
is a speaker designed to get the best out of
good recordings and not to forgive bad
ones. There is no soothing rolloff of the
upper midrange and treble, no euphonic
blurring of detail, and no forgiving touch
of added warmth. This VMPS is just about
as accurate as your recordings and your
system permit.

While it may not be directly relevant to
musical listening, this aspect of the Super
Tower III's performance is a godsend to re-
viewers. The VMPS's superior transparency
superbly revealed differences between 24 -

bit, 96 -kHz recordings and their 16 -bit,
44.1 -kHz counterparts, differences that

were less clear and
musically natural
with a number of
competing speakers.
This was particularly
impressive with sub-
tle classical string
music, as on the 24 -
bit, 96 -kHz and the
16 -bit, 44.1 -kHz ver-

sions of David Chesky's Three Psalms for
String Orchestra (Chesky CD163).

Similarly, the Super Tower III is excep-
tionally good for revealing sonic differences

between cables. These differences are nor-
mally very subtle, and some speakers make
them musically insignificant. I was most
impressed with the way the speaker's clean
midrange and treble resolved the differ-
ences between the Kimber Select KS -1010
and KS -1030 unbalanced interconnects and
between the KS -1120 and KS -1130 bal-
anced versions. These are all exceptionally
clean, transparent interconnects, and few
speakers would enable me to consistently
distinguish, say, the transparency and low
noise of the KS -1130 over the KS -1030. The

Super Tower III made this much easier for
me, and for non -audiophiles in blind listen-
ing tests. (I'd be doing a disservice if I did
not tell you that these interconnects were
clearly superior to any others I've tried; the
only problem was that the sound of the KS -

I KNOW OF NO SPEAKER

THAT COMES AS CLOSE

TO THE ULTIMATE

FOR ANYTHING LIKE

THE VMPS'S PRICE.

1030 and KS -1130 was too good to resist,
and such jewels among interconnects don't
come cheap.)

Similarly, the Super Tower III's excep-
tional bass helped me differentiate speaker
cables, as the ultralow bass is an area where
these differences actually do matter. I had
good luck with AudioQuest, Monster, and
Kimber and got very good performance for
the money out of the Wireworld Atlantis
cables.

Aside from the VMPS Super Tower III's
ability to reveal system defects, my only
caveat is that you do need to be conscious of

room size and setup. (No amount of adjust-
ment, though, can correct basic room prob-
lems.) The Super Tower III should be 2 to
10 feet from the front wall and at least 2 feet

from the side walls. Listeners also need to
be at least 7 to 9 feet from the speaker for
the sound from its drivers to fully integrate.
You will need to experiment with speaker
angles to get the best soundstage, although
the setup visit from VMPS should solve this
problem. Nonetheless, as good as the sound
in my room was, listening to the Super
Tower III in a dealer's much larger show-
room demonstrated that the bass could be
even better.

If you have the money and a reasonably
large listening room, and care enough to
work closely with VMPS during the setup
visit, I can promise you superb sound. I
don't know of any other speaker that gets
you as close to the limits of what speakers
can do for anything approaching the same
price.

Those who don't have the money, how-
ever, should be aware that much of the Su-
per Tower III's same technology will soon
be available in the form of the Special Rib-
bon Editions of the VMPS FF1/SRE
($11,000) and FF3/SRE ($8,400), both of
which will feature 52 -inch midrange rib-
bons. (I reviewed the earlier FF1, which had
planar midrange drivers and dome tweet-
ers, in the June 1994 issue.)

Buyers of these slightly less exalted prod-

ucts won't get every feature of the Super
Tower III or a personal visit to adjust the
bass and help with setup, nor will they get
every feature found in the Super Tower III,
but they will get most of these features. The
smaller VMPS speakers will also be easier to
fit into small to medium-sized listening
rooms (and easier to lift). A
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CLASSICALRECOR DINGS

Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. 1
in B -flat Minor, Op. 23;

Dumka, Op. 59; Liszt: Piano
Concerto No. 1 in E -Flat Major;

Mephisto Waltz No. 1
Vladimir Ashkenazy (Tchaikovsky),

John Ogdon (Liszt), piano;
U.S.S.R. State Symphony Orchestra;

Konstantin Ivanov (Tchaikovsky
Concerto) and Victor Dubrovsky

(Liszt Concerto), conductors
BMG CLASSICS MELODIYA
09026-68910, CD; ADD; 71:14

Sound: A-/C , Performance: A+/A-

illed as the International Tchaikovsky

Competition, Vol. I: The Draw, this
important disc documents that

event's 1962 competition, the
most exciting musical match since
Van Cliburn's 1958 victory. This
CD should be in the library of any-

one interested in piano performance.
Vladimir Ashkenazy (with impor-

tant wins behind him in both the
1955 International Chopin Compe-
tition and the Queen Elisabeth Con-
cours the next year) and the English-

man John Ogdon (a 1959 prizewin-
ner in Liverpool) were already sea-
soned professionals when they
joined the 50 other competition en-
trants. Before he left the U.S.S.R. in
1962, Ashkenazy was, in fact, well
embarked on an international career.
(I was fortunate enough to hear his
splendid Carnegie Hall debut in
1958.) Rather against his will, how-
ever, he was persuaded by an insis-
tent Soviet establishment to partici-
pate, and he and his compatriot
colleagues in the Soviet Union were
rigorously groomed, Olympic -style,
beforehand. The unusual thing in
the competition's outcome was that
both pianists were awarded a shared
first prize (the second prize was also
a tie, between Susan Starr from the
United States and China's In'Chen- .ó
Tszoon). The rather extroverted v
Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto No. 1,
as well as the solo Dumka: "Scenes
from Russian Country Life" are I
thrilling performances, though I
cannot help feeling that Ashkenazy r
was doing his utmost throughout to
produce the kind of massive sonori-

I he first thing that will grab you
about this record is that-uniquely
for a lieder recording in my memo-
ry-the pianist gets top billing.
There doubtless are
a number of reasons
for doing this. First,
though the singers
are very fine, Leon
Fleisher certainly en-
joys the most famil-
iarity with a wide
audience. Second,
his long stint as a pi-
anist of the left hand
alone and the very
recent rehabilitation
of his right rouse cu

colleagues, he does project a muscu-
lar individuality.

The three song cycles on this CD
are among Schumann's most be-

loved creations, and
deservedly so. John
Shirley -Quirk is not
the steadiest of
singers, but he does
bring to the Lie-
derkreis and Dich-
terliebe a slightly
rough -edged drama
that is quite attrac-
tive. Phyllis Bryn-
Julson is a bit dry -
voiced in the middle
cycle, Frauenliebe

Schumann: Lieder

Phyllis Bryn-Julson, soprano

(Frauenliebe und -leben);

John Shirley -Quirk, baritone

(Liederkreis and Dichterliebe);

Leon Fleisher, piano

ARABESQUE RECORDINGS

AR Z6700, CD; DDD; 72:59

SOUND: A,

PERFORMANCE: B/A

riosity about his restored
powers. Rest assured that
you will hear unfettered pi-
anism in these accompani-
ments, which was not true
of the first performances
following his rehabilita-
tion. Third, perhaps, Fleisher is not
a self-effacing accompanist; while
he does not overpower his vocalist

und -leben, but her ap-
proach is knowing and ul-
timately convincing.

The sound, captured in
a Maryland church, is

quite close, with a nice am-
bient "envelope." The

notes include full texts in German
and English, but in type that doesn't
encourage reading. Robert Long
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THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN CD TECHNOLOGY IS UNDERWAY

Since its introduction in 1996, Jvc's xrcd has received a glowing "thumbs up" from audio

critics and consumers alike. Now Jvc's international team of producers and engineers has taken

another giant step into the future of technology with the release of xrcd2. Using the new DIGITAL

K2 REGENERATING PROCESS for both mastering and manufacturing, xrcd2 boasts improved

clocking accuracy and the total elimination of digital jitter. The resulting CD allows the listener to

hear what the artists, producers and engineers intended...the sound of the original master tape.

Experience the next [r]evolution in CD technology with these first three xrcd2 releases:

FHE NEXT FEROLUTION IN TO TECHNOLOGY FROM EVO

XRCD2 SAMPLER
JVCXR-0201-2

This outstanding release, produced
by Akira Taguchi, co -creator of the

xrcd process, features tracks by five
of Jvc's critically acclaimed artists

and includes the Bill Holman Band's
1998 Grammy award -winning track,

"Straight, No Chaser."

JOHN COLTRANE

SETTIN' THE PACE
JvcxR-0202-2

"****t/2 - DOWN BEAT

Recorded in 1958, this classic
session features Coltrane backed by

the stellar trio of Red Garland,
Paul Chambers and Art Taylor. Among

the tracks is a full force workout of
Jackie McClean's intriguing

"Little Melonae."

gra TUt NIIT I{1U11eU EU co [lONUOIUaY MOM PO

THE MODERN JAll QUARTET

CONCORDE
JvcxR-0203-2

"***** Warmth, imagination,
compositional freshness and

musical integrity." - DOWN BEAT

This album, the first featuring all four
members of the "classic" quartet, is

notable for its fugue -like title track, a
relaxed "Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise,"
and Milt Jackson's "Ralph's New Blues."

LISTEN AND COMPARE!
To find out more about xrcd visit our web site at: xrcd@jvcmusic.com

JVC Music 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068 . phone: 213.878.0101 facsimile: 213.878.0?0
C



Zemlinsky: Lyric Symphony;
Berg: Lyric Suite; Five Orchestral

Songs After Texts from
Postcards, Op. 4.

James Johnson, baritone;
Vlatka Orsanic, soprano;

SWF Symphony Orchestra, Michael Gielen
ARTE NOVA 74321 27768, CD; DDD; 66:07

Sound: A-, Performance: A

Alexander Zemlinsky (1872-1942) and
Alban Berg (1885-1935) were close associ-
ates and friends. Berg's lush yet acerbic Lyric
Suite uses a musical quote from Zemlinsky's
arch romantic Lyric Symphony, which is ac-
tually a song cycle in structure based on texts
by R. Tagore. Some of the budget -label Arte
Nova recordings have been disasters, but all
the ones with the SWF Symphony led by

Michael Gielen, its music di-
rector, have been outstand-
ing. This one is an absolutely
first-rate presentation of the
music it contains. Both the
soloists are excellent, and the
well -recorded orchestra

plays with precision and virtuoso flair. At a
list price less than the cost of a movie, this
CD is a super bargain. Alas, there's a small
price to pay when saving big bucks: There
are no texts whatsoever, and very skimpy
notes. Rad Bennett

.Wg
SIRM

ties that might have been expected of him.
Technically, he is brilliant, but the most plea-
surable moments come from the more intro-
spective, poetic passages.

John Ogdon (1937-1989) was a performer
of the most far-ranging and often unorthodox
musical interests-Alkan, Busoni, Elgar, Mes-
siaen, Sorabji, Tippett, and his own music vy-
ing with works by the more usual Beethoven,
Chopin, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Grieg, Scriabin,
and Rachmaninoff in his large discography. I
would urge anyone intrigued by his career to
investigate the illuminating series of articles on
him in the Spring 1998 issue of The Interna-
tional Piano Quarterly, which describe in detail
his unique abilities as well as his tragic, schizo-
phrenia -dominated existence (rumor had it
that his death in a mental institution at the age
of only 52 was a suicide). What one hears here,
following his shared win, is a Liszt concerto
that can bear comparison in its astounding
brilliance, incredible accuracy, sonorous
rhetoric, and poetic delicacies with the likes of
Martha Argerich and Sviatoslav Richter in
their acclaimed recorded performances. The
end of the concerto can only be described as
spectacular, but even more of an adrenaline -
rouser is the stunning and spontaneous
Mephisto Waltz, more mercurial and tempera-
mental than the commercial recording Ogdon
had made for EMI a year earlier and which has
just now been reissued on the Testament label.

Considering the source date, the sound of
the Tchaikovsky concerto is surprisingly good,
full-bodied, with decent imaging. This, like
both Liszt pieces, was done in stereo at a
recording session after the competition's con-
clusion, but the eight -minute -long Dumka, a
mono recording, is obviously live and from
one of the competition rounds. Less sonically
satisfactory is an overly bright orchestra
(more dryly recorded than in the Tchaikovsky
concerto), as well as a clattery piano treble in
the Liszt. The Mephisto Waltz, in particular,
could have benefited from a bass boost (al-
though, depending on the venue and where
one is seated in an auditorium, pianos often
do sound this bass -shy). Igor Kipnis

Mendelssohn: Paulus Oratorio, Op. 36
Royal Scottish National Orchestra

and Chorus, Leon Botstein
ARABESQUE RECORDINGS Z6705

Three CDs; DDD; 1:40:32
Sound: A+, Performance: A

In the 20th century, Mendelssohn's St. Paul
has been somewhat eclipsed by his Elijah as
the ideal Romantic oratorio. Yet the former's
premiere in 1836 was an enormous success for
the 27 -year -old composer. St. Paul was soon
performed with acclaim throughout Europe.
Robert Schumann summed up the prevailing
praise with the comment, "Here you are
turned to faith and love, and again learn to
love mankind."

This was Mendelssohn's first major choral
work after his historic revival of the Bach St.
Matthew Passion in 1829, and it was not entered
upon lightly. The story of Paul's dramatic con-
version to Christianity touched Mendelssohn
deeply. As he composed, he wrote, "I must not
make any mistakes." His letters speak of a "holy
zeal" to complete the project, and in the process
he devoured everything he could read on Greek
and Church history, as well as on daily life in
the time Paul lived.

The same zeal for detail is evident both in
the Carus-Verlag Edition of St. Paul-which
reunites the score with many "lost move-
ments"-and in this
fine recording of the
work. The soloists are
well chosen, and the
bass Mark Beesley gives
a heart-rending rendi-
tion of the aria "Gott,
Sei Mir Gnádig Nach Deiner Gute" ("God
Have Mercy on Me According to Your Loving
Kindness"). Leon Botstein draws a huge
sound from the Royal Scottish National Or-
chestra, and the recording clearly brings out
the many woodwind solos in contrast to the
richness of a rather oversized string section.

Perhaps the most notable aspect of this
recording is the chorus performance. These

,,,«tt,.,O,n`"._,

Scottish singers enunciate German impecca-
bly. Their diction is so meticulous that each
word is easily discernible, even through
the many contrapuntal passages. Credit for
this achievement must be equally given to
choralmaster Christopher Bell, the well-bal-
anced acoustics of Glasgow's Henry Wood
Concert Hall, and the engineers of Arabesque
Recordings.

This CD gives us Mendelssohn's St. Paul as
the composer himself must have attempted:
Even in the most complex passages, the text of
this dramatic story is rendered with both in-
telligibility and passion. Patrick Kavanaugh

Microtonal
Easley Blackwood, polyfusion synthesizer;

Jeffrey Kust, guitar
CEDILLE RECORDS CDR 90000 018

CD; DDD/ADD; 56:00
Sound: A+, Performance: A-

For three decades, Easley Blackwood has
been with the the University of Chicago music
department. He is perhaps best known as an
excellent pianist, but he also has a strong back-
ground in composition, having studied with
Oliver Messiaen, Nadia Boulanger, and Paul

Hindemith. His talents as
a composer, theorist, and
pianist combine in the
present recording pro-
ject, which began when
Blackwood was awarded
a grant from the National

Endowment for the Humanities to investigate
the properties of microtonal tunings.

For the layman unfamiliar with "micro -
tonality," a word of explanation: Virtually all
Western music performed today is based on
12 -tone equal temperament. That is, the most
natural interval given to us by nature, the oc-
tave, has been equally divided into 12 parts.
The resulting smaller intervals combine to give
us the harmonies and melodies that we are
used to hearing in most styles of music. The
music on this CD asks the question, "What if
we divide the octave into more than 12 parts?"

Blackwood answers this question with an
entirely new world of hair-raising dissonance
and exquisitely tuned consonance. Each étude
is performed electronically with a different di-
vision of the octave, from 13 to 24, the latter
giving the better-known "quarter -tones." The
guitar suite-sensitively performed by Jeffrey
Kust-is less stark and innovative, yet the in-
strument's 15 -note temperament is still be-
witching.

This is a fascinating CD for the courageous
audiophile who desires to explore the deeper
realms of pitch systems. Whether you like
Blackwood's style or not, these pieces break
new ground that will doubtless be followed by
many composers to come. Patrick Kavanaugh

 s
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3 -Piece Center/Surround

Sound
Ideal for use with an A/V
receiver 2 -way center channel
speaker + 2 compact surround
speakers *Shielded
56 999 (YAM NSAP100)

JBL SC305
': ler Cannel, 2 -way, dud 5- woofers, dome

100 wain ns , shielded, black '99'°
Technics SB-CSS80

eref,1 shielded sneak.. 7-0rpek
1 24

Cerwin-Vega HT-CTR25
*Center Channel, two 5 25" nuawootms á

tweee, shielded, 150 wain maximum '149"
Bose' VCS -10'

-MO worts,

'199°'

AN AFFORDABLE CD RECORDER!

Philips CDR87O
Compact Disc Recorder
 Record your own digital audio CDs
 Use as a standard CD player, with
20 -track programming & repeat all or
1 track Features *Will also record audio
CD Re -Writable discs Remote control

$5 9999 (PHI CDR870(

Philips CDR74 'Blank CD write once, 74 minute capacity (PHI CDR74)
o L:c C 074.1:11-1:15 bl CD 74 WCDR74).ps RW D an ewrrta e minuIe

Cass. . Decks
TE1C

 -
TEAC V-80305

Stereo Cassette Deck
3-heads/motors Dolby
S/B/C/HX-Pro Quartz lock
DD dual capstan drive CD
direct input *Remote 110/220
volts

469999 (TEA 9
TEAC V-377
*Doty B, 1-tou-h recording, rentamounted

t "transpon, 110/220v 69
NC TDR462
Maorerorse, Doby B & C. Doh Who,
fro bias meso, tosser* *biro '179"
Technics R5-TR373
*OW Omorevase, two 2 -motor ~Is
DolbyB/(/HXPro t179"
NC TD-W718BK
*Dual ~reverse mead &
Daby B/C/NIIfso, piú maser . '219

Mini Systems

(PHI

SONY.

69% OFF
Mfr. Retail
A $1299.93

Sony PMC-M2
MiniDisc/CD/AM/FM Micro
Component Stereo System

1 -touch CD to MD duplication
AM/FM digital tuner Digital
bass boost 25 watts per chan-
nel 2 -way speakers Remote

$49999 (SON PMCM2(

Panasonic SC-AK25
O 20 watts/chonnel, 3 -disc CD changer,

dual cassette, AM/FM, rente 1249°9

Aiwa NSX-A505
50 watts/h, 3drx CD, dual cassette, AM/ FM
kerooke nix moi g, remote '249"
JBL Harmony."
*CD player, AM/FM tuner, 2 -way speakers.

with powered woofer, dual alarm, rente CALL

Demon D -M7
 30w r 7, 3{0 changer, auto -rev cassette,

M/FM, 2 -way Mission speakers, remote CALL

Subwoofers
Cerwn-Vlega:-:

Ce Poan Vegawered bH 12

Built-in 150 watt amplifer
 12" woofer Continuoysly
variable from 50-150Hz Black
wood4rain cabinet

$34999 (CRV HTS12)

Aiwa TS -W40
 ;,wered, hah+n 32 wan amp, 6. woofer,
.,1 comrd, shielded, silver '1 19""

JBL PSW1000
* Panted, balm 100 wan amp, 10" woofer,

,'speaks level maul's, black '229"
JBL PSW1200

Powered, belt, 120 wort amp, I Y woofs,
lug/speaks level imets, block . _ '249"
Cerwin-V HT -515

rwsed. hudtm 200 watt amp, 15' wads,
rmnuously ,7raMe 50 15011: Sial '499°°

DVD Players
Panasonic

1
Panasonic DVD-A110

DVD
Plays DVDs, vi audio
CD} Coaxial/optics digital
I audio out *Virtual surround
sound Remote

1$39999
Samsung DVD905
DVD/video CD/onda CD phyet, Doy Darter 'ÁC
3, decoder baton, rente, NTS(/PAL 429"
JVC XV-D2000BK

Way 0611° video (Ds 8 audio (Ds Dolby Ogee
499'

Panasonic DVD-A310

Toshiba SD -3107

(PAN DVDA I 101

CALI

`499,.

PHILIPS

$ 6.99
$28.00

Speakers
I _eAvF

ORIGINALLY
$ 799.00

Bose' Acoustimass" 7
Home Theater Speaker System

Acoustimass`' bass module +
3 cube arrays for left/center/
right channels *Block or white
finish

$499 99 (80S AM7-11K)
(SOS AM7-WHI

Yamaha NS -A636
3 -say, 8' owlet, shieaed,
14140 watts, Rated 0151 BOy! . pr '99°°
Bose° 301' Series IV
Dist/Reflectng` Speakers, 8" woofer,
block a rosewood cola cabinet . W 1318°'
Cerwin-Vega E -315B
*Roe Stmdrg, 3 way, IS" woofer,
400 wars oexram, block pr '649"
TDL T -UNE 3 HIGHLY RATED

'
Hoeslandeig, reflex transmission lire for great bass,

6.3' woofer, Block ash or rosewood pr '1299"

Hi -Fl Stereo VCRs
Panasonic

Panasonic PV -8662
VHSHi-Fi Stereo VCR

4 heads VCR Plus+ Auto
clock set *Digital auto picture
*Commercial advance Remote
control

$24999 (PAN PV8662(

Panasonic PV -8450
4 heads, trilingual onureen display, onto dock set,

TV/ruble ha, universal remote 9 69"
Samsung VR8807

d' Lang'rte video heads,

',omsm, remote' 199"

Sony SLV-678HF s'EW1
 . Adaptive &lute

' 199'°
Sony SIV-778HF AEWI. onto dock set, Adaptive Pirare

;dvarke rente '249°'

harman kardon

45% OFF
Mh. Sug. Retail

Harman Kardon PA5800
5 -Channel Home Theater Power Atop
High -current design with 80
wallsx5at8ohms; 110 watts x
5 at 4 ohms All -discrete output
circuitry

Mfr. Sug. Retail $999.00

$54999 (HK PA5800)

Harman Kardon PT2500
*Dome Neat A/6

 WA/FM Presets, ir ' 299°
AudioSource PreAmp/Tuner Two

'399,.
AudioSource AMP Two

'299'°
Dynaco Stereo 200
 Power krrp, 106 wins (honrrel, sold state

Mb. Sup. Retail 5595.00 '399'°

JBL Speakers
50% OFF

Mk. I. semi

JBL

JBL L7
4 -Way Tower Speakers

12" woofer 8' mid/bass
driver 5 midrange  1 titani-
um dome tweeter 10-450 watts6 *Black ash cabinet
Mir. Sug. Retail $1999.90/pr.

49999,8E Ll+(1BL L7'R(

JBL CM62-BK
5" woofer, titanium tweeter,

lets 1'1991°
JBL LX500 ,I OFF M6-Sig.Retail

tnanium tweeter,
1', ; 'u x'249"
JBL CF 150 i' OFF Mfr Sug Retail

15' woofs, 325 wain
-abmet P '399"

JBL 431 2B 44', OFF Ma Sug. Retail
l ur n01 Hiatt .uo, 3 -way, I Y wooer,
(00 rots RMS, Nock pr '499"

Lee Ritenour
This Is Love

51
Ellis Marsalls Trio: Twelve's It
(0165311 D $ 1 2.9 9

Leos Parker: Awakening
COL 68016 . _ (: $ 1 2.99

Foerplay: 4
WB 46921 (D $11.99
Nióolas Payton; Payon's Place
VER551321 ............CD$11.99

CALL TO ORDER MUSIC REVIEWED IN TNIS ISSUE'

J&R 4th Annual
Downtown JazzFest
Aug. 27, 28 & 29

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD SE NARLA ESPANO
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III
The Grassy Knoll

ANTILLESNERVE 314 557 087,63:26

Sound: A, Performance: A

Sometimes leader Bob Green of
The Grassy Knoll thinks like Brian
Eno. At other times he's thinking a la
Ornette Coleman-or like DJ Shad-
ow, Sonic Youth, James Brown, Por-
tishead, King Crimson, or even like
Miles Davis during his Bitches Brew -
era or like Tortoise. But on The
Grassy Knoll's third album, simply
titled III, he mostly thinks like all of
them, all at once.

This post -apocalyptic sample-
scape of staccato -funk groove,
white -noise weirdness, and vamping
saxophone begins with "A Beaten
Dog Beneath the Hail." The piece
sets the template for the all-instru-

P O P

mental, avant -jazz -hop song cycle
that is III.

"Every Third Thought" eases the
album's gravitational pull with its
synth -and -cello ooze and guest
Thurston Moore's guitarabesques.
Like a slowly rotating kaleidoscope,
"Of All Possible Worlds ... Pt. II"
produces ever -evolving color combi-
nations, gently oscillating in the void
between psychic space and cy-
berspace or between man and
machine. "The Violent Misery of
Everything Lost" superimposes
oceanic keyboard washes and Su-
perfly-style wah-wah on shad-
owy sci-fi scenery. "Safe" features
technobeat intrusions and amor-
phous ambient effects-abuzz like a
thousand alien cicadas-that are
beamed in seemingly from the far
end of the galaxy.

YNGWlE AIMSTEEN
Face the Animal

MERCURY 314-536737, 59:38
Sound: B-, Performance: C-

Crystal Planet
EPIC EK 68018, 67:44

Sound: B, Performance: B+

Dow that alternative music is once
again a true alternative and we're see-
ing a slew of cloying pop bands climb
the charts, heavy metal is preparing
for a rebirth. Bands like Megadeth
and Limp Bizkit are selling out are-
nas, and the Ozzfest is one of the
most eagerly awaited summer tours.
And where there's metal, you can bet
the once -banished guitar gods aren't
far behind-which explains why Yn-
gwie Malmsteen is back on a major
label with Face the Animal and why
Joe Satriani graced the covers of gui-
tar mags as his new disc, Crystal Plan-
et, hit the shelves.

There's no denying that Malm-
steen's solos are stupefyingly intri-
cate, but technical prowess alone does
not an enjoyable album make. Take
away the speed -of -light hammer-ons,
pull -offs, and modular pentatonama-
jiggy scales, and you're left with an
unremarkable album that lacks
melody, dynamics, and structure.
With the exception of the surging
"Sacrifice" and the weepy instrumen-
tal "Air on a Theme," most of the
songs are either forgettable anthems
or overindulgent Paganini -meets -
Ritchie Blackmore bal-
lads. Face the Animal,
and you'll find that
its bark is by far
much more intimi-
dating than its bite.

Satriani is a differ-
ent animal altogether. Most guitar vir-
tuosos revel in playing mind -numb-
ingly fast and complex solos, whereas

Satriani happily subor-
dinates speed for mel-
ody, dynamics, and em-
pathy. His latest album,
Crystal Planet, is tech-

C,,,al prac, nically precise and mu-
sically challenging, but

grooves and breathes as effectivelyit

as that of any traditional hard -rock
band, creating stirring imagery with-
out the aid of vocals. There's no ques-
tion that this is his finest effort since
Surfing with the Alien. Eat Joey's dust,
Yngwie. Jon Wiederhorn
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Occasionally, such as on "Blue Wires" and
"A World Reduced to Zero," with their chop-
py counterpoint and linear alternation of dis-
parate modes, Green forgets that the key to
great deconstructionist art is not wink -wink
juxtaposition but inventive integration and
provocative recombination.

For the most part, though, Green alchem-
izes his many and diverse influences on The
Grassy Knoll's III. All of them are served up-
all at once-to dazzling effect. Greg Siegel

Sketches for My Sweetheart the Drunk
Jeff Buckley

COLUMBIA C2K 67228
Two CDs, 1:31:55

Sound: B, Performance: A-

Perhaps the most surprising thing about
Jeff Buckley's Sketches for My Sweetheart, the
Drunk-a posthumous compilation of demos
and works-in-progress-is how "finished"
much of it sounds. Though they sometimes
contain instrumentally Spartan passages, the
10 songs on the first disc, in particular, evince
little of the compositional gaps and tentative
performances that usually characterize music
that's in the making. Apart from the fact that
it marks one of Buckley's rare stabs at so-
ciopolitcal expression, "The Sky Is a Landfill"
could fit comfortably alongside anything on
his debut, Grace. The same could be said for
the R&B-fueled slow jamming of "Everybody
Here Wants You," the snappy shimmer of
"Witches' Rave," the hard -edged crunch of
"Yard of Blonde Girls," and the eerie romance

of "Nightmares by the Sea." Chalk it up to
Buckley and Co.'s fastidious preplanning, pro-
ducer Tom Verlaine's deft touch, and mixer
Andy Wallace's gift for studio polish.

Disc Two represents the other end of the
spectrum: Whereas the first disc was recorded
with a full band in a real studio, the second
gathers low -fi home recordings and sundry

experiments. For the ca-
sual fan, melodically
challenged abstractions
like "Murder Suicide
Meteor Slave" and "Back
in N.Y.C." might be ask-
ing a bit much. But for

the devotee, these tracks offer tantalizing in-
sight into Buckley's artistic mind unchecked
by hindsight, band input, or producer tinker-
ing. Indeed, one of the disc's true revelations
is "Your Flesh Is So Nice," on which the late
singer doffs his spiritual nimbus in order to
address his carnal concerns-a humanizing
gesture reinforced by the music's glam-punk
sizzle.

Truth be told, Buckley was not a masterful
pop songwriter, at least not in the Beatlesque
sense of hooks, melodies, and pithy economy.
Rather, he was a consummate sonic architect
and a singer of extraordinary control and
range, from Joan Armatrading emotional to
castrato technical to Nusrat Fateh Mi Khan
ethereal to back -porch colloquial. "When my
life is over and my time has run out ... I'll
leave this old world with a satisfied mind," he
sings on "Satisfied Mind," the collection's
closer. Amen to that. Greg Siegel

Before These

Crowded Streets
RCA 67660, 70:23

Sound B+, Performance B+

Just before The Dave Matthews Band
paints itself into a permanent corner as a
fey, toothless, college -crowd jam band, it
comes up with Before These Crowded
Streets, its third studio
recording and best el
fort by a landslide.
Unlike Crash, whose
bland jazz- and art -
rock pretenses over-
shadowed any reason-
able melodic impressions, Streets comes
out of the box as an aggressive and over-
whelming statement, full of Matthews'
growl ("Don't Drink the Water" and "Hal-
loween") and musical adventurousness
(the Middle Eastern -flavored "The Last
Stop"). Produced by long-time colleaguei

Steve Lillywhite-and recorded without
the benefit of road-testing-Streets feels
fresh and spontaneous, without the bela-
bored pains of past efforts.

Instrumentally, the band is joined by in-
teresting guests. Bela Fleck decorates the
record with his saw-toothed banjo, the Kro-
nos Quartet shows up on the thoughtful
"Halloween," and Alanis Morisette sings
haunting background vocals on "Spoon."

Matthews offers his best lyrical compo-
sition with two politically and morally mo-
tivated songs: "The Dreaming Tree," about
taking life for granted, and the bold lead
single, "Don't Drink the Water," which de-
scribes the plight of Native Americans.

To the band's credit, none of these de-
partures veer far enough to require expla-
nation. They just reveal that rather than
being content with its considerable fan
base, The Dave Matthews Band has begun
to reach out to new styles, new ideas, and
best of all, new fans. Bob Gulla

Get In The Mix!
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JAZLBLUES
RE OR DINGS

The Midnight Blues
(Standard Time Vol. 5)

Wynton Marsalis
COLUMBIA CK 68921, 76:01

Sound: A, Performance: A+

his gorgeous collaboration be-
tween jazz's preeminent trum-
peter Wynton Marsalis and
arranger Robert Freedman re-
prises the chemistry the two
established on Wynton's high-
ly successful 1984 album Hot
House Flowers. Freedman's
arrangements for a 31 -piece
string orchestra work perfectly

with the trumpeter's heroic playing,
never upstaging this great "singer" of
songs. Think of Sinatra with Nelson

Riddle more than Miles Davis with
Gil Evans.

Wynton plays quite melodically
throughout this ballad -dominated
set. Familiar melodies like "The Par-
ty's Over" and "You're Blasé" are de-
livered in straightforward, unhurried
fashion by Marsalis and his quartet of
bassist Reginald Veal, drummer Lewis

Nash, and pianist Eric Reed, who is
also given some significant solo space

throughout. And Freedman's lush
strings swirl around the trumpeter in
near subliminal fashion, creating an
elegant yet subdued backdrop for
some brilliant playing-like black vel-
vet against a diamond.

The players take "After You've
Gone" at a snail's pace, turning that

oft -recorded swing -era barn burner
into a sensuous invocation. The
mood on "Glad To Be Unhappy" is
profoundly sorrowful yet teeming
with soulful declarations and some
of Marsalis's most dazzling playing,
particularly his breathtaking caden-
za. He evokes feelings of his home-
town with mute and plunger on a
azy, laid-back "Baby, Won't You

RAINssAN R LAND KIRK

Aces Back to Back
32 JAZZ, 32060, four CDs, 2:53:14

Sound: A, Performance: A to B

There are multi -reed players, and
then there's Rahssan Roland Kirk-a
jazz anomaly, to be sure, who
pumped two, often three, horns si-
multaneously, while deploying a cir-
cular breathing technique that en-
abled him to hold a note for up to
two hours (which he proved at a Lon-
don performance in the '70s). This
wasn't gimmickry, although Kirk cer-
tainly imbued his recordings and
concerts with something verging on
the carnivalesque compared to what
typically appeared then at New York's
Carnegie and Avery Fisher halls.

When he embarked on his signa-
ture, often bizarre but nonetheless
brilliant verbal soliloquies, Kirk
veered into something closer to per-
formance art, and even comedy. Yet,
the novelty never eclipsed Kirk's pure,
unhindered expression-music that's
still seemingly uncategorizable, al-
though everyone files it under "jazz."

The latest addition to this file is
Aces Back to Back, a compilation of
four out -of -print (and never before
released on CD) Kirk albums from
the '70s: Left & Right, Rahssan
Rahssan, Prepare Thyself to Deal with
a Miracle, and Other ñtÚ('Folks' Music. All were k
released on Atlantic
back when it was still
the best record com-
pany in the universe.
Kirk traverses a range
of sonic colors, using African instru-
ments (kalimbas, various flutes) and
Afro-Cuban percussion combined
with Junior Walker -influenced R&B
and (heard on Aces Back to Back)
more "orchestral" type instrumenta-
tion. Ultimately, Aces (and all of the
performer's '70s Atlantic activity)
upholds Kirk's legacy as one of jazz's
most original, adventurous, and free-
thinking figures. Mike Bieber

4n
N.h T.
P.h
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CLAIRE MARTIN

Make This City Ours
LINN RECORDS

HON CD 5066, 58:03
Sound: A, Performance: B+

ith traditional jazz vocals fast be -
coming a rarefied art, it's great to
welcome U.K. native Claire Mar-
tin, a relative newcomer making

the scene with her third major release in
the States in as many years. Husky of
voice-scorched in the lower registers,
crystal in the higher-Martin plays a

rather conventional
and comforting foil
to torchier, more
soulful songstresses
like Nnenna Free -
Ion and Diana
Krall. Her phras-

ng's impeccable, and her pitch, especially
in her playful repartee with trumpeter
Gerard Presencer on Blossom Dearie's
charming "Bye -Bye Country Boy," are
both spot on. Elsewhere, the results are
equally impressive. Saxophonist Antonio
Hart helps out to good effect on the ex-
cessively uptempo "No Moon at All." A
crackling rendition of the Arlen and Mer-
cer standard "Anyplace I Hang My Hat Is
Home," and "Empty Bed," her own sultry
composition co -written with pianist
Gareth Williams, demonstrate Martin's
considerable range and emotional depth.

Martin's band also gets some space to
Ilex, with Presencer stretching out on
Milton Nascimento's "Make This City
Ours Tonight," and Williams, bassist Pe-
ter Washington, and drummer Gregory
Hutchinson all getting some time on
Gino Vannelli's "Gettin' High."

Martin may not take many chances,
and she works too frequently in the same
key, but that doesn't spoil the many plea-
qures of Make This Citv Ours. Bob Guilt?

Please Come Home," as the strings blow gen-
tly around him like a hot August breeze in
New Orleans. With horn open, he kicks into
some bold statements that hearken back to the
early masters. His virtuosity is apparent
throughout, yet it never undermines the
melodic integrity of these bittersweet love
songs.

Freedman's arrangements, like some ethe-
real hovering presence, remain strictly in the
service of the song and conjure up an elegiac
quality on "Ballad of the Sad Young Men" and
the melancholy title track. There the great
trumpeter offers up the universal sound of a

pained low moan before resolving to a more
buoyant bluesy statement of affirmation.
Wynton adds some rococo touches to "I Guess
I'll Hang My Tears Out To Dry," bursting into
brief double-time flourishes. And his rhythm
section summons up a tango feel underneath
the haunting melody of "I Got Lost in Her
Arms."

Recorded live in The Grande Lodge of the
Masonic Hall in New York City (using no iso-
lation booths whatsoever), The Midnight Blues
has a remarkably pure sound that suits the
heartfelt character of this unusual, romantic
project. Bill Milkowski

Global Warming
Sonny Rollins

MILESTONE MCD 9280, 50:22
Sound: A, Performance: B+

Tenor saxophonist Sonny Rollins likens
Global Warming to his highly regarded Free-
dom Suite from 1958. In addition to deliver-
ing six individual jazz statements, Global
Warming is Rollins' way of once again accen-
tuating a plight, this time that of the environ-
ment. The titles of some of the songs-
"Echo-Side Blue" (as in ecocide), "Global
Warming," "Mother Nature's Blues," and
"Clear -Cut Boogie"-leave no doubt as to his
well -intended message as they fall under the
grooves of ballad, calypso, medium swing,
and shuffle, respectively.

"Echo -Side Blue" may well be the highlight
of the disc. It's deceptively rhythmic intro un-
folds to reveal a ballad of dynamic propor-

tions. Knowledgeable
Rollins fans may even
find the intervallic leaps
and congenial harmo-
nies to be reminiscent of
an earlier classic Rollins
album (featuring gui-

tarist Jim Hall): The Bridge. With excellent
contributions from pianist Stephen Scott,
bassist Bob Cranshaw, and drummer Idris
Muhammad, Rollins' minimalistic composi-
tion is masterful.

"Island Lady," first released in 1976, is re-
vived here with a twist of Horace Silver-ish
playful funk. This cut adds percussionist Vic-
tor See Yeun, drummer Perry Wilson, and ap-
propriately displays the evolving solo chops of
long-time Rollins cohort, trombonist Clifton
Anderson. The latest obscure standard that
Rollins unearths is Irving Berlin's "Change
Partners," and it is a wonderful take.

With original material conducive to the in-
ventive, robust improvisations we've come to
expect, Rollins' first album in more than two
years will not disappoint. It's not all magic,
but contains enough to reaffirm faith in an
icon who has been away from the studio far
too long. James Rozzi
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EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS
AN Furniture has grown in both diversity and quality
over the last several years. Many new manufacturers
have "joined the party" and brought to it some fresh,
innovative styles and designs. Always striving to stay

a leg up on our competition, Sound City proudly
offers an unparralled selection of Component, AN

racks, and speaker stands from such well respected
manufacturers as Lovan Audio, BDI, Atlantis,

Salamander and many others. Everyone needs a
smart, durable way to house their components.

Chances are you'll find it at Sound City!

Atlantis Allegro A/V
Features the s.
finishes as the Ailegro Auaio. The A.V.

however, is a two -shelf rack designed
to accommodate up to a 32" N and 2-4
audio components.The top also has an
additional shelf that swivels for easy viewing.
Structure available in black or titanium,
shelves available in black or anigre.

Titanium/Black Stock #21850 Black/Anigre Stock #30010
Titanium/Anigre Stock #21851 Black/Black Stock #21721

Harmony Component Rack
The introduction of the Harmony component rack has
brought Atlantis quality and style to a level that's afford-
able for everyone! 4 component shelves plus top shelf
CD storage adds up to an unbeatable combination of
functionality, style and value. Harmony available in

titanium and black, shelves in rosewood and charcoal.

Titanium/Rosewood Stock #30761
Titanium/Black Stock #30762
Black/Rosewood Stock #30763
Black/Black Stock #30764

Liman Pro 4
4-Sheif RTA component rack comprised of .25' thick
Pine MDF shelves resting on top of a high carbon
steel frame. A powder coated "Dorian" finish makes
the rack extremely scratch resistant.
Dimensions:
30"H x 22.25"W x 19.5"D
Internal Clearance:

:1 996"HHor 7.8"Hx19.25"Wz17.5'D
Stock #17111

GM
The GF4 features 4 oversized tempered
glass shelves supported by 1.25" Tillable steel
stanchions. The all glass shelving "disappears"
and really accentuates your equipment.
30"H x 22"W x 19.5"D

Stock #21885

Classic II
4 -Shelf modular rack with individually spiked
shelves and Lovan's patented "trisolation" system.
Triangular isolation coupled with welded steel con-
struction and Lake Pine MDF shelves results in a
rack with superior damping. Available with black or
18 Karat Gold plated accents and tillable for
improved damping.
Dimensions:

$379
32.5"H x 23.7"W x 19.5"0
Internal Clearance
6" or 7.8"H x 20.25"W x 17.2
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FACTORYAUTIYOR/lED
aid/s/  Advent  Atlantic Technology  Atlantis  Audio Control

Audio Guest  B&K  B80  Belldggeni  BIC  Bryston  CAL  Canton
Carver  Denon  Grado  Graaf  Harman/Kardon  Hitachi  Infinity

Jamo  JBL  Joseph Audio  JVC  Kenwood  Lovan  MIT  Mitsubishi
Monitor Audio  Monster Cable  NAD  NHT  Niles  Onkyo  Panamax

Panasonic  Parasound  Platinum  PPI  Proscan  Rane  Runco  Seleco
Sony  Sonance  Technics  Tice Audio  XLO and more!

SOME BRANDS NOT AVAILABLE MAILORDER

SHOP US ON-LINE
shop over 700

products online...
it's safe and easy!

www.soundcity.com li11 II

CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-542-7283

r
VISA

MAIL ORDER HOURS

Mon - Fri: Sam -10 m EST
Sat 9am - 6 m EST
Sun 11am - 5pm EST

RETAIL HOURS
Mon - Fri: loam - 9 m EST

Sat 9am - 6 m EST
Sun 11am - 5pm EST

- F "
FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

973-263-6060
Store: 89 Route 46 East  Denville, NJ 07834
Offices: 45 Indian La. East Towaco, NJ 07082
Factory Authorized for all brands we sell  Not responsible for typographkal errors  30 Day

defective exchange on all products except video and car stereo installed products *All returns

for credit must be made within 14 days of receipt  Items must be in orgnal condition and

packaging or might be subtuect to a restocking fee  Shipping and handing not refundable
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The Sting 1973; PG rating; one-sided (1.33:1

aspect ratio); English/French/Spanish Dolby
Digital two -channel monaural; Spanish sub-

titles; English closed -captioned. UNIVER-
SAL 20165, 2:09:00, $24.98

Picture: A, Sound: B, Content: A

his movie found the director
George Roy Hill and stars
Paul Newman and Robert Red-
ford following up
the successful for-
mula they estab-

lished with 1969's Butch Cas-
sidy and the Sundance Kid, in
which crooks and rascals
were made into lovable he-
roes. Thousands of fans, so
deeply distressed by the
freeze-frame implied demise
of Butch and Sundance, were
rewarded by having their
rogue heroes, recast as Henry Gondorff
and Johnny Hooker, live through a sting
caper in which they take a more serious
crook, played by Robert Shaw, for half a
million dollars.

A revival of Scott Joplin's classic ragtime
music happened to be starting at the time
The Sting was being filmed, and compos-
er/adaptor Marvin Hamlisch seized on sev-
eral of his tunes, notably "The Entertainer,"
as the focal point of his score. No matter
that a movie so rich in authentic period vi-
sual detail of the Depression Era 1930s
should use music from an entirely different
period-the early 1900s. This was Holly-
wood, and it all worked, seemed appropri-
ate, won Hamlisch an Oscar, and catapulted
Joplin to the forefront of American pop
culture. For once, we might well thank a
Hollywood composer for being historically
inaccurate, since the fruits of his labor fur-
thered a Joplin revival that saw everyone

from E. Power Biggs to
Itzhak Perlman performing
the ragtime composer's
music. Even his neglected
opera, Treemonisha, re-
ceived a splashy, and suc-
cessful, 1975 revival by the
Houston Grand Opera.

Universal's DVD brings
back all those memories

as well as the
highly enter-
taining movie
itself in a spiffy transfer that
looks newly minted. The
movie was shot 1.33:1 to be
shown theatrically cropped at
1.85:1, so for once Universal's
often misused "full frame"
designation on the back cover
proves accurate. The images
are sharp and clean, doing full

justice to the Oscar -winning sets and cos-
tumes. The audio transfer is more than ade-
quate, just not quite up to this DVD's ex-
ceptionally high video standard.

If you love this movie, which also won
Oscars for best picture and director, don't
hesitate to acquire this fine edition. If
you've never seen it, don't wait another
minute to see it. Rad Bennett

ROBBIE R
Robbie Robertson: Going Home 1995; one-
sided (1.85:1 aspect ratio); Dolby Digital two -
channel stereo. LASERLIGHT 82 016, 1:10:00,
$14.95
Picture: A-, Sound: B+, Content: A

This superior tribute to one of rock music's
stellar songwriter/performers comes from an
unlikely source, as Laserlight enters the DVD
market. Originally shown on the Disney Chan-
nel, the program begins in the present, with
Robertson's return to his Native American
roots as the leader of The Red Road Ensemble,
then flashes back to his beginnings in 1950s
rhythm and blues, moving on to his time with
The Band, with an excursion into his associa-
tion with Martin Scorsese and film music.

Documentaries of this sort, which in-
evitably interrupt the music with voice-
overs, usually frustrate, but this one is so well
paced and informative that I didn't mind its
construction at all. There are lots of great, his -

SOBER SON
toric film clips and special moments. My fa-
vorites turned out to be a two -man guitar -
and -voice jam with Willie Dixon (who quips
"you know, the blues are the roots, and other
music are the fruits"), mid -1960s shots with
Bob Dylan, and Eric Clapton performing

with Robertson and The
Band at their induction
into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame.

The video is variable
because of the use of stun-
ning, sharp recent footage
alongside the older origi-
nal source material. The
sound is quite serviceable.

At its low price, one expects bare bones DVD
features, and there are no extensive biogra-
phies or such. But when you highlight an in-
dividual chapter in the menu, you get an au-
dio preview of it. Pretty neat at a price about
that of an average CD. R.B.
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Kalifornia 1993; unrated and R rating; two-
sided (one side 2.35:1 letterboxed, other side
pan -and -scan); English or French Dolby Digital
two -channel matrix surround; Spanish subti-
tles; includes behind the scenes documentary.
POLYGRAM 440 043 299, 1:58:00, $29.98

Picture: A-, Sound: A-, Content: B+

In Kalifornia, an author and his photogra-
pher girlfriend (David Duchovny and Mi-
chelle Forbes) traveling cross-country to gath-
er firsthand information on serial killers while
photographing the scenes of their crimes en-
counter the real thing when they take on
charming yet menacing Early Grayce (Brad
Pitt) and his girlfriend (Juliette Lewis) as rid-
ers. The quartet of first-rate actors turns in an
ensemble performance of astonishing depth,
with several star turns along the way that raise
this movie far above the usual (`psychopath
movie" level. Many viewers will find it inter-
esting to see how good Duchovny and Forbes
can be outside their far better-known roles in
popular TV series (Duchovny on The X -Files
and Forbes in Homicide).

The video transfer is first-rate, clean and
crisp, and though the audio mix is just two -
channel stereo with matrix surround, it
does sound better than
some 5.1 mixes, doing
special justice to Carter
Burwell's jazzy, kinky
film-noirish music
score. There also seems
to be some great new
DVD feature at every
turn these days, too. On
a single disc, this DVD
offers the viewer a choice among four ver-
sions: widescreen R-rated and widescreen un -
rated on one side, pan -and -scan R-rated and
pan -and -scan unrated on the other. Not that
everyone will want to see each, but the math
makes that come out at about $7.50 a version,
a pretty good deal. R.B.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame 1939;

black -and -white; one -;iii, d; English/Spanish
Dolby Digital one -channel mono; English/
French/Spanish subtitles; trailer documentary.
WARNER HOME VIDEO 12058, 1:57:00,
$24.95
Picture: A-, Sound: B+, Content: A

The DVD format can breathe new life into
classic movies. A good print viewed on a pro-
jection TV in a superlative, crisp, grain -free
DVD transfer like this one can re-create the
original theatrical thrill. Movies that merely
seem "old," when interrupted with commer-
cials in late -night network or cable presenta-
tions, are restored to full classic status and
provide entertainment equal to, or beyond,
that delivered by most current movies.

Surely Charles Laughton's performance as
Quasimodo, the physically deformed bell
ringer in The Hunchback of Notre Dame,

seems as rich as ever,
eclipsing most of what
was celebrated at this
year's Academy Awards
ceremonies. Laughton
didn't win one of the
statuettes for this film,
and one of the DVD
supplements lists all the
great movies released in

1939, showing just how stiff the competition
was. Additional supplements give bios and fil-
mographies for almost the whole cast, as well
as for the producer, director, and Alfred New-
man, the composer of Hunchback's music
score. There's also an interesting documentary
that features an interview with Maureen
O'Hara, who made her debut in this movie as
Esmeralda, the beautiful gypsy who shows
compassion and pity for Quasimodo. R.B.

ÁÚGHT01!

Tchaikovsky: Swan Lake 1966; no rating;
one-sided; Dolby Digital 5.1; two -channel ster-
eo. PHILIPS 440 070 201, 1:46:30, $29.98
Picture: A-, Sound: B, Content: A

This DVD captures Rudolf Nureyev and
Margot Fonteyn at the height of their artistic
partnership in a 1966 Unitel taping of Tchai-
kovsky's Swan Lake. The duo, one of the great
pairings in ballet history, is a marvel to be-
hold. Though the choreography by Nureyev
was new for the time, the overall production
looks solidly traditional.

The video from a film over 30 years old is
pretty amazing as well. The colors are vibrant,
and the definition is sharp and clean. Sound
is excellent for the most part; only big orches-
tral tuttis show some signs of congestion. Pas-
sages scored for smaller forces come across
just fine; the all-important harp sounds quite
realistic. The 5.1 mix just adds some rear re-
verberation and overall sounds leaner and
cleaner.

If you want a more opulent, lush sound that
is slightly less transparent, switch to the two
channel, an alternate choice thoughtfully pro-

vided. Though based on
a stage presentation, the
performance was ap-
parently taped without
an audience, so you can
listen to the audio only
without any distracting
applause.

At its list price, this
DVD costs no more than a full -price, audio -
only CD, yet provides video as well. Philips
proves in this release that classical music and
DVD were made for each other. I hope others
quickly follow suit. R.B.
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SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
Improve the performance of your audio or video system
with our specialy designed dedicated hi performance
speaker stands. We make stands or bases to enhance the
performance of these fine speakers

Aerial: all models
Avalon: monitors
B&W: 601, 602, CDM I, CDM 2, & all 800s
Eminent Technology: ET VIII
Theil:.5, I 5, 2.3, & 3.6
Spendor: all monitors
Vandersteen: I, 2, 3, & VSM-I
Wilson: CUB

ANCHOR YOUR SYSTEM

See our Online Catalog at
www web4u.corn/sound-anchors

Phone (407) 724 1237

STORADISC"- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL.
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

NEW SERIES B
MODULAR HARDWOOD

CABINET SYSTEM

PROVIDES UNLIMITED STORAGE

FOR CDs, DVDS, VIDEOS, LPs,

LASERDISCS, CASSETTES & COMPONENTS.

DOESN'T YOUR COLLECTION DESERVE THE BEST?

FIND OUT JUST HOW AFFORDABLE TOP QUALITY IS.

REQUEST INFO KIT 1 & GET ALL THE FACTS...

CALL: 800-432-8005
FAX: 973-667-8688

E-MAIL: SORICEAV@AOL.COM

LJ SORICé
PO BOX 747-1A, NUTLEY, NJ 07110

HTTP://W W W.SORICE.COM

NEI

GET THE
POINT.

The point is that LOVAN's patented modular

"trisolation" system is the mos elegant

method of eliminating unwonted' vibration in

your quality audiophile and home theater

components.

Your system will look and sound better than

ever, showcased in our Classic I, Classic II,

Pyramid AVR and Sovereign rack;. You can

obtain all the beauty and performance of

LOVAN audio/video furniture at a price that

is practically beyond belief. See your local

LOVAN dealer and get the point. After all,

compared to LOVAN, everything else is

pointless.

All LOVAN Products are Distributed Exclusively By

AXCESS MARKETING
1306 Kingsdale Ave.  Redondo Beach, CA 90278

for More Info Call (310) 793-7676
Int'l distribution (714) 774-3118

z
VISA

.1"1
The Cube
by Lorentz Design

Stores

306 CD's
or any combination

of CD's, DVD's.
CD-ROM, VHS. Cassettes. etc.

 Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slow,
no plastic molds, no wasted space  Full -extension drawer

slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood
 23" H x 19 Y" W it 17 /," D  Fully assembled  StackaMe 

to order or for a free, color brochure

CIO 800-933-0403
LDI, Inc. P.O. Box 277 Lanesboro, MN 55949

Fax: 507-167 246K  Or e-mail us your hnxhurc
request at Iorentz @ polaristel.net

Copies of articles from this
publication are now available from
UM! Article Clearinghouse.

UMI
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -tree from Canada

ID, lE : S I C= N G Iit31L3 35»
lfi'il errn riesi¡;n a piece to your exact specifications!"

 #4803 2 -BAY
Component Center

tin..ow1ing~1
Two"!

ÍT
n;

#PRO -54
Custom

Component
Center

4
#PRO -1000
Holds 1000 CDs/DVDs

Media Raxx/Waves 

 #PRO -44
TV Component Table

#PRO -33
Audio Rack

/ rr'
A #3003 3 -BAY

Component Center

4
#6665
LP/Laser

Storage Rack
Holds 1600

4141-A Transport St. Ventura, California 93003

805/644-2185
Contact us today fora copy of our detailed newsletter

THE BAGS REPORT now IN COLOR
For your local dealer visit

www.billybags.com

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL I-800-445-6066, 9AM-5PM EST



DEALER SHOWCASE
Modular

stackable

oak units

hold all

recording

formats &

components

Tabletop

Rail Rack

Component
Rack

Drawers

Dolly

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

Free mail-order brochure
(please mention Audio)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464. San Francisco, CA 94188

ar eSSIVe
Si.r-IJCt.UfeS IM

..11broa

11~
Call today for color literature on our lull line of media furnilur,

Phone 812.452.7099 Fax 612.452.2882

Jon Alexander TM

Furulturu latllne.lac.

2690 Skyline Drive St. Paul, MN 55121

The AUDIO
CD STORAGE CONNECTION
puts manufacturers of CD
storage units in touch with
the ideal audience...

CD purchasers
unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage
of their ever-growing
CD collections!

Take advantage of this ideal
opportunity to increase your
company's sales by
participating in the next

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

For advertising
information call:

1-800-445-6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

or Fax 212-767-5624

CALIFORNIA
Components

that detine

the present.

Systems that

anticipate

the future.

~PkerenceAudlovicl8c>
Our 20th year! 800.947.4434
so. caL 310.517.1700 fax 517.1732

www.reference-ay.com

Cogetitiy( Prices Courteous Service Expert Advice
Authorized dealer for the finest audio & video brands.
ADA Celestion
ATI Citation
Atlantic Tech.. Creek
Audible Illusirns DCM
Audio Control Denon
Audio Power Fanfare
Audloquest Grado
Bag End Haller
Balanced Audio Hales
Bryston
Bybee
Cal Audio Lacs
Cardas
Carver
Cary

Magnum Dyralab Sharp
Meridian Sonance

Mirage Sony
M.I.T. Spectron

Mitsubishi Straightwire
NAD Target

Nestorovic Thorens
Nees Tice

Nifty Gritty Toshiba
Harman Kardon Nordost Flatline Townshend
Infinity Pioneer Elite Von Schweikert
Jamo ProAc VPI
JBL Synthesis PSB Wireworld
KEF Rego XL0
Kimber Katie Roomtune ... any more

10214 Dalton Ave., Dept. SP, Gardena, CA 9024$
e -mall: rav2000@aol.com

IOWA

hawkeye audio
video

www.hawkeyeauciio.com
Acurus

Audioquest

B&K
Balanced Audio Tech.

Black Diamond Racing

Carver

Chang Lightspeed

Conrad Johnson
Definitive Technology

Grado

Jolida

JM Lab
Lovan

Marantz
McCormack

Mitsubishi

Niles

Onkyo

Paradigm

Paradigm Reference

Rega

Sanus

Snell

Sumiko

Tara Labs
Yamaha

(319) 337-4878
401 S. Gilbert St. 6322 University Ave.
Iowa City, IA 52240 Cedar Falls, IA 50613

NEW YORK

AUDIO VIDEO CREATIONS
"HOOKED ON SONICS"

AMPRO
ANGSTROM

ANTHEM
APOGEE

BASIS
B&K

BELLOGGETTI
CONRAD JOHNSON

DWIN
FAROUDJA

HARMON/KARDON
JBL

KRELL
MARTIN-LOGAN

MAGNUM DYNALAB
MIRAGE

MITSUBISHI
NHT

NILES
ONKYO

PIONEER ELITE
PSB

SONANCE
SONY

SONIC FRONTIERS
STRAIGHTWIRE

STEWART
SUNFIRE

TRANSPARENT
TRIAD

VPI
XL0

AND MORE:

999 NORTHERN BLVD.
MANHASSET, NY 11030

Phone 516-365-4434  Fax 516-365-6285

ILLINOIS
"11 P t/ 41/4

110>

1111

TOUR IISTENING EXPERIENCE

AllI, Itl
3021 SANGAMON AVE.

w.*(' O"tar..

SPRINGFIELD, IL 2 702

TO17
.111'.

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG

CALL 1 800
AUDIO -HI

NEW JERSEY

Avalon Audio lde0
Reasonable, High -End Equipment for

Music, Home Theater, Surround Systems
Robert Trollinger, Jr.
.Medford, New Jersey

Personalized Service & In -Home Setup

Acurus
Angstrom

Aragon
Aragon Palladium

B&K
Bryston
Camelot

Chiro & Kinergetics
Da-Lite

EAD
Electrocompaniet

Genesis
Hales

Hologram
1EV

Lexicon
And

Tel: 609-654-7752

Meadowlark
Mirage M Series

M&K
NEAR

Parasound
Rega

Seleco
StraightWire

Sunfire
Tandberg

Target
Toshiba

Tributaries
Velodyné
Vidikron

More...
www.avalonay.com

PENNSYLVANIA.

ALIDIOLAB STEREO
CENTER

92 Lincoln Highway Fairless Hills, Pa 1903'

-: 00-513-855 We are conveniently located just
mutes from Philadelphia and NJ.

ADCOM

ARCAM
AUDIOLAB
AUDIOQUEST
AUDIOTRUTH

AYRE
B&K

Factory Authorized

Celebrating
40 YEARS

We now proudly
offer Lovan

M&K
MARANTZ
MONSTER "M"
NAD

NAKAMICHI

NHT

ONKYO

B&W' A NM ORTOFON

BOSTON
CARVER

Icy -. PANAMAX
PARASOUND

CREEK Ill PLATEAU

EPOS

FRIED

FAROUDJA
HK
INFINITY

JAMO
JBL
JM LAB
JOLIDA
LEXICON

.
a-_-

M -F 10-9
Sat 11-7
Sun 12-5

Get

111111

the point®
POLK

PSB

ROTEL"
SHARPVISION
SOLID'
SPENDOR
SUNFIRE`
TANNOY
VANDERSTEEN
YAMAHA'

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-445-6066, 9AM-5PM EST



DEALER
PENNSYLVANIA

IMO PLUS AUDIO
490 2nd Street Pike, Southampton, PA 18966

If von dm: 't see what you're
looking for, please eall

SPEAKERSERS & SUBS AUDIO COMPONENTS

VIDEO  f
EQUIPMENT

HomE THEAIER PACKAGES
Acoustic Research
Atlantic Technology

Bose, Canon
harmon/kardon

Jamo, JBL,
JVC. Kenwood,

Monster Cable. NAD
Sony, Toshiba. Infinity

and much more'

or call us for door to door delivery

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplu S audio.corn

email: DTLVPA@aol.com

VIRGINIA

THE BEST

IN HOME GROWN

AUDIO
With over 20 years of experience in

hi -end audio equipment, we proudly

inventory the following products:

 Quad

 Rccuphase

 DCM

 Magnum Dgnalab

 Cardas

 Clagton

 Von SchWeikert

 Joule Electra

 Spendor

 Flora

 !limber

 BEN

 Acrotec

 YDR

 Rion

 Creek

We haue a huge assortment of accessories and

many more brands to choose from. We also

offer a large inventory of used equipment.

Call For Information Toll Free:
1.800.752.4018

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, VA, 24121
Or Order On Line At:

http://www.hififarm.com

SHOWCASE
TEXAS

AUDIOBY:DESIGN
PROUDLY REPRESENTING

THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS!
Acoustics
Acurus
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha -Core
Anthem
Aragon
AudioQuest
Bryston
CAL Audio
CLASSÉ Audio
Creek
Denon
Energy
Epos
Jolida A

Kimber

Meadowlark

Mirage

Niles

Paradigm

Rega

Synergistics

Sonic Frontiers
Stand Design
Velodyne

Von Schweikert
VPI

Wharfedale

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
3 -DAY FEDEX SHIPPING

(800) 285-5884
911 W. Anderson Ln. #116

Austin, TX 78757

WISCONSIN

 ARCHITECURAL AUDIO

DAT

MINIDISC

 WORLD SAND RIDS

 PRO WALKMAN

CABLES

the

Happy

Medium

 FIELD RECORDERS

DSS

SONY DST

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

HOME THEATER

 ACCESSORIES

www.HappyMedium.com

 ADS

 AMC

 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

 BANG & OLUFSEN

 CARVER

 CELESTION

 GRADO

 HARMAN KARDON

 JVC

 KEF

 LEXICON

*MONSTER CABLE

NAD
 NAKAMICHI

 NILES AUDIO

 ONKYO

 PANAMAX

 POLK AUDIO

 PSB SPEAKERS

SANUS SYSTEMS

 SUNFIRE

 SONY ES

 TARGET

 THORENS

430 State Street Madison. WI 53703  FAX 100242Z-4425

 1-800-906 HI-FI (4434) i

DEALERS...
The best place to be seen is where people
are looking. And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers read AUDIO for
information.

The AUDIO Dealer Showcase is an ideal
forum to reach interested audio/video
enthusiasts who are active buyers them-
selves, and who advice others on stereo
and video purchases.

The Dealer Showcase is an exclusive
section designed to showcase your
advertising in AUDIO.

To place your ads, or for further infor-
mation call Toll Free:

1-800-445-6066
(9am to 5pm est)

FAX 212-767-5624

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

OUR 22ND YEAR! CALL 1 (800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER *
KEF * HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * AD-
COM * NAKAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO
* SUNFIRE * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY *
PROAC * TARGET * VELODYNE * PSB *
PANAMAX * MONSTER CABLE * JAMO *
GRADO * AUDIOCONTROL * CELESTION
* THORENS * SANUS SYSTEMS * NILES
AUDIO * OMNIMOUNT * SOUNDSTREAM
* ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER,
BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI
54143-0224.

AUDIO UNLIMITED
Authorized dealer for: ACCUPHASE, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthotix, AIR TIGHT, Audio Artistry,
AudioCraft, AudioNote, AVALON ACOUSTICS, Basis,
Benz -Micro, Cary, Chang, CODA, Continu-um, Day
Sequerra, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graaf, Graham,
Koetsu, Kuzma, Last, Magnum Dynalab, Merlin,
MUSE, Musical Design, Music Metre, NAGRA, Onix,
Oracle, Rega, Samandi Acoustics, Spendor,
Symphonic Line. TANNOY, Totem Transfiguration,
Western Electric, Wheaton, YBA, XLO, Zoethecus, and
more... Call, Write or Fax for more information. John
Barnes @ /Audio Unlimited, 2341 West Yale Ave.,
Englewood, Co 80110. Phone/Fax 303-591-3407.
Visa and Mastercard Accepted.

CALL STEREO WORLD for GREAT DEALS on all your Car
Stereo needs! Many quality brands at DISCOUNT prices,
including Denon Home! FREE UPS shipping! Call or write for
FREE sales flyer! (914) 782-6044, POB 596, Monroe, NY
10950. OUR 11TH YEAR. E-MAIL: caraudio á infi-net.com

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI

AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL, ARAGON, MARTIN LOGAN,
THIEL, Acurus, B&k, YBA, JmLab, Paradigm, Totem, EAD.
CAL, Golden Tube, Tara, Lexicon, Vidicron, Harman Kardon,
Rega. (608) 284-0001.

FOR SALE

MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures mods have arrived with HyperFast diodes,
BlackGate caps. Add HyperFasts and BlackGates to
any component! Signature updates available for previ-
ous mods! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alche-
my, B&K, Dyne (tubes too!) and Haller! NEW!!! Single -
Ended PA -3 frontend board for Haller amps-
unbelievable sound! Signature CD Players are ready!
Highly regarded CDT -4 Transport $795. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood
Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304. 314-447-0040.

AUDIO CONNECTION
NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION

BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN $50,000!
 Vandersteen
* B and W
 Proac
 Kimber Kable
 Cardas

 Rotel  Wadia
 Sonic Frontiers  Cary
 Audible Illusions  Arcam
 AudioQuest  Audiolab
 Quicksilver  Ayre

 No mallorder: B&W, Rosal

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona New Jersey 07044
Phone (973) 239-1799  Fax: (973) 239-1725

http://www.audioconnect.com

Dealers and OEMs BEST prices for highest quality Fiber
Optic Interconnects; plastic-Toslink and glass -ST.
514-227-7068 Fax: 514-227-7087, fotelco@total.net



TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your pro-
tection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return and
refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for
returned merchandise, and whether
there is any "restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are
not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's war-
ranty, the seller may offer its own war-
ranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the writ-
ten warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by
credit card, you may have a greater
recourse in the event the advertiser
does not perform. (Check the complaint
procedures of your credit card compa-
nies). For phone orders, make a note
of the order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of the
order, you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a let-
ter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the sell-
er's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

FOR SALE

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
To order call:1-800_226-2800

www.wholesaleconnection.com
JVC

R0662 CALL 01882 CALL
60992 CALL

TECHNICS
SAAX710 CALL SAAX910 CALL
SHAC300...CALL

PIONEER
VSX49 CALL VSXD506._..CALL
85059 CALL VSXD606 CALL
VSX79 CALL VSXD906 CALL

KENW000
1070VR CALL 10800R CALL
1090V0 CALL KR0990D CALL

HARMAN/KARDON
AVR40 CALL AVR55 CALL
AVR75 CALL AVR85 CALL

ONKYO
TOOV535....CALL TXDS838 CALL
TXS0636_..CALL TXDS939 CALL

CARVER
010880 CALL AV705X CALL

PIONEER
PDF79 CALL P00906 CALL
PDF59 CALL P00606 CALL

KENW000
1070CD CALL 1060CD CALL

ONKYO
OXC330 CALL DXC530 CALL

HARMAN/KARDON
018300 CALL FL8450 CALL

TECHNICS
SLPD887....CALL SLMC400 CALL

SONY
CDPCX200._CALL CDPCX250 CALL

JVC ..._...........T011/718 CALL

HARMAN/KAROON...DC520 CALL

PIONEER CTW606 CALL

PIONEER _.... C T W 616 CALL

TECHNICS.... RST R575 CALL

SONY TCWE605 CALL

SONY TCWE605___.......GLL
ONKYO _ TARW909...... _......CAL L

PIONEER D8500 CALL

PIONEER DVL700 CALL

TOSHIBA .... ...502107 CALL

TOSHIBA SD3107 CALL

PANASONIC. OVDA100 CALL

PANASONIC__..DVDA300 CALL

PIONEER LASER ...CLDD406 CALL

PIONEER LASER C1059 CALL

JVC
GRAXM25_..CALL GRAX920 CALL
GRDVM1......CALL

PANASONIC
PVL857 CALL PV1657 CALL
P008710 .CALL

CANON
05400 .....GAIL ES6000.., CALL
OPTURA.....CALL

Portable CD'S
SONY

0368.......... CALL 0465...... .....CALL
091805.__.. CALL DE307C9....__CALL

KENW000
DPC671.......CALL DPC971._...

PANASONIC
SLS321C.....CALL SLS651C....

CALL

CALL

NSXA30 CALL
NS0A72 CALL
NSXMT70.CALL
XRM10 ..CALL
XRMT100..CALL IVM27.........CALL

AIWA
NSXA50.. CALL
NSXA92 CALL
NSXMT90... CALL

JVC
P01000.....CALL F02000........CALL
EXTo5. ....CALL EXT07___...CALL
MX0761....CALL

PANASONIC
SCAK20_.CALL SCAR90__._CALL

Portable B,Ham .................._..._....._Call

Portable 6 Home..... ._  .................Call

JBL
11LS610 .....CALL HLS810..... CALL
HLS820... .CALL ESC550..... CALL
SC5115..... CALL SCS120.....CALL

INFINITY
RS2000.I...CALL SM65......... CALL
RS2000.2..CALL SM85... CALL
002000.3.. CALL SM105. ...CALL
8SI000.4..CALL SM115 .._._CALL
002000.5..CALL 514125 ....CALL
RS2000.6 CALL 91155.....:CALL
MINUETTE.CALL OUTRIGGER. CALL

BIC
0504 .....CALL 05201 .....CALL
8604...._... CALL V6251............CALL
8802...... .CALL ADATTO........ .CAL 1

BOSE
201 CALL 15180 ..........CALL
301..... CALL 10000.. .........CALL

INFINITY......... .... BU1 CALL
INFINITY BU2 CALL
BIC.... .........010000 CALL

SIC_.. 012000 CALL
MIX .... P S 12 CALL
MTX PS15 CALL
SONY SAW101 CALL
AIWA MAO ..... _. CALL
AIWA TSW50...............CALL

INFINITY. VIDE01...............CALL

BIC ............... ........ V52CLR.........._...CALL
BIC .. V62CLR ...............CALL

PIONEER
KEHP411....CALL OEH58..........CALL
KEHP515....CALI
KEHP818..CALL DEH590H.....CALL
CDXFM629 CALL DEHP65....._.CALL
CDXFM1227CALL OEHPBS........CALL
130P5003 CALL COXP626S....CALL

PANASONIC
CODPO550..CALL 000PX95......CALL

SONY
XRC450__..CALL CDKG60_._CALL
XRC550..._.CALL CDXC660..__CALL

MOXC670.....CALLCDX505RF..CALL
COX705......CALL

JVC
KSRT420..CALL K065720. ....CALL
KSRTS20..CALL K060920. CALL
KDMK88AFCALL KDMK88......CALL

KENW000
KRC703......CALL KOC6005...._CALL
KRC903.....CALL KDC7005......CALL
KDCC604....CALL KOCB005_....LAIL

BEL

855STI.......CALL
WHISTLER

1505WH... CALL 15751,01 ....CALL
UNIDEN

LR06199 CALL LRD6599. CALL
LR02200 ..CALL

SONY
SPP10910. CALL SPPM920 CALL
SPPSS960. CALL

PANASONIC
KITCC902..CALL KXTCC912....CALL
KXTCC942 CALL
KXTCS970 CALL KXTCM940.. CALL

TOSHIBA
FT6006F TH986 CALL

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. Fax (516)564-9593 PO's Welcome
We acceppt MC Visa Amex Discover 8 COD We ship FEDEX
WHOLESALE COÑNEC1'ION 901 rharl.c et Wed Mom pstead, MY 11559

CALL

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE
SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO
TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL
TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATA-
LOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENTCORPORATION,
3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -
TAPE (8273), IN GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

EARMAX MINIATURE TUBE HEADPHONE
amplifier. You must own this sweetheart! We
stock Etymotic, Sennheiser, Sony head-
phones. AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS, Box 100,
Lincoln Park NJ 07035. (973) 633 1151.
Sales: 1 888 59 Musik.
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy. sell 8 trade. Call for
inventory list (718) 423-0400. Visit our showrooms at 251-11
Northern Blvd. Little Neck, NY 11363, or www.used-hifi.com

FOR SALE

HIGH -VEND
SYSTEMS

Great News!
We are not in NY or NJ!

(that means no gray market goods and all
products carry a full manufacturer's warranty)

electronics
ACURUS - BRYSTON - CREEK - DENON
PARASOUND - PIONEER ELITE - REGA
SONY ES - YAMAHA

speakers
BOSTON ACOUSTICS - CANTON - ENERGY
KLIPSCH - VELODYNE - VON SCHWEIKERT
video
DWIN - RUNCO - SHARPVISION

...AND MORE

Ilut+-tvdci-u111 7
http://www.avsystem.com/

NEW WORLD AUDIO
WHOLESALE PRICES

 ADS
 ALPINE
 ATL. TECH
 080
 BOSE
 CARVER
 DENON
 HK
 INFINITY
 KENWOOD
 M8K

(800)311-
l',oducis Come with iri,,nulcIJIurC Wdl

 MB QUART
 MARANTZ
 NAK
 NILES
 NHT
 ONKYO
SONANCE
 SONY ES
VELODYNE
 YAMAHA
 AND MORE

0392
TANNOY SYSTEM 10 DMT II SPEAKERS, HAFLER
TRANSNOVA 9505 AMP, AUDIOQUEST MIDNIGHT
SPEAKER CABLES, ADCOM GFP 565 PREAMP. BEST
OFFER: (212) 489-4868.

Quality Audio Furnitureat 20% off Retail Price! Featuring
Archetype System from Salamander Designs Ltd. MEI,
1-800-879-5267. www.audiofumiture.corn

SATURDAY AUDIO EXCHANGE-
Chicago's source for discontinued,
demo, used & new home audio equip-
ment for 15 years. For information call
773 -935 -U -S -E -D or see our online cata-
log at http://saturdayaudio.com

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY

We have equaled the high priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We
demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.

AND MORE: Audio/Video Components. DDS
and other Home Theater Components. Speakers
Component stands. Accessories - & MORE

Call 800 321 2108 24hrs/day for free catalog

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

AUDIO/AUGUST 1998
83



FOR SALE CABLE TV

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, and THE LOWEST PRICES!

HOME THEATER SPECIALISTS

American Buyer's Club International

1-800-354-1324
130 Highway 33  Englishtown, NJ 07726

THX - AC -3 Consultants
For info & customer

service call
732-780-6600

Fax orders
732-294-7480
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

WWW.ABCSTEREO.COM

YAMAHA
RX-V992 ...AC -3 749

RX-V2092 CALL
HARMANIKARDON

AVRBS CALL
AVR40 CALL

DENON
AVR2700 CALL
AVR3200 AC -3

AVRS600 THX
PIONEER

VSX-D906 699

VSX-D606 CALL

B&K
AVF3090 CALL

NAD
2I6THX AMP

PARASOUND
PSP-1500 DIGITAL
HCA 2205 AMP

ADCOM
GFP 750 PRE AMP

GFA7500 AMP

1

Q75 CALL
MODEL THREE CALL

PSB
STRATUS GOLD CALL
STRATUS MINI NEW
www.WHARFEDALE.eom.

DIAMOND 7.2 CALL
ATLANTIC

TECHNOLOGY
450 SYSTEM THX
370 SYSTEM AC -3

BOSE
AM 10 ..NEW LOW PRICE
AM 7 II ....LOWEST PRICE

KRIX
www.krixspeakers.com

EQUINOX Award Winner
APEX TOWER

KLIPSCH
KLF20 CALL

TOSHIBA
SD3107 CALL

PIONEER
DVL909 DVD/LD/CD

SONY
DVP-S500 CALL
DVP-S300 CALL

PANASONIC
DVD-A310 AC -3

DENON
DVD-3000 DTS

LOWEST PRICES!
VELODYNE FSR-12

M&K MX -125

KLIPSCH KSW-200
CLEMENTS RICHTER
CLEMENTS RICHTER2
BIC 1200R

JVC
XL -MC 334BK 200 DISC

DENON
DCM460 339

NAKAMICHI
ALL MODELS CALL

YAMAHA
CDC665 239

HITACHI ...AUTHORIZED
TOSHIBA DEALER
SONY CALL
MITSUBISHI CALL

_ROSE
JVC

;11¡ PIONEER

SONY
YAMAHA
Velodyne

-- i MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
CID S YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

All products are new USA merchandise covered by the manufacturers warranty or
ABC's exclusive limited warranty

VISA

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI FI FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

Buy -Sell -Trade
All brands of

High End Audio Since 1979

AUDIO CLASSICS
-Limited-

FREE condensed catalog!
8AM-5PM ET Monday -Friday

Phone/Fax

607-766-3501
www.audioclassics.com

3501 Old Vestal Rd.
Vestal, NY 13850

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3023 E. Sangamon Ave., Spring-
field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE FET-VALVE hybrid tube and
Omega III active feedback preamplifiers, amplifiers, DACs, in-
verters, more, achieve dynamic liquidity, stunning clarity,
rugged durability through precision engineering. Plus economi-
cal AVA kit or wired circuits for classic Dynaco and Haller chasis
attain ultimate musical faithfulness. Free illustrated catalog! Au-
dio by Van Alstine, 2202River HillsDnve, Bumsville, MN 55337.
(612)890-3517. Fax: (612) 894-3657. info@avahifi.com http://
www.avahifi.com/

FREE SHIPPING!
FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, KEF, PARASOUND,
KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER,
STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593
KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276.
R BS charleston. net

s//www aual«imax.coen

AUDIO CLIMAX
Professional Lighting & Sound

Dl Gear  Effects lighting  Pro Audio  Nightclubs

800.77
C U3fybr Your Free Catalog!

CALL 1(800)-72-BOXES(26937) FOR UN-
BEATABLE PRICES ON ALL YOUR CABLE
EQUIPMENT. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/
DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAIN-
MENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!

ALL CABLE TV CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. WE'LL
BEAT ANY PRICE. 30 DAY TRIAL 1 YEAR WARRANTY.
QUALITY EQUIPMENT. DEALERS WELCOME.
1-800-538-CABLE(2225)

FREE TV CABLE CATALOG. Revolutionary new products!
Converters, Full viewing boxes, Gold or Silver that do all
boxes. Open 7 days a week. 1-800-676-6342.

CABLE TVzcisdIEW
DESCRAMBLERS

1 INTELE STAR

PHONE
CHECK

 30 Day Money Back
 1 Year Warranty
 Dealer Inquiries

800-835-2330
SATELLITE TV

FREE DSS TEST CARD information package. Works
with new system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711
Buford Rd., Suite 180, Richmond, VA 23235.

HALF 1'RICl?
SA'1'l?I.LI'1'l: TV

Complete Systems
FREE PANAMAX Surge Protector ($99 value)
FREE 3 Year Extended Warranty ($99 value)

16 Bit SINGLE (RB) FREE!
16 Bit DUAL (RB) $ 44
16 Bit SINGLE (NEW) $ 88
16 Bit DUAL (NEW) $ 144
32 Bit SINGLE (DISH) S 44

32 Bit DUAL (DISH) $ 88
32 Bit SINGLE (DSS) $ 144
32 Bit DUAL (DSS) $ 188
32 Bit SINGLE (Deluxe) S 188
32 Bit DUAL (Deluxe) $ 288
32 Bit DUAL (Digital/AC3) $ 288
D -VHS VCR / Receiver, Dual LNB $ 588

 Additional Receivers from 599
 Initial Activation Required
 All Factory Warranties Included

Call Toll Free

(877) 220 DISH
(877) 220-3474

HALF PRICE
SATELLITE COMPANY
205 State Hwy 9, Howell, N.J. 07728

Authorized Dealer for ttt...
a HUGHES -e

SONY tLA" _ " RCA

HOME THEATER
VIDEO PROJECTORS - GIANT 5' - 25' ULTRA -BRIGHT
HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURES!!! SCREENS BY DA-LITE,
DRAPER, STEWART, VUTEC!!! CYGNUS OPTICAL LINE
QUADRUPLERS!!! UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! FREE CATA-
LOG!!! POLI -VISION (717) 489-3292.

INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20
page Electronic Catalog- http://www.AVHTS.com/
ALLBRANDS or call TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check
our Monthly Specials!
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COMPACT DISCS seas
10,000 PREOWNED CDs. SERVING THE WORLD FOR 14
YEARS. Popular/Jazz/Classical. Buy/Sell. Send $3.00 (re-
fundable) for 28 page catalog. Audio House, PO Box 531.
Grand Blanc. MI 48439-0531 810-695-3415 http://
audiohousecd.com

DVD

DVDCITY, Your DVD Specialists, Quality
service and low prices on all major brands.
Visit us at http://www.dvdcity.com or call 1
888 DVDCITY.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel
boxes, jackets, sleeves, etc. CABCO-641, BOX 8212,
COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.
JProto1@aol.com

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations,
All Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country in-
cluding Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS.
1-800-982-2620. www.needleexpress.com

HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham, MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1.800-245-6000
We'll beat any price! 5.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT.

SONY MAXELL TDK FUJI
DAT120 569 0111.90 139 CDR -74 NL 149 501151120 599

DAT124v90 899 %LIIS 90 199 CDRXG74 599 918120 599

'-120V 169 T120HGX 239 SA.90 149 DR 190 69

-'506T 349 ST 120 6 99 56999 199 11205HG 229

ST 160799 DAT124190 699 SAX.100 209 JVC ST 120 549

MDW.74 449 003590 899 T120EHG 249 JVC T120 159

UR120 129 UR90 69 DAT120 649 CDR.74 1 79

TAPE WORLD 22U SPRING ST BUTLER PA 160Ú3 - F.X 8/0-522 8273
OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M -F 8-5

LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL

$499/PR JBL 4312C(BK), $799/PR JBL
4312MKII MONITORS NEW! EMPLOYED BY 70%OF RE-
CORDING STUDIOS FOR MIXING/EVALUATION. 12db
X -OVER NETWORK, 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER, 5" MID-
RANGE & DOME TWEETER, 100 WATT CAPACITY
MFC.LIST $899 WALNUT. PARAGONS $13,999 DELIV-
ERED. HARTSFIELD 085s $6,999(REPRO)-
$17,999(ORIG)/PR. OLN MPUS S8 -R $3,999/PR-L200
$1,999/PR. W.E. 300Bs $350/EACH(NEW) CATALOG $10
SHIPPED WORLDWIDE (UK -$297. EUROPE -$325. JA-
PAN -$350). VISA/MC. HAL COX, SINCE 1947. (4151
388-5711, FAX: (415) 388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE
MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

ROTTEN SPEAKER FOAM?
Toll Free 1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS, 11203
49th St. N , Clearwater, FL 33762 www.simply-
speakers.com. D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS FOR ANY
SPEAKER. FACTORY SERVICE-ALL BRANDS.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/
AMEX.

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSS-
OVERS, 6 to 36 dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan
versions. DB SYSTEMS, ROB 460, RINDGE,
NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

SOL EN
EUROPEAN SPEAKER
DRIVER UNITS CATALOG

AIRBORNE
LA PASSION DU HAUT-ARLEUR

ll/Z

í
jrrrk.s

scanspeaK
seas

SOLEN CROSSOVER

COMPONENTS CATALOG

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS
PERFECT LAY HEXAGONAL
WINDING

STANDARD INDUCTORS
PERFECT LAY HEXAGONAL
WINDING

FAST CAPACITORS
METALLIZED
POLYPROPYLENE

SOLEN CROSSOVER &
SPEAKER PARTS

SOLEN INC.
4470 Ave. Thibault
St -Hubert, QC J3Y 7T9
Canada

Tél.: 514-656-2759
Fax: 514-443-4949
E-mail : solen@quebec.net
WWW : http://www.quebec.net/solen/

Catalog US$8.00 Refundable

ODIN
Madisound and Seas of Norway are
pleased to introduce the Odin Speaker Kit.
This system introduces Seas' new line of
premium loudspeakers known as Excel
drive units. The Odin delivers strong bass
with a wide sound stage. The imaging and
accuracy results in a realism that draws the
listener into the music.

,%'%/%//%//7//7//7//%//-1.

Woofers: The Odin uses two woofers per
cabinet: the Seas Excel W 17E 002. This 7"
woofer has a specially coated magnesium
cone and a solid copper phase plug. The
phase plug along with copper shorting rings
on the pole piece help reduce distortion by
dissipating heat and minimizing the
inductance. This combination of materials
also results in a design that is a visual work
of art.

Tweeter: The Seas Excel T25-001 tweeter
is a 25mm Sonotex fabric dome, with silver
voice coil wire, a machined aluminum face
plate and a rear chamber to eliminate
unwanted reflections. The silver wire
improves electrical conductance to provide
better sensitivity to fine details in the
musical signal.
Cabinets: The cabinets are oak veneer with
a slot loaded rear vent and full black textile
grills. Cabinets are available with a clear
finish or ebony finish. Cabinets are 22"
high, 9 '/7" wide and 14 1/2" deep. The
cabinets, grills and crossovers are fully
finished and assembled. You receive all
parts necessary to construct the kit.
Conclusion: The Odin speaker is the result
of a combined effort of Seas, Zeligman Labs
and Madisound. The Odin was subjected to
extensive listening tests in both Norway and
the US. All involved agree that the
combination of high quality parts, design
experience and listening has created a

memorable musical experience.
Price: Kit with cabinets are $945 per pair.
Kit without cabinets are $725 per pair.

ÌI
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS r'

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S A.
TEL: 608-831.3433 FAX: 608-831-3771

e-mail: intoOmadisound.com
Web Peps: http:lwww.madisound.com
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LOUDSPEAKERS LOUDSPEAKERS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Read about the famous NEWFOAM,,, D.I.Y. Speaker
Repair process in "Stereo Review" June 1996

Standard and Deluxe rarwroam - kits a.a,lable www.NEWFOAM.com

1'800NEW1OAM
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money backWorldwde speaker Repair since I47D

NEWFOAM,.  3047 West Henrietta Road  Rochester, NY 14623-2531 USA
voice (716) 424.3680 tax (716) 427.9337 video 1716)427.2277

"New Foam's price was half of what I had paid previously. I recommend
the company highly." David Adler. "Audio Magazine February 1997

"It (NEV, FOAM,.,) looks like a good value and a darn good idea." Dr. Allan
Powell, hut "Tech Talk" radio program KAMU-FM Texas A 8 M University

As seen in tld WALL STREET JOURNAL 8eslnus ea tlia Web"January 22. 1998.

Phone Toll Free FAX Toll Free
1 -800 -NEW -FOAM
1-800-639-3626

1-800-4FX-FOAM
1-800-239-3626

GUARANTEED SPOUSAL ACCEPTANCE and
REFERENCE SOUND with these loud-
speakers or your money back. $1,580/pair.
Free brochure: 888-774-3744. Mfr. di-
rect:SONOCHROME.

MA -2 REFERENCE

[Aieealitla/tii1 y J°/trir/murec

-/i-y ,d' a vj Gns/osier

For your tree catalog on this and other
exciting products, please contact

MENISCUS
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. Division  Wyoming, MI 49548
1-800-536-3691

E-mail: meniscus@iserv.net

PAIITA SPEAKER
,L.CTRONCB MOr.. CATALOG

The Parts Express catalog is a must
for the serious speaker enthusiast! We
are a nationally known electronics dis-
tributor that takes pride in our huge
selection of products and our first rate
customer service. We stock a dizzy-
ing array of audio related components
including raw loudspeaker drivers for
home and car, home theatre products,
connectors, wire, test equipment, plus
numerous accessories. So what are
you waiting for ... call for your FREE
268 page catalog today!
Parts Express -
725 Pleasant Valley Dr., Springboro, Ohio 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000  FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@parts-express.com

Source
Code: AIM

1-800-338-0531

TRUE SUBWOOFERS
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

New HSU TRU
SUBS will extend
the bass of your
stereo or video
system for that "air
shaking all around
you" effect.

HSU Research 1-1RSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about HSU TRU SUBS:

'The TN 1225H0 plays louder (over 110 dB with program
material) and goes deeper (a true 25Hz extension) than an
of the competitive subs I have tested in its price or size class'

Tom Nousaine. Stereo Review. November 1997

"This product (TN825) sets new stardards for subwoofer
performance at $400 " "106 dB at 30 Hz. 100 dB at 25 Hz"

Richard Hardesty, Widescreen Review. Vol. 6, No 4

150W TN1225HO '111 dB at 35 8 30 Hz, 106 dB at 25Hz
These are very impressive figures fora single 12 driver, but
even more significant is the low distortion and clarity achieved
at these high output levels'

Richard Hardesty, Widescreen Review. Vol 6. No 4

"The Hsu had no problems with the incredible bass of anything
I threw al it It blends as well with music as it does with
movies one of the best deals on the market " Stacey Spears.
Secrets of Home Theatre and High Fidelity Volume 4 No 2.
May 1997 (http owww.sdinfo com'volume_4 2ihsu I2va html)

"To my even greater surprise, it integrated splendidly with the
Sound Lab A -2X Thanks Hsu Research for coming up with
this sonic bargain " Rome Castellanes, Audio Shopper.
Vol 3 No 3, April 1997 (http iiwww cdrome.corrvhsu html)

.output to rival many 18 inch subs along with the rare ability to
homogenize almost perfectly with high-performance main
speakers rated flat way down to 20 Hz but in my room it went
even lower. and could get stomach churning loud if you asked it "

Dan Sweeney. Audio/Video Shopper December 1996

Send for full details on the vastly improved new 12Va
the 10V, and our new TN series. Write or calf:

HSU
RESEARCH

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave Une L. Santa Fe Spnngs CA 90670
1.800354.0150 (Voice)
1.562.404-3848 )Vo,ce.Fax)
Email hsures@eanhlink ne
Website- http "wwe hsureseanch corn:

Sold ladory dvect with a 30 day tr,ai - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's detect warranty

WANTED TO BUY
MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

WANTED: TUBE HI FI, CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Al-
tec, Jensen, Marantz, Leak, Quad, McIntosh, Western Elec-
tric, EV, JBL, Tannoy ETC Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 3355.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for
HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046. WEB SITE
Catalog: www.tsto.com
AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS
High End Audio Components. CALL fora quote, See ou r ad at
the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
3501 Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY 13850. Phone:
607-766-3501 8am-5pm EST Mon -Fri.

ALWAYS PAYING TOP FOR: Tube Marantz, McIntosh,
Western Electric equipment. Vintage speakers, units.
from Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Garrard 301. Tho-
rens TD -124. P.O. BOX 80371, San Marino, CA
91118-8371. Telephone: (626) 441-3942. DAVID YO (My
word's like a signature.)

SERVICES
Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Clas-
sics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. 3501 Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY
13850. Phone: 607-766-3501, 8am-5pm EST Mon -Fri.

0* Zar

E0e

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz, FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!

Excellent selection of audiophile parts at fair prices &
prompt shipping! Extensive in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
INFINICAP, HOVIAND, MIT MUL'11CAP, SOLE, SCR, RF3.-CAP,

NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GA'ni, CA0000K, VISHAY, Mll.t.s,
1101.00, RFIISI'A, TKD, ALPS, Noiur:, EAR, DFnrx PANED,
CARDAS, KIMIWR, ACIKnr:CH, & pure silver chassis wires,
HExhxeD diodes, Soso foil inductors, all types of audit)
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes.
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
International/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
STRIKE GOLD IN COLORADO Phenomenal Opportunity to
Own Premier Audio Store. Fantastic Location Exclusive
Lines, $1 M + Sales, $150K Net Call Front Range Business,
303/499-6008

ASTROLOGY/PSYCHICS
Find Peace and Confidence through a live personal psychic
1-900-860-8616 ext.5624. $3 99 per min. Must be 18 yrs.

ADVERTISERS...

Reach proven mail order buyers!
They turn to us when they are
looking for purchasing
information and advice.

Advertise your products and
services in a low-cost environment
that sells. Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in the
industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
us Toll -Free and reserve
your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)

or Fax your order to 212-767-5624.
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AD INDEX

PAGE ADVERTISER WEB SITE/E-MAIL TELEPHONE

43 Bose Corporation www.bose.com 800-444-BOSE

Ext. 631

57 Bryston, Ltd. www.bryston.ca 800-632-8217

15,17 B&W Loudspeakers of America www.bwspeakers.com 978-664-2870

7 Cambridge SoundWorks www.hifi.com 800-367-4434

21 Canadian Electronic
Exposition & Conference ccee@idirect.com 905-720-0918

2 2,23 Chevrolet Camaro www.chevrolet.com 800-950-2438

I I Classé Audio www.classeaudio.com 514-636-6384

I9 Crutchfield www.crutchfield.com/md 800-955-9009

8,9 ESPN www.espn.com

3 J&R Music World www.jandr.com 800-221-8180

13 JVC Jazz Festival 1998 www.jvc.com

71 JVC Musical Industries xrcd@jvcmusic.com 800-JVC-1386

59 Kimber Kable www.kimber.com 801-621-5530

35 Marantz America, Inc. www.marantzamerica.com 630-307-3100

C III Meridian America, Inc. www.meridian-audio.com 404-344-7111

C IV M&K Sound www.mksound.com 310-204-2854

39,41 Paradigm www.paradigm.ca 905-632-0180

61 Parliament

5 Philips Magnavox www.acdr.philips.com 800-831-9191

53 Polk Audio www.polkaudio.com 800-377-7655

75 Pro Sound & Stage Lighting www.pssl.com 800-672-4268

19 Seneca Media www.everycd.com 800 -EVERY CD

79 Smile Photo sales@smilephotovideo.com 800-516-4221

3 SONY www.sony.com/minidisc

77 Sound City www.soundcity.com 800-542-7283

CII, P1 Winston
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AUDIO, August 1998, Volume 82, Number 8. AU-
DIO (ISSN 0004-752X, Dewey Decimal Number
621.381 or 778.5) is published monthly by Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary
of Hachette Filipacchi USA, Inc., at 1633 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10019. Printed in U.S.A. at Dyers-
burg, Tenn. Distributed by Curtis Circulation, Inc.
Periodicals postage paid at New York, N.Y. 10019 and
additional mailing offices. One-year subscription
rates (12 issues) for U.S. and possessions, $24.00;
Canada, $33.68 (Canadian Business Number
126018209 RT, IPN Sales Agreement Number
929344); and foreign, $32.00.
AUDIO® is a registered trademark of Hachette Filipac-
chi Magazines, Inc. ©1998, Hachette Filipacchi Maga-
zines, Inc. All rights reserved. The Editor assumes no
responsibility for manuscripts, photos, or artwork. The
Publisher, at his sole discretion, reserves the right to re-
ject any ad copy he deems inappropriate.
Subscription Service: Postmaster, please send
change of address to AUDIO, P.O. Box 52548, Boul-
der, Colo. 80321-2548. Allow eight weeks for change
of address. Include both old and new address and a
recent address label. If you have a subscription prob-
lem, please write to the above address or call 303/604-
1464; fax, 303/604-7455.
Back Issues: Available for $6.95 each ($8.25 Canada;
$13.25 other foreign) in U.S. funds. Please add $1.00
for the Annual Equipment Directory (October issue).
Send a check or money order to ISI/AUDIO Magazine,
30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302, or call
201/451-9420.
Occasionally we share our information with other rep-
utable companies whose products and services might
interest you. If you prefer not to participate in this op-
portunity, please tell the operator at the following
number: 303/604-1464.

r

ANLO
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

PLACE LABEL HERE

MO VING ? Please give us
8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

',AME

:DDRESS

;ITV

;TATE

.'IP

1(303) 604-1464
FAX 1(303) 604-7455

AUDIO
P.O. Box 52548. Boulder CO 80322
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EFI7.0 INBOX MIKE PREA P/AD

Remember cassette decks and reel-to-reel recorders from the
'70s and '80s? They had front -panel microphone jacks so you could
do home recording. Most of today's state-of-the-art home
recorders-MiniDisc, DAT, CD, and analog cassette-don't have
them. To record with mikes, you need a mixer or an outboard mike
preamp with an unbalanced output. The Zefiro InBox represents a dif-
ferent approach: a mike preamp with a 20 -bit analog -to -digital convert-
er. It's intended for use with low-cost DAT, MD, and CD recorders and
computer workstations.

Priced at $295, the InBox is compact (just 53/4 x 3 x 11/4 inches) and
portable (its snap -in 9 -volt battery lasts up to nine hours). It has two
Neutrik XLR balanced mike inputs (not phantom powered), a mono mini -

jack connector for S/P DIF coaxial digital output, a
Toslink optical digital output, left- and right -chan-
nel gain controls, and a handy belt clip. An LED sig-
nals battery -replacement time.

Zefiro's optional accessories include a wall -wart AC
adaptor, an RCA-to-XLR adaptor for line -level recording,

and an extra box that provides phantom power for
professional condenser mikes.

Using two Shure SM57 dynamic mikes to
record acoustic guitar, I tried the Zefiro with a

Sony consumer DAT recorder and a Pio-
neer CD recorder and found it could pro-
vide plenty of gain without noise. The A/D
converter was pretty good as well, yielding a
fairly accurate recording of the acoustic guitar.

My one cavil is the mini -jack coaxial digital out-
put: None of my 75 -ohm digital cables have mini -plugs, so I

had to buy an adaptor from Radio Shack for the InBox end. Overall,
though, this is one neat little device, and the price is right. (Zefiro Acoustics: P.O. Box
50021, Irvine, Cal. 92619; 714/551-5833; www.zefiro.com.) John Gatski

dio's Model Sixty -Six tube preamp, which I reviewed in the December
ivered great sound, considering its moderate price. Rogue followed
me its Model Eighty -Eight tube power amp, and again I experienced

1,395, the Eighty -Eight is rated at 60 watts per channel and operates
mear or triode mode, selectable by an internal switch. The amp has a

retro look, with a detachable cover vented at the top and sides. The tube
ment includes four Svetlana 6550C output tubes, four El 12AU7s for the

driver s ages, and two Sovtek 12AX7s for the inverter stages. The tube circuits
are self -biasing. The power and output transformers are large, which is consis-
tent with the amp's relatively high output power.

At the rear are sturdy binding posts and an AC -cord receptacle. An ultra-

quiet fan pulls cool air from the left vent holes across the output tubes and
out the right vent holes.

The Model Eighty -Eight
lost a couple of points,
however, on build quality:
Sturdier mounting of the

oiy fl(1 LPi NOR flu flcdiur Íill111111

esigned for apartment -dwellers and travelers who
want to listen ort-wave radio but can't use traditional outdoor an-
tennas. The receiving element is a 19 -inch steel hoop (when unfolded),
held to Cher by a fabric disc, with a small cord carrying a suction cup
and a for hanging the antenna. Despite its size, the AN-LP1 is great
for tra ing, because the hoop twists down into a circle only 61 inches in
diam , its rim held by a plastic shell that also houses the connections.

A able RF amplifier in a pocket -sized box makes this antenna ac-
tive. only controls are a frequency selector (calibrated for 4, 5, 6, 7,
10 14, and 20 MHz, corresponding to the 75- through 13 -meter
ands) and a power switch. The antenna is connected via a 12 -foot, 8 -

inch cable that unreels from the amplifier case; a 9 -inch cable that wraps
around the case connects to your radio, and a small adaptor is provided
that connects the cable to your radio's antenna mast if the radio has no
antenna input. A cigar -sized filter can be plugged between the antenna

GR414: B+

p c board would prevent
its flexing when you change tubes. And some ergonomic charac-
teristics could be improved-e.g., moving the internal triode/
Ultra -Linear switch from the p.c. board to a more convenient lo-
cation on the front panel would be quite helpful. I would also
prefer a separate 4 -ohm speaker output or an 8-ohm/4-ohm
switch. I had to swap wires to the speaker posts from the inside
to enable 4 -ohm operation.

The Model Eighty -Eight's sound is grade -A. It delivers accu-
rate audio with tube smoothness, yet the bass is tight and fast.
Regarding triode or Ultra -Linear operation, I preferred using
Ultra -Linear for pop and triode for jazz and acoustic music.
In either mode, this amp sounds better than many old tube
amps that audiophiles lust after. Weighing price against
performance, I think the Model Eighty -Eight is a bargain.
(Rogue Audio: 2827 Avery Rd., Slatington, Pa. 18080;
610/760-1621; www.rogueaudio.com.) John Gatski

and its cable to prevent inter-
ference from electrical appli-
ances. With the antenna
folded, the whole system fits
into a small soft case and
weighs just a few ounces.

Sitting on my porch, with
the antenna suction -cupped
to the window behind me, I
found the AN -LP 1 helped tremendously on
some bands, very little on others. But when I
moved indoors, where fewer stations can
penetrate, it made quite a large difference. The filter, however, seemed
to make no difference at all. Considering the AN-LP1's $99.95 cost and
extreme portability, I'd highly recommend it, especially to anyone who
travels with a short-wave radio. (Sony: One Sony Dr., Park Ridge, N.J.
07656; 201/930-1000.)

GRADE: A

Ivan Berger
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Meridian's amazing new
561 surround controller.
At this price,
what did we leave out?

Absolutely nothing!

561
Meridian Digital Surround Controller

The all New 561 features
Decode 8 channels including
side speakers for all modes

12 different user definable presets

3 subwoofer outputs with variable
crossovers for music or film with
overload protection

DSP tone controls

2 - room system capability

Expansion module for conversion of
analogue and digital sources to second zone

Meridian Proprietory Music Processing
Trifield, Ambisonic, Super Stereo, Music Logic
Meridian Lossless (MLP), Mono, Stereo, Music

Meridian Award winning Movie
and TV Processing
Dolby-AC3, DTS, MPEG Surround, Dolby
ProLogic, THX Cinema, Academy

Easy but flexible setup
Easy setup from the front panel or via a PC.
Setup via On Screen Display in
Composite and S -Video.

RS232 link for flexible setup, system
integration and software updates
Two trigger outputs

Audio Inputs and Outputs
7 analogue adjustable inputs
1 Digital optical input (Toslink)
5 Digital co -axial inputs IEC 1937, IEC 958
modular design for future 96kHz/24bit inputs

6 analogue output channels
8 digital output channels
(Meridian Digital Theatre)
2 analogue output channels (Tape and Zone 2)
1 digital output (Tape and Zone 2)

Video Inputs and Outputs
4 composite inputs
4 S -Video inputs

S -Video to composite conversion, On -screen

display for user and setup on both Main and

Tape outputs for composite and S -video

Suggested list price $4995ÚS

BOOTH ROVED STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 122
Atlanta GA 30331

Tel (404) 344-7111

Fax (404) 346-7111

Meridian in Canada
Aralex Acoustics Ltd
106-42 Fawcett Rd, Coquitlam,
BC V3K 6X9

Tel (604) 528 8965

Fax (604) 527 3886

http://www.meridian-audio.com



"The home -theater
speaker system to
beat for under
.$4,000 "Home Theater

largest selection of powered sub -

woofers, plus several center -channel

and surrcund speakers-including

M&K's exclusive SS-150THx "Tripole:'

The final word from Home Theater:

"We guarantee you, there is no movie

theater on the face of this earth that

sounds as good as the M&K S-125

system driven by a good front end..."

Docking Module stands shown in -the photo are optional.

"It utterly blows away most of what

passes for "high -end" loudspeakers on

the market at any price:' -Corey

Greenberg, Home Theater magazine

Designed for Dolby Digital and DTS

multichannel formats, the S-125, 5.1

multichannel Digital Monitor speaker

system is one of the best buys in high -

end home theater-bringing dynamic

impact and excitement to film sound-

tracks and a warm natural quality to

music sources.

Along with complete systems, M&K

lets you choose from the industry's

10391 Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California 90232
(310) 204-2854, Fax: (310) 202-8782
http://www.mksound.com




